Wednesday, April 14, 2021
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION
OF THE COCONINO COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
PURSUANT TO A.R.S. § 38-431.01 & § 38-431.02
5:00 p.m. – Special Session
The Board of Supervisors’ meeting will be held virtually and can be joined via zoom link:
Please click the link below to join the webinar: https://zoom.us/j/98587704045 or
Telephone: Dial 877 853 5247 (Toll Free), Webinar ID: 985 8770 4045.
Notice of Option to Recess in Executive Session
Pursuant to A.R.S. § 38-431.02, notice is hereby given to the members of the Board of Supervisors and to
the general public that, at this meeting, the Board of Supervisors may vote to recess into Executive Session,
which will not be open to the public, with the County’s attorneys for legal advice and discussion on any
item listed on the following agenda, pursuant to A.R.S. § 38-431.03 (A) (3).
The Board may change the order of the schedule at the time of convening the meeting or at any time
during the meeting. Members of the Board of Supervisors will attend virtually or by telephone.

Call to Order:
Pledge of Allegiance:
Public Hearing:
1.

Public Hearings, consideration and possible adoption of Ordinance 2021-04 and
Resolution 2021-03 for Case No. ZC-20-011 and SUB-20-011: A request for a
Zone Change from the RS (Residential Single-family, 6,000 sq. ft. minimum
parcel size) Zone to the PC (Planned Community) Zone with approval of a master
development plan and subdivision preliminary plat. Community Development:

Adjourn:
CERTIFICATION OF POSTING OF NOTICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the foregoing notice was duly posted at the Coconino County Administration
Building, 219 East Cherry Avenue, Flagstaff, Arizona, on this Date: ______________________ at _______am / pm (circle
one) in accordance with the statement filed by the Coconino County Board of Supervisors with the Clerk of the Board. Dated this
_______ day of _________________, 2021.
______________________________________________________, Lindsay Daley, Clerk of the Board
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Meeting Date: 04/13/2021

DATE:

04/13/2021

TO:

Honorable Chair and Members of the Board

FROM:

Jay Christelman, Community Development Director

SUBJECT:

Public Hearings, consideration and possible adoption of Ordinance 2021-04 and
Resolution 2021-03 for Case No. ZC-20-011 and SUB-20-011: A request for a
Zone Change from the RS (Residential Single-family, 6,000 sq. ft. minimum
parcel size) Zone to the PC (Planned Community) Zone with approval of a master
development plan and subdivision preliminary plat.

RECOMMENDED MOTION:
Adopt Ordinance 2021-04 and Resolution 2021-03 for Case No. ZC-20-011 and SUB-20-011: A
request for a Zone Change from the RS (Residential Single-family, 6,000 sq. ft. minimum parcel
size) Zone to the PC (Planned Community) Zone with approval of a master development plan
and subdivision preliminary plat.
BACKGROUND:
The subject properties were previously approved as the Kachina Village North subdivision
(SUB-08-05) in 2011 with a modification approved in 2016 (SUB-16-001) and an extension in
2018 (SUB-18-002). The current request includes an increase in units from 130 lots to 173 lots.
It provides for a planned development that includes an increase in open space from 17% to 31%
and smaller housing units including a paired housing neighborhood with 54 duplex housing
units. Additional amenities are provided including park facilities and roundabouts to provide for
more efficient circulation.
The Kachina Village North Preliminary Plat Subdivision was originally submitted in 2008 (SUB08-005) and included a zone change, a Flagstaff Area Regional Plan amendment, and a Kachina
Village Area Plan amendment. An issue during the first platting process was the location of the
access road and the potential negative impacts on environmentally-sensitive features including
Tovar Springs and wetlands, the wildlife corridor, prominent rock outcrops, and the need for
excessive fill material that would alter the natural terrain. The subdivision was approved in 2011
with the access through the Tovar Springs area when it became clear that alternative accesses
through the existing manufactured home neighborhood would not be available.
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In 2016 the applicant requested an amendment to the original Preliminary Plat approval (SUB16-001) to allow for a revised layout of the subdivision, changes to road cross sections and to the
minor arterial that provided access to the subdivision including the design of the bridge crossing
Upper Tovar Spring. A new approval for the subdivision (SUB-18-002) was required as a result
of the expiration of the preliminary plat of SUB-16-001 without a request for an extension.
ALTERNATIVES:
The Board can choose to deny the application and recommendation of the Planning and Zoning
Commission.
FISCAL IMPACT:
None.
ATTACHMENTS:
1 - Staff Report
2 – Presentation
3 – Transportation Presentation
4 – Engineer Letter
5 – Master Plan
6 – Citizen Participation Report
7 – Public Comment
8 – Public Comment
9 – Fire District Letter
10 – Protest Map
11 – Protest Calcs
12 – Development Agreement
13 – Ordinance
14 – Resolution
15 - Comment
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Kachina Highlands Zone Change
and Preliminary Subdivision Plat
ZC-20-011 & SUB-20-011
Board of Supervisors Meeting
April 14, 2021
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Application
Owners:

Kachina 36 No. 1, LLC, Tempe, Arizona

Applicant:

CD&E, Flagstaff, Arizona

Representative: Ian Braun, Flagstaff, Arizona
Developer:

Arcadia Capital Group, Scottsdale, Arizona

Location:

Northeast corner of Kachina Village off
Tovar Trail

Current Zoning:

RS-6,000 (Conditional Zoning)

Size:

40.23 acres
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Request
A Zone Change from RS-6,000 to
(PC) Planned Community with
modified RM-10/A standards
applied and approval of a Master
Development Plan
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Vicinity Map

Subject
Propertie
s
Kachina Village
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4

Vicinity Map

Subject
Properties
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Background
2008 — The original Kachina Village North
Preliminary Subdivision Plat submitted as
SUB-08-005
2011 — SUB-08-005 approved
2016 — Amendment to SUB-08-005 approved as SUB
-16-001
2020 — Current request
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Development Proposal
§ Increase in units from 130 to 173 lots. Increase in
open space from 17% to 31%. Smaller housing
units and duplexes (Paired Housing)
§ Lots range from 3,250 to 9,474 sq. ft in size;
Housing from 1,350 to 3,000 sq. ft. in size
§ “Use and Benefit Easement” (UBE) provides for
adjacent properties to use this easement as part of
their yard allowing for the development of “side
yard houses”
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Density Compared to
Local Neighborhood
Kachina
Highlands
Proposed
Density: 4.31

Existing
Manufactured
Home Park
Density:

6.5
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Development Proposal -con’t
§ All streets are private, and roundabouts are
proposed to provide more efficient circulation
§ Trails are proposed throughout the development
including a public trail maintained by the County
Parks and Recreation Department
§ Open space provided for a wildlife corridor,
stormwater detention, secondary access, public
utilities, parks and mail facilities
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Proposed Master Plan
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2016 Approved Master Plan
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Cross-Sections
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Proposed Lots
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Tovar Springs and Wetlands
§ Upper and Middle Tovar Springs and associated
wetlands were determined to be jurisdictional
waters of the U.S. in 2012
§ An arched crossing with a bottomless culvert will
span Upper Tovar Springs and the main access road
will skirt Middle Tovar Springs above a 15-foot
retaining wall
§ The applicant will dedicate the open space tracts
containing the springs to the County Parks and
Recreation Department for protection
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Upper Tovar
Springs

Middle Tovar
Springs
Upper
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Proposed Crossing
of Upper Tovar Springs
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Proposed Modified RM-10/A
Standards
Property Development Standards

Normal Standard Shown in Red

Density, maximum Dwelling Units per acre

(4.31 actual density) 10

Minimum Net Site Area, for Single Family Dwellings, in
square feet
Lot Width for Single Family Dwellings, in feet

*3,200

5,000

*40

50

Lot Depth for Single Family Dwellings, in feet

*80

100

Front Site Setback, in feet

*10

20

Side Site Interior Setback, in feet

*5 (with UBE)

5

Side Site Street Side Setback, in feet

*5 (with UBE)

10

Rear Site Setback, in feet

*3

15

Minimum Site Frontage

24

Front Setback requirements for Single Family Dwellings,
Duplex, and Accessory Dwelling Units, in feet
Side Setback requirements for Single Family Dwellings,
Duplex, and Accessory Dwelling Units, in feet
Side
Setback
requirements
for2021-04
Accessory
Structures,
in feet
1.
| 04/14/2021
| Community
Development | Ordinance
and Resolution
2021-03 - Kachina Highlands

*10

20

5 (with UBE)

5

*3

5
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Proposed Modified RM-10/A
Standards - Con’t
Property Development Standards
Side Street Side Setback requirements for Single Family
Dwellings, Duplex, and Accessory Dwelling Units, in feet
Side Street Side Setback requirements for Accessory
Structures, in feet
Rear Setback requirements for Single Family Dwellings,
Duplex, and Accessory Dwelling Units, in feet
Rear Setback requirements for Accessory Structures, in feet

*5 (with UBE)

10

*3

10

*10

15

*3

15

Minimum Setback requirements for other than Single Family
and Accessory Dwelling Units: zero setbacks between
buildings permissible for Dwelling Units on individual lots,
subject to Coconino County building codes. Site Setbacks
apply.
Lot Coverage, maximum

0

Structure Height, in feet

35

Covered off-street parking spaces per Dwelling Unit

1+1 open

Off-street parking spaces for Single-Family Dwellings

2

1.
| 04/14/2021
| Community
Development
| Ordinance 2021-04 and Resolution 2021-03 - Kachina Highlands
Open
guest
parking
spaces
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Additional 10% of total spaces
24

*60%

45%

Transportation
§ A Transportation Impact Analysis has been provided
and the applicant has worked with the County to
identify off-site impacts and mitigation
§ A Development Agreement will outline the required
off-site improvements
§ Nick Hall, Assistant County Engineer with County
Public Works will provide details on the off-site
improvements
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Citizen Participation
§ The applicant held an online virtual neighborhood
meeting on July 10, 2020. Six neighbors attended
the meeting and three others provided comments by
phone or email
§ All properties in Kachina Village (1,388) were
notified of the hearing
§ 43 members of the public provided comments on
the proposal
§ 42 were opposed and 1 was in favor
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Concerns about Proposal
§ Impacts caused by increased traffic— Off-Site Roadway
Improvements
§ Environmental impacts on the springs, wetlands and wildlife
—Springs will be Conveyed to County Parks and Recreation
Department for maintenance and protection. Monitoring Plan
for Upper and Middle Tovar Springs, Coconino County, Arizona
provides guidance for protecting springs

§ Increased density and compatibility with Kachina Village lot
sizes—Provision of Open Space and Amenities makes
Density lower than surrounding Neighborhood
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Concerns about Proposal
§ Increased fire danger and difficulty of evacuating
the community—An emergency Access would be
provided, and Fire Hydrants will be installed as
specified by the Fire Chief
§ Impacts to water and sewer capacity on Kachina
Village Improvement District (KVID)—KVID has
indicated there is capacity in the system for the new
development
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75% Majority Requirement
(Super Majority Vote)
§

Zoning Ordinance requires a majority of at least 75% of
Board members to approve a zone change if:

Ø At least 20% of the property owners within 300 feet of
the zone change properties protest the zone change; and
Ø These owners own at least 20% of the land area within
300 feet of the zone change properties
§

39% of the property owners owning 30% of the land within
300 feet have protested this zone change

§

A 75% majority of the Board is required to approve the zone
change
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Map Showing
Properties and
Area within 300
feet of the Zone
Change Properties
*Protest
Properties are
shown in Purple
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Conditional Zoning
§ Under Section 5.12.B.9 of the Zoning Ordinance,
the Board of Supervisors may approve a change
of zoning conditioned on a schedule of
development for the specific uses for which the
zoning is approved
§ It provides for properties to revert to former
zoning classification if development does not
proceed as conditioned
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Conditional Zoning continued
§ A condition recommended by P&Z Commission
provides five years for the applicant to obtain final plat
approval before the Board is required to schedule a
hearing to address this issue.
§ Conditional zoning approval is currently in effect on the
subject properties providing for the property to revert to
the original G (General, ten-acre minimum parcel size)
Zone if a final plat is not approved for SUB-18-002.
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Comprehensive Plan
Policies
Natural Resources – appropriate road design, minimize native soil
and vegetation disturbance, minimize spread of invasive species
Water Resources – protect surface and ground water
Land Use and Growth – encourage: affordable housing, variety of
housing types, well designed communities (character, natural
environment, available services), conservation/cluster subdivisions
to conserve environmentally sensitive features and open space
Public Safety - availability of adequate emergency services and
emergency access routes, provide two means of vehicular access
Parks, Open Space, Trails & Recreation - consider and plan for public
land access, design and maintain trails, trailheads, and bicycle
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lanes to County guidelines

Policies of the
Kachina Village Area Plan
Land Use – Residential Goal - Ensure a range of housing alternatives for a
diverse population.
Future Growth - Provide for appropriate growth consistent with the scale and
character of existing development patterns while preserving open space and
the natural landscape. Infill and redevelopment shall be compatible with the
scale and character of the surrounding neighborhood.
Natural Environment - Preserve and enhance the natural qualities of
environmentally sensitive lands; minimize the alteration of natural landforms
and avoid disturbance of distinctive natural features; new development
projects, utility infrastructure, and roads and trails shall be appropriately
located to minimize impacts to wildlife habitat.
Water Resources - Costs of water system improvements necessary to serve
development shall be borne by the developer, developer shall provide
documentation that adequate water supply is available, new water service
shall| Ordinance
not diminish
the
level
service or quality provided
toPage 36 of 35334
1. connections
| 04/14/2021 | Community Development
2021-04 and Resolution
2021-03
- Kachina of
Highlands
4/14/2021

Findings for a Zone Change
A. Change is consistent with the goals, objectives and
policies of the Comprehensive Plan and this
Ordinance.
B. Change will not be detrimental to the public health,
safety, comfort, convenience and welfare.
C. Change will not adversely affect the established
character of the surrounding neighborhood nor be
detrimental to adjacent properties.
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Findings Made by P&Z
Commission
A. The Zone Change is in compliance with the goals and policies of
the Comprehensive Plan and Kachina Village Area Plan,
consistent with Ordinance provisions for the PC Zone.
B. The Change allows development of housing consistent with the
local community in an area served by a community water,
wastewater and fire services. Road improvements provide
adequate traffic infrastructure.
C. The Change is consistent with the character of the local
community including manufactured homes on small lots and
multifamily housing. The proposed development is 4.3
units/acre. Property to the south is manufactured housing at
6.5 units/acre. Property to the north is National Forest, I-17 to
the east and Forest Highlands wastewater treatment plant to
the west.
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P&Z Commission Recommended
Zone Change Conditions
1. The RM-10/A (Residential Multifamily, 10-units per
acre minimum density) zoning standards shall be
applied to the PC Zone as described in the 2019
adopted Zoning Ordinance and shall be modified as
outlined in the chart below. These standards shall be
applied to 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F, 048G,
048H, and 048J as documented on the Preliminary
Plat and the Master development plan.
2. Development of the property shall substantially
comply with the approved Preliminary Plat, Master
Development Plan and the Development Plan
Narrative.
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P&Z Commission Recommended
Zone Change Conditions
3. The Zone Change is conditioned on a schedule of
development to be completed within five years of the date of
approval by the Board of Supervisors. If at the expiration of
this period, substantial progress toward completion of the
subdivision has not been made, the Board will notify the
property owners and applicant by registered mail and schedule
a public hearing to consider granting an extension, determine
compliance with the schedule for development, or cause the
property to revert to its former zoning classifications.
4. The Zone Change shall not vest or become effective until
recordation of a final plat.
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Findings for a Subdivision
Preliminary Plat
A. That the proposed subdivision conforms to the goals,
objectives and policies of the Comprehensive Plan and its
amendments.
B. That the design of the proposed subdivision will not cause
substantial environmental damage and will not present
serious public health problems.
C. That the site of the proposed subdivision is physically suitable
for the proposed type and density of development.
D. That the proposed subdivision is consistent with provisions
and intent of zoning regulations applicable to the property.
E. That the proposed subdivision conforms to the improvement
and design standards set forth in the Zoning & Subdivision
Ordinances.
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Findings made by P&Z
Commission
A. The subdivision conforms to the goals, objectives and
policies of the Comprehensive Plan and the Kachina
Village Area Plan.
B. The design of the subdivision will not cause substantial
environmental damage and will not present serious
public health problems. The applicant has avoided
landforms and provided for roadways that avoid the
springs on the site including an arched crossing that
spans the entire spring and is of significant height to
allow for the passage of wildlife. Mitigation measures
also require infrastructure to be in place to prevent
cinders from the roadway from contaminating the
springs.
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Findings Made by P&Z
Commission
A. The site of the proposed subdivision is physically
suitable for the proposed type and density of
development. The applicant provided a design that
includes open space and protects natural drainages,
springs and wildlife corridors.
B. The subdivision provides lot sizes that are consistent
with the proposed Planned Community Zone.
C. The proposed subdivision conforms to the
improvement and design standards set forth in the
Zoning & Subdivision Ordinances.
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P&Z Commission Recommended
Subdivision Conditions
§ 30 conditions, standard and consistent with previous
approval
§ Standard permitting (grading, drainage, etc.)
§ Weed mitigation, storm water pollution prevention, dust
control
§ Underground utilities
§ Wildlife friendly fencing, spring protection
§ Fire Chief approval of hydrants and emergency access
§ HOA maintains private streets and common areas via
CC&Rs
§ Sustainable building program coordination
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Recommendations
The Commission forwards a recommendation the Board of
Supervisors approve ZC-20-011 and SUB-20-011 with the
proposed conditions.
Separate motions are required:

1) Zone Change to Planned Community (ZC-20-011) with
approval of Ordinance 2021-04
2) Preliminary Subdivision Plat (SUB-20-011) with approval
of Resolution 2021-03

Questions?
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Kachina Highlands
Transportation Requirements
April 14, 2020
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Presentation Overview
§
§
§
§

Introduction and Overview
Traffic Study Process
Vehicular Traffic Impacts & Improvements
Multimodal Improvements
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Traffic Study Process
Nick Hall, P.E., RSP
Assistant County Engineer
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Introduction & Overview
§ Original development approved with no traffic
requirements in 2011
§ Process now focuses on modifications to
originally approved development given that the
changes approved in 2016 did not involve any
traffic impacts
§ Kachina Village Multimodal Transportation Study
was completed in 2010 and outlines
expectations for future improvements
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Traffic Study Process
Developer submits Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA)
ØPurpose of a TIA
ØInformation that was Studied & Provided
ØStaff Review & Feedback
ØTerminology
ØAM Peak Hour (7:00 - 9:00 AM)
Ø2024 Buildout
ØTraffic Counts
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Vehicular Traffic Impacts
Traffic Impact Changes 2016 Study to Present:
ØDaily Trips increased from 1,338 to 1,722
(384 new trips, 29% increase)
ØAM Peak Hour trips increased from 101 to 128
(27 new trips, 27% increase)
ØPM Peak Hour trips increased from 134 to 172
(38 new trips, 28% increase)
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Vehicular Traffic Impacts (cont.)
Tovar Trail & Kachina Boulevard Traffic
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Vehicular Traffic Impacts (cont.)
Tovar Trail & Kachina Boulevard Traffic
Ø2016 Analysis:
ØDelay increase of 20%
ØVehicles increase by 74%

Ø2020 Analysis:
ØDelay increase of 39%
ØVehicles increase by 83%

ØAdditional factors: background volume, traffic
counts, buildout year
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Vehicular Traffic
& Multimodal Improvements
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Vehicular Traffic Improvements
Ø A right turn lane on Tovar Trail at the entrance to the
subdivision with a three way stop and crosswalk
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Vehicular Traffic Improvements (cont.)
Ø Additional signage and striping will be added at the
intersection of Tovar Trail and the new seasonal bus pullout
facility to provide continuous access for buses when Tovar Trail
traffic backs up
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Vehicular Traffic Improvements (cont.)
Ø An additional lane on Tovar Trail will be created at the
intersection of Kachina Boulevard to provide a combined
through and right lane and a dedicated left turn lane at this
intersection
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Vehicular Traffic Improvements (cont.)
Ø A three-way stop will be created by adding a stop sign, a
painted stop bar, and new crosswalk at the intersection of
Kachina Boulevard and Kachina Trail
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Multimodal Improvements
Ø A five-foot wide multimodal lane
along the west side of Tovar Trail
will be constructed from the
crosswalk at Shaded Spring Trail
to the entry of Raymond Park.
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July 31st, 2020
Jess McNeely, AICP
Coconino County Community Development, Planning Department
2500 N Fort Valley Rd
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
RE: Kachina Highlands Subdivision
Dear Mr. McNeely,
The former Kachina Village North subdivision is a newly proposed, 173-unit masterplan community
called Kachina Highlands. The Kachina Highlands Masterplan contains three distinct single-family
residential neighborhoods with lots ranging in size from 3,200 to 9,474 square feet and a variety of
residential product types and square footages including 54 lots configured for paired homes. The Kachina
Highlands Masterplan Community parent parcels (assessor’s parcel numbers 116-12-001A, 116-30-048F,
G, H, and J) are approximately 40.1 acres in total, combined area. The Kachina Village North
Subdivision was previously re-zoned and approved in July, 2011, and a subsequent plat amendment was
approved March, 2016. It is the intent of the developer to re-zone the subdivision from an RS-6000 Zone
to a Planned Community Zone (PC), and to pursue the approval of a new preliminary plat. The following
narrative will serve to describe the proposed masterplan community, and explain the reasoning behind
requesting a re-zoning that will result in an increase in unit density. A Pre-Application Meeting was held
on May 19th, 2020, at 2:30 PM.
No waivers are being requested in conjunction with this application.
The Kachina Highlands Subdivision is located in Coconino County, Arizona, in the NW ¼ of Section 20,
T20N, R07E, Gila and Salt River Meridian. The existing parent parcel is located west of I-17, and north
of the Kachina Village community, with access proposed off of Tovar Trl.
Following re-zoning and preliminary plat approval in July, 2011, construction bids were obtained. Due to
the high cost of developing the raw land based on the approved construction documents, the project was
postponed indefinitely. In March, 2016, a new subdivision design was approved. While the new
subdivision design was prepared with the intent of lowering construction costs, the high cost of
developing the raw land still caused the project to be postponed indefinitely. Additionally, the existing
approved plan contemplates only one standard lot size and a single product offering, resulting in a much
longer and slower absorption rate for the subdivision. The re-zone being proposed in 2020 will serve to
increase subdivision density, differentiate lot types, introduce multiple product offerings and architectural
styles, create varying square footage ranges and price segments, and enhance the open space and amenity
program to a point where development of the new masterplan will be economically feasible while
providing residents an enhanced lifestyle opportunity and variety of product choices and price points.
As stated, the proposed re-zoning to PC will increase the lot count from 130 lots to 173 lots. While the
increase in density helps reduce some of cost per lot of development, the developer is also making a much
more significant investment in the quality and quantity of open space, trails, backbone infrastructure and
common amenities. Re-zoning to PC will allow for a variety of lot sizes ranging from 3,200 square feet to
9,474 square feet, with 54 lots configured for paired housing. A range of lot sizes and configurations
means a variety of single-family product, including single story and two-story homes, attached and
detached product and square footage ranges from 1,350 square feet to 3,000 square feet. The paired
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housing neighborhood will offer the most affordable product array with house sizes ranging from 1,350 to
2,250 square feet and will serve as a needed transition from the adjacent mobile home park to the two
single family neighborhoods within the masterplan. Further, the proposed clustering of lots will allow for
easements for greater access to the trail system and open space, and will help to preserve wetlands,
springs, and steep slopes that exist on the site. Other significant changes with the re-design of the plan and
transformation from a standard subdivision to a small-scale master plan community are as follows:
-

Re-configuration of streets to improve neighborhood circulation and community feel through the
use of round-a-bouts.
Re-design of the roadway section to utilize roll curb to minimize driveway cuts and increase
walkability for pedestrians.
Significant increase in open space area from 17.46% to 31.24%, or 2.569 acres to 12.528 acres.
Additional open space and buffer against I-17.
Enhanced access to National Forest.
The addition of a community park area and amenity programming.
The expansion of the trail system to increase neighborhood walkability.
The addition of three distinct neighborhoods with a variety of product types and pricing
segments.
The addition of a right-turn lane to the subdivision access on Tovar Trl.

Other various efforts have been made in design to minimize the environmental impact of the proposed
subdivision development. These efforts are outlined below:
-

-

The south access road off of Tovar Trail will be designed with a retaining wall and super-span
arch structure to protect the delineated wetlands and springs in the area and allow for wildlife
passage under the south access road.
Road construction and stormwater designs will be designed to divert stormwater runoff, cinders,
etc. away from the delineated wetlands and springs located on the south portion of the site.
Stormwater runoff will be detained with flows entering the delineated wetlands and spring area
metered to be less than or equal to pre-development flows.
The Kachina Highlands Subdivision CC&R’s will prohibit the use of salt to treat snow and ice on
sidewalks and roads.
The felling trees with diameters over 20” will be avoided as much as possible in throughout the
development.

It is important to note that while subdivision density has increased to 4.31 units/acre, the masterplan redesign has greatly enhanced the overall livability and viability of the community while still remaining in
compliance with the area plan that allows a density as high as 10 units/acre. A right-turn lane will be
added to Tovar Trl at the subdivision access to serve to the increased traffic demand due to the increased
density.
The development of the Kachina Highlands project conforms to the Coconino County Subdivision
Findings of Fact and is in compliance to both the Kachina Village Area Plan, 2008, and the Coconino
County Comprehensive Plan, 2015. The following list explains how the Kachina Highlands project
conforms to each of the Coconino County Subdivision Findings of Fact:
1. That the proposed subdivision conforms to the goals, objectives and policies of the Coconino
County Comprehensive Plan and its amendments.
The proposed development has a zoning of Planned Community and meets all setbacks required by the
Zoning Ordinance for a Planned Community.
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2. That the design of the proposed subdivision will not cause substantial environmental damage
and will not present serious public health problems.
The proposed subdivision will be operated and maintained to protect public health, safety, and welfare, as
well as nearby properties and improvements. Subdivision access roads have been designed with sufficient
width, turn radii, and surfacing material to support emergency vehicle access, and a fire wise and
emergency response plan will be implemented with the local emergency service provider prior to opening
for operation. Secondary emergency access will be provided at the northwest corner of the subdivision.
Entrance signage will conform to Section 4.2 of the Zoning Ordinance. Outdoor lighting will conform to
Section 4.3 of the Zoning Ordinance.
The road providing access to the subdivision, Shaded Spring Trl, will be designed to protect the wetlands
and springs existing on the southern portion of the project site. The alignment of the proposed access road
has been configured to direct the road away from the existing wetlands area and a retaining wall has been
designed to limit the encroachment of the road on the wetlands area. A super-span arch structure has been
designed where the road will cross the existing flow line from the springs.
3. That the site of the proposed subdivision is physically suitable for the proposed type and density
of development.
The entirety of the project site is located within a FEMA designated Zone ‘X,’ “Area of Minimal Flood
Hazard.” The topography of the project site will allow for development of single-family homes over the
majority of the project site. Areas of steeper topography have been designated as “open space” areas.
4. That the proposed subdivision is consistent with provisions and intent of zoning regulations
applicable to the property.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The proposed subdivision is 31.24% open space meets the minimum required open space of 30%.
The proposed subdivision will have 20’ setbacks from the subdivision boundary. All interior
setbacks will be approved by Coconino County Planning and Zoning staff.
The proposed subdivision has a total area of approximately 40.144 acres, which is greater than
the minimum required site area of 25 acres per Section 2.11.H.2.A of the Zoning Ordinance.
The proposed subdivision will implement a fire wise and emergency response plan with the local
emergency service provider.
Entrance signage will conform to Section 4.2 of the Zoning Ordinance.
Outdoor lighting will conform to Section 4.3 of the Zoning Ordinance.
Subdivision available parking will be approved by Coconino County Planning and Zoning staff.
On-street parking will be provided and each unit will have a garage.
The developer will establish an agreement with a local trash pickup service.

5. That the proposed subdivision conforms with the improvement and design standards set forth in
this Ordinance.
The most relevant goals of the Kachina Village Area Plan, 2008, supported by this project are listed
below:
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Kachina Village Area Plan, 2008
Environmentally-Sensitive Lands Goal: Preserve and enhance the natural qualities of
environmentally-sensitive lands.
The cluster configuration of the proposed subdivision will protect the existing springs and wetlands at the
southern portion of the project site, the steep slopes to the northeast corner of the project site, and existing
drainage ways through the center of the site. The 31.24% of open space that will be provided will serve to
preserve the natural quality of the area.
Wildlife Goal: Protect wildlife populations and their habitat.
The wildlife corridor proposed from the north boundary to the south boundary of the site will allow
wildlife passage through the subdivision as required per Zoning Ordinance 4.6.A. Additionally, wildlifefriendly fencing will be required around the subdivision per Zoning Ordinance 4.6.A.
Vegetation Goal: Preserve native vegetation and improve the health of vegetative ecosystems.
The proposed 31.24% open space will serve to maintain native vegetation in the proposed subdivision.
Landscaping for individual lots will be design per Coconino County Zoning Ordinance, 2019, standards.
The cluster configuration of the proposed subdivision will locate parcels away from environmentally
sensitive areas. Selective thinning to promote forest health was previously performed on this parcel.
Forest Ecosystem Health Goal: Promote forest health and forest ecosystem restoration.
The proposed 31.24% open space will serve to promote forest health and will reduce the total number of
trees to be removed during the development of the subdivision. Felling of trees will be avoided as much
as feasible during the construction of the subdivision.
Air Quality Goal: Preserve and improve the community’s air quality.
The proposed roads for the subdivision will be privately maintained asphaltic concrete roads, which will
not contribute to dust pollution.
Wildland/Urban Interface Goal: Reduce the threat of catastrophic wildfire in Kachina
Village.
Emergency access will be provided to the subdivision per County standards, consisting of access at the
south boundary of the parcel off of Tovar Trl and an emergency access at the Northwest corner of the site.
Fire Protection Goal: Promote a high level of fire protection and safety in Kachina Village.
Emergency access will be provided to the subdivision per County standards, consisting of access at the
south boundary of the parcel off of Tovar Trl and an emergency access at the Northwest corner of the site.
Additionally, a fire wise plan will be incorporated in the subdivision CC&R’s.
Emergency Medical Services Goal: Promote a high level of emergency medical services and
response in Kachina Village.
Emergency access will be provided to the subdivision per County standards, consisting of access at the
south boundary of the parcel off of Tovar Trl and an emergency access at the Northwest corner of the site.
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Traffic Safety Goal: Improve traffic safety, achieve greater compliance with traffic laws, and
enhance pedestrians and bicycle safety.
The proposed roundabouts will help traffic flow to and from the subdivision, providing a centralized
access to the various regions in the subdivision. The proposed trail system is designed to provide space
between the roads and the trail and will offer pedestrians and bicyclists a safe pathway to travel on. A
right-turn lane will be provided on Tovar Trl at the subdivision access to increase safety on Tovar Trl
where the subdivision entrance will be.
Road System Goal: Provide a safe, efficient, and environmentally-compatible roadway system that
meets the needs of the community.
The two roundabouts proposed will help to facilitate traffic circulation through the subdivision. The
centralized access provided by Shaded Spring Tr. and Asi-Va Spring Tr. will serve to circulate traffic
through the middle of the subdivision, away from streets fronting properties. The right-turn lane proposed
at the subdivision entrance on Tovar Trl will increase both traffic efficiency and safety.
Road Maintenance Goal: Protect the public’s investment in the road system with cost-effective and
environmentally-compatible maintenance programs.
The proposed roads will be owned by the home owner’s association and will be privately maintained.
Nonmotorized Circulation Goal: Improve nonmotorized circulation networks within Kachina
Village and connecting to surrounding areas.
The proposed trail system offers multiple points of entry from the various regions of the subdivision and
will allow pedestrians and bicyclists easy access to the trails and to surrounding areas. The trail system
will provide access from the subdivision to Tovar Trl to the south and to the National Forest to the north.
Raymond Park Goal: Provide community recreation facilities that meet the needs of Kachina
Village and other neighborhoods within a five-mile radius.
The proposed subdivision will offer an amenity program which will include a playground/turf area,
ramada and barbeque area, and a turf area with will also function as a stormwater detention area.
Pumphouse Greenway Goal: Protect, preserve, and enhance the wetland and wildlife habitat values
of the Pumphouse Greenway system and provide for the compatible recreational and educational
uses.
The proposed development will preserve the natural wetlands and springs located at the southern portion
of the site. A super-span arch crossing will be installed over the existing flowline to preserve the natural
environment of this area.
Trails Goal: Provide a comprehensive trail network and pedestrian pathway system throughout
Kachina Village with connections to a broader regional system.
The proposed trail system will provide interconnectivity within the subdivision and will provide access
outside of the subdivision to Tovar Trl to the south and to the National Forest to the north. No trail
currently exists to the north of the subdivision.
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Recreational Activities Goal: Ensure opportunities for a wide range of recreational activities that
meet the needs of the community and are compatible with the environment.
Recreational activities will include the proposed amenities plan and the trails system. Further, the
proposed subdivision is located near other recreational activities currently existing in Kachina Village that
residents may make use of.
Domestic Water Supply Goal: Ensure a safe, reliable, and sustainable water supply and
distribution system for domestic purposes.
The proposed subdivision will receive water service from the Kachina Village Improvement District,
which will provide a safe, reliable, and sustainable water supply. KVID has adequate capacity to serve
this subdivision.
Wastewater Treatment Goal: Maintain cost effective and environmentally-compatible wastewater
collection, treatment, and disposal facilities.
The proposed subdivision will receive wastewater services from the Kachina Village Improvement
District. KVID has adequate capacity to serve this subdivision.
Surface Water Resources Goal: Protect, preserve, and restore the rare high elevation wetlands and
springs of the Pumphouse watershed.
The existing wetlands in the southern portion of the project site will be left protected by a retaining wall
designed to limit the encroachment of the road on the wetlands area and the road alignment has been
designed to limit encroachment on the wetlands area. A super-span arch crossing will be constructed
where the access road to the subdivision crosses the existing flowline of the wetlands and springs area.
Water Conservation Goal: Promote a wide range of water conservation practices and strategies by
water providers and users.
The Kachina Village Improvement District offers incentives to water users to practice water conservation.
These incentives will apply to residents of the proposed subdivision, and will serve to promote water
conservation.
Stormwater Management Goal: Reduce or eliminate contaminants from stormwater runoff to the
maximum extent practicable.
Best management practices will be implemented by the subdivision CC&R’s to eliminate surface runoff
contamination to the greatest extent possible. Per Coconino County standards, the first ½” of rainfall on
the subdivision will be retained and treated.
Community Design Goal: Preserve and enhance the mixed-use design of Kachina Village; maintain
compatibility between the built and natural environments; and emphasize sensitive design features
at gateway locations.
The proposed subdivision offers three different lot types which will preserve and enhance the mixed-use
design of Kachina Village by providing varying products at different prices. The subdivision is designed
such that a significant amount of the natural environment will remain and be integrated with the
subdivision. The entrance to the subdivision will take residents through wetlands and spring areas, which
will be preserved and will maintain the natural character of the area.
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Dark Skies Goal: Preserve the dark star-filled night skies of Kachina Village.
Outdoor lighting will conform to Section 4.3 of the Coconino County Zoning Ordinance.
Existing Land Use Goal: Maintain a mix of land uses that promotes diversity, is beneficial to
residents, and is consistent with the established character of the community.
The cluster configuration of the proposed subdivision will contribute to diversity of land use, including
various types of lot types, 31.24% open space, and will be consistent with the character of the community.
Residential Goal: Ensure a range of housing alternatives for a diverse population.
The subdivision will consist of 54 paired housing lots with 105’x40’ typical dimensions, 50’x105’ typical
dimensions, and 40’x80’ typical dimensions. The three types of housing products offered in this
subdivision will provide diversity in the available products, offering buyers various price points and lot
sizes. This diversity will increase that rate of market absorption of the subdivision.
Housing Affordability Goal: Maintain and enhance the inventory of affordable housing stock of
various types integrated throughout the community.
The increased density of the proposed development will lower the cost of each lot compared with a
subdivision of lower density. With 70 lots at 40’x80’ typical and 54 paired housing lots at 40’x105’, the
majority of the lots are relatively small and will offer more economical housing in the community.
Existing Land Availability Goal: Provide for appropriate growth consistent with the scale and
character of existing development patterns while preserving open space and the natural landscape.
The proposed subdivision will provide for growth by providing more economical “work-force” housing
while preserving a large amount of the natural environment.
Infrastructure and Service Capacity Policy: Ensure an adequate level of public services and
infrastructure exists or will be provided to support new development proposals.
The level of public services in the proposed subdivision will be comparable to the existing public services
in the Kachina Village subdivision. The subdivision will be served by the Kachina Village Improvement
District for water and sewer services. KVID has sufficient capacity to serve the subdivision for water and
sewer. Access to the subdivision will be provided along Tovar Trl. A traffic impact analysis is included
with the preliminary plat submittal, demonstrating that Tovar Trl is sufficient to serve the traffic demand
to the proposed subdivision. A right-turn lane will be constructed at the subdivision entrance on Tovar
Trl. Sidewalks will be provided on one side of the street.
Integrated Conservation Design Goal: Promote integrated conservation design as the preferred
approach for development of property that includes environmentally-sensitive lands and prominent
landscape features.
The design of the subdivision has a cluster design approach which will preserve environmentally sensitive
areas. The subdivision configuration will preserve landscape features such as steep slopes, drainage ways,
and the existing wetlands and springs at the southern portion of the project site.
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Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Ian Braun, P.E.
Civil Design & Engineering, Inc.
Project Manager
i.braun@cdeinc.org / (602) 319-8362 (Mobile)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Tuesday, September 22, 2020 11:57 AM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Rezoning proposal @ Kachina Highlands

Bob,
FYI for the case ﬁle, thanks.
Jess
From: denice napoletano <denicenap@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 22, 2020 7:55 AM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Rezoning proposal @ Kachina Highlands
Dear W McNeely of Coconino County P&Z
Hello, I own a home and reside full me in Kachina Village, my house is about 1/2 a mile away
from this proposed development. Even though I don’t get to ‘vote’ as I’m not within 300 feet, I
would like to express my opinion on the zoning change proposal. I am against allowing this zoning
change to accommodate an addi onal 25% more dwellings in that 36 acre area, APN 11612001A.
Changing the current zoning from 130 units to the new proposal of 173 units represents a 25%
increase. It forces the lots smaller and the density of homes higher. Under the current zoning (RS6000) with 130 unit proposal, the lots are apx 6,825 square feet each, typical of the surrounding
neighborhood. The proposed 173 unit change oﬀers three diﬀerent lot sizes: 68 ny lots
(@3200SF); 54 paired housing duplex lots (@4200SFper); 51 small lots (@5250SF) As you know,
most of Kachina is zoned RS-6000 and larger. The MHP areas do have a 5000SF minimum although
most MHP lots are sized above 6000SF. The proposed zoning change would allow much smaller
proper es compared to Kachina Village, too small in my opinion to pair with the surrounding
neighborhood values.
Traﬃc increase on Tovar Trail is an area of huge concern. Es ma ng an addi onal 200 vehicles
daily on that steep curved and narrow road with no pedestrian walkway? Currently the
intersec on of Tovar & Kachina Trails at the Interstate 17 oﬀ ramp is crowded and dangerous. How
can 100’s more vehicles daily be accommodated? What plans are oﬀered from the developer or
county address these traﬃc issues, and how will any improvements be funded?
Tovar Springs ﬂows thru APN 11630048H,(or maybeG?) This pris ne and fragile natural spring /
wetlands area is invaluable to wildlife and the surrounding ecosystem. Who can address how this
will be protected? Perhaps the Army Corps of Engineers should be consulted for guidance on the
spring protec on.
Has the Kachina Village Improvement District (KVID) infrastructure been upgraded to allow water
and sewer system service to this development? My understanding is no, not yet. If no, please
explain how the funds will be provided for these needed upgrades?
Thank you for your a en on, please keep me informed as this issue progresses.
Sincerely,
Denice Napoletano
2423 Hano Trail
Flagstaﬀ, AZ 86005
Denicenap@gmail.com
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-Sent from my fancy thingamagig
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anthony Appelhof
Monday, February 8, 2021 4:23 PM
Short, Bob
Kachina Highlands Development protest

DATE: February 8, 2021
TO:

Mr. Bob Short / Coconino County Principal Planner

FROM: Anthony (Tony) Appelhof / Owner & Resident
2479 Tovar Trl.
Flagstaﬀ, AZ 86005
EMAIL: anthonyappelhof57@gmail.com
PHONE: (928) 679-5373
RE:

Case No. ZC-20-011 and SUB-20-011

My name is Anthony Appelhof.
I am the owner of the property directly adjacent, thus, within 300 feet of the proposed Kachina
Highlands development.
I protest the proposed rezone change from 130 units @ RS6000 to a "planned community"
which increases the unit amount to 173.
My primary reasons to protest the change are:
Concerns with the increased traﬃc and the poten al loss of wildlife on Tovar Trl. near
the wetlands
Safety hazards because of the large amount of children and families that live and play
near the proposed development.
Snowstorm and ﬂooding mi ga on issues.
Quality of life and aﬀects on property value.
Thank You,
Anthony Appelhof
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
A achments:

Charles Hoover
Wednesday, March 10, 2021 4:00 PM
Short, Bob
Guy Ecklund
FW: ZC 20-011 and Sub 20-011 Kachina Highlands
L030821 ltr Bob Short Clerk of Bd of Superv.pdf

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
From: Guy Ecklund
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2021 2:50 PM
To: 'Charles Hoover'
Subject: FW: ZC 20-011 and Sub 20-011 Kachina Highlands
Bob Short
Coconino County Planner
Coconino County Community Development
Re: ZC 20-011 and Sub 20-011 Kachina Highlands
Dear Bob
bshort@coconino.az.gov
This email shall conﬁrm that Southwest Park Proper es Limited Partnership as owner of the
Kachina Village Mobile Home Park (APN 116-30-048D and 116-55-063H) is protes ng the
Kachina Highlands zone change and subdivision applica ons ZC 20-011 and Sub 20-011. Please
allow my a orney Tony Cullum’s le er dated 3/8/2021 a ached and this email to serve as my
oﬃcial protest pursuant to ARS 11-814.
Sincerely,

Charles R. Hoover, as Trustee
as a General Partner of Owner
Southwest Park Proper es Limited Partnership
CC Guy Ecklund, Law Oﬃce of Tony Cullum via email ecklund@tonycullumlaw.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

denice napoletano
Wednesday, February 17, 2021 4:00 PM
Short, Bob; clydewilson@q.com
300 feet from Kachina Highlands

Hi Bob,
I spoke with Clyde and Laura Wilson today. They own the property at 2417 Tovar Trail. They’re
each in their 80s, unfamiliar with emailing and asked if I would please send this email to you on
their behalf. Of course they expect you to phone them to verify that the protest is legi mate.

Hi Mr Bob Short,
Our names are Clyde and Laura Wilson. We own the property located at 2417
Tovar Trail in Kachina Village. Our property is within 300 feet of the proposed
Kachina Highlands development that is attempting to rezone into a 173 unit
Planned Community.
We protest this zone change from RS6000 to Planned Community.
Thank you,
Clyde and Laura Wilson
834 E Echo Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85020
(602) 997-9206
clydewilson@q.com
-Sent from my fancy thingamagig
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Friday, February 5, 2021 10:11 AM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Request that supervisors vote against the zoning request

Bob,
Please ensure this comment is ﬁled with the other public comments on this case, thanks.
Jess
-----Original Message----From: Forrest May <maytradingpost@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2021 3:25 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Cc: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Request that supervisors vote against the zoning request
Dear Sirs; I have been in Kachina village for over 40 years.
We don’t need any more traﬃc on the north end of Kachina
village. Vote against the rezoning request for the 173 lot master planned community.
‘thank you
Forrest May...
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barry Lyon
Monday, February 8, 2021 10:07 AM
Short, Bob
KACHINA HIGHLANDS development.

Hello Mr Bob Short,
My name is Barry Lyon, I am the owner of the property located at 2349 Tovar Trail, Kachina
Villiage, Flagstaﬀ, AZ 86005
This property is held in my Trust "Gaiamar Trust".
My property is within 300 feet of the proposed Kachina Highlands development that is a emp ng
to rezone into a 173 unit planned community.
I oppose and protest this zone change from RS6000 to Planned Community.
Thank You For Your Service and Representa on.
Barry Lyon
2349 Tovar Trail
Flagstaﬀ, AZ 86005
Sailorman.bl@gmail.com
4802204505
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March 16, 2021
Coconino Counfy Board
RE: Kachina

of Supervisors

Highlands Zoning Change

Dear Supervisor‘
You will soon be deciding the zoning issue in Kachina Highlands development
county resident and highly oppose the higher density zoning change!

I

In order to

change the current zoning of Kachina Highlands to one

I am a

of a higher density,

you must consider the following:

That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and this Ordinance. Increasing the density of the area without
proper consideration of the Plan is not allowed! You need to consider what it says and
what the people of Kachina desire.
1.

That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety,
comfort, convenience and welfare. The traffic, evacuation, wildlife studies (your own
wildlife ‘expert’ said she has no idea about the elk migration because there were too
2.

many pine needles on the ground to look for footprints!) have not been done approved.
How does more traffic, noise and pollution further public health? How does more traffic

(max 173 houses X 4 parking spaces/ house = 692 more cars) increase health or safety
during an emergency evacuation? What welfare? am blind and have to take a taxi
more traffic equals more cost on the meter that can't afford!

I
I

3. That the change will not adversely affect the established character of the
surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties. The adjacent

properties are exactly the people who will be most affected. Even Mountainaire will be
affected too - by all the traffic and any evacuation that takes place! Where's the ADOT
approved plans? Who's paying for the rotary, if that's the answer with the property up
for sale? What do people do now with a major BUS stop at the Tovar/Kachina
intersection (as if the traffic isn't bad enough already) and 500+ more cars from the
new houses? What about the poor plowing policy? Kachina character never has included
more houses.
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But most of all - WHY? Yes, why approve the zoning increase? WHY? The only good it
does is put more money into the developer's pocket. More people, more money for them.
So again, WHV?
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The residents and property owners have expressed considerable interest in conserving
the diverse landscape, maintaining community character, and improving the aesthetics of
their homes. These are important for supporting the quality of life and protecting the
environment and cultural resources. In addition, maintaining the rural character is a core
value of many residents in unincorporated communities.
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the county, many hundreds

people will be adversely

by the

changing of the zoning laws to allow an increase in the housing density in the Kachina
Highlands development. ask that you do NOT pass the proposed zoning change.
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Tour 5. liuuun, Pl.l.
TONY 5- CULLUM*
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ATTORNEY AT LAW

ARIZONA JYAYE am: as
in REAL Est/at law

I

E.»

.:r;(,m its
SMTE

FAX

FLAGSTAFF. ARIZONA 56001

-Anwrrsp TO PRACNCE
‘H

TELEPHONE
(923) 774«z5s5

4 EAST DALE AVEN U E

(923) 774.2009

or coiomoc

March 8. 2021

VIA EMAIL ONLY
Mr. Bob Short
Coconino County Plarmer
2500 Fort Valley Road
Flagstaff. Arizona 86001

bshort@coconino.az.gov
Ms. Lindsay Daley
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
219 E. Cherry Street
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
ldale

coconino.az. ov

Re:

ZC-20-01 and Sub 20-01
1

1

(Kachina Highlands)

Dear Bob and Lindsay:

My ofce represents Southwest Park Properties, owner of the Kachina Village
Mobile Home Park, which shares a common boundary with the parcels subject to the above
referenced Rezoning and Subdivision on both the north and east boundaries of the Kaehina Village
Mobile Home Park. By this letter, Southwest Park Properties hereby fonnally protests the above
referenced proposed Rezoning and Subdivision for Kachina Highlands and further respectfully
requests that the approximate 12.98 acre Kachina Village Mobile Home Park parcels (APN 1 1630-048D and 116-55-0631-1) be included in the 20 percent calculations for both “area of and
number". pursuant to Section 5.12B(7B) of the C oconino County Zoning Ordinance and ARS §1 1814.

*

,

‘

.

Thank you and please contact myself or Guy Ecklund of my office
erence
anything else to be included in the calculat'

if you need

Sincerely.

)/
Ton

TC:ge:tw
cc: Southwest Park
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robyn Werhan
Tuesday, February 2, 2021 1:38 PM
Short, Bob
Kachina Highlands rezoning hearing

Bob Short,
Please note my opposi on to the Kachina Highlands request for a zoning change to
‘Planned Community with 173 units’. This housing proposal is far too dense to pair with
the current rural lifestyle in Kachina Village. This rezoning request for 33% increase in
units is within the original 36 acres.
My property is within 300 feet of the proposed Kachina Highlands development that is
a emp ng to rezone into a 173 unit Planned Community.
The burden of proof for any zoning change is on the owner/developer to prove that
such a change is beneﬁcial and necessary. In order to change the current RS6000 zoning
of Kachina Highlands, Supervisors must consider these 3 points from the 2012 Kachina
Village Area Plan:
1. That the change is consistent with the goals, objec ves and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and this Ordinance.
*Rebu al 1) The developer has not met natural environmental goals. Squeezing a road
in between 2 boulders and allowing 33% denser concentra on of homes & vehicles in
the same 36 acres is opposite of preserving the environment.
2. That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety, comfort,
convenience and welfare.
*Rebu al 2) The 33% increase in home density severely crimps poten al ﬁre evacua on
mi ga on. Traﬃc increase of 300+ addi onal vehicles daily on Tovar Trail and the
intersec on with Kachina Blvd presents an unaddressed safety issue for drivers and
pedestrians.
3. That the change will not adversely aﬀect the established character of the
surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent proper es.
*Rebu al 3) Kachina Village is designated as a rural area which by deﬁni on
encompasses property lots larger than urban property sizes. Many KV property owners
moved here speciﬁcally because of the uncrowded lifestyle.
The sheer density of Kachina Highlands is detrimental to the current 1,500+ proper es
in Kachina Village. We currently have 1,505 dwelling proper es in Kachina Village. Over
93% of these total parcels (1,401 lots) are larger than 6000 .² Addi onally Kachina
Village has 69 parcels (less than 5% of KV) that are sized between 5,251 - 6,000 .²
There are a mere 35 parcels (2.3% of KV) sized 5,250 .² or smaller.
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Contras ng the current KV neighborhoods, the proposed Kachina Highlands 173 lot
rezoning is oﬀering 49 units @ 5250 .² as their largest lot op on, plus 54
paired housing lots @ 4200 .² and 70 ny lots @ 3200 .² Deﬁni on of the current
RS6000 zoning is residen al site built single-family zone @ 6000 .² minimum lot size.
(Paired housing, modular and townhouses not permi ed in RS zoning) Allowing a zone
change from 130 homes in RS6000 to 173 units in PC zoning is not even the slightest bit
consistent with the surrounding neighborhoods nor the 2012 Kachina Village Area Plan.
Background: In 2011 hundreds of KV residents opposed the zoning change from zoning
‘General’ 4 lots @ 10 acre minimum to the current ‘RS/6000’ with 130 units. At the
me Ms. Liz Archuleta stated part of her wanted to ‘call the developer’s bluﬀ’(Arizona
Daily Sun, July 13, 2011)
Current: 9 years later the developer wants to change zoning & increase by 33% those
130 units to 173 units. Reason is that 130 site-built units wasn’t ﬁnancially viable.
Should Coconino County loosen zoning rules to increase a developer’s proﬁt margin?
Future: Assuming you comprehend the PC zoning “Planned Community“ but here is a
refresher. The PC zoning allows you to come up with your own zoning. Similar to a blank
canvas, almost anything goes. Duplexes, modular housing and townhomes are permi ed
in a PC zone. This property is currently for sale. It likely would command a higher sale
price if the zoning allowed 173 units with PC zoning. Nothing in the umbrella of PC
zoning would hold a diﬀerent future developer to the current concept drawings you are
seeing showing site-built homes and 2 car garages. The idyllic drawings of vast open
spaces and peaceful surroundings do make a great impression that will not carry over.
Also, there is the drought water condi ons. Where will the water for these addi onal
homes come from? The state of Arizona is under a drought and has placed various
restric ons on water use. These addi onal homes will place undue hardship on the
water availability in Flagstaﬀ. All this in exchange for a few extra dollars in the hands of
developers who do not have the best interest of the community as a whole in mind.
They are looking at their bo om line, their ul mate proﬁt.
Please vote to oppose this sham at the rezoning hearing.
Kindest Regards,
Robyn Werhan
Kachina Village Property Owner
2455 Tovar Trail
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Christelman, Jason
Thursday, January 28, 2021 6:00 AM
McNeely, William; Short, Bob
Fwd: Kachina Highlands

Morning. For the record.
Jay
Begin forwarded message:
From: "Daley, Lindsay" <ldaley@coconino.az.gov>
Date: January 27, 2021 at 8:41:12 PM MST
To: "Ryan, Matt" <mryan@coconino.az.gov>, "Archuleta, Liz"
<larchuleta@coconino.az.gov>, "Fowler, Lena" <lfowler@coconino.az.gov>,
"Begay, Judy" <jbegay@coconino.az.gov>, "Horstman, Patrice"
<phorstman@coconino.az.gov>
Cc: "Christelman, Jason" <jchristelman@coconino.az.gov>, "Andreani,
Lucinda" <landreani@coconino.az.gov>, "Nelson, Gregory"
<gnelson@coconino.az.gov>, "Barlow, Cheryl" <cbarlow@coconino.az.gov>,
"Morales, Miranda" <mmorales@coconino.az.gov>, "Wolff, Julian"
<jwolff@coconino.az.gov>, "Munoz, Theresa" <tmunoz@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands

Please do not reply all.
From: Shari Peralta <shari729@live.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 3:51 PM
To: Daley, Lindsay <ldaley@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands

Jan. 27, 2021
Coconino County Board of Supervisors
RE: Kachina Highlands Zoning Change

Dear Supervisor:

The final draft plan of the Kachina Village Area Plan was approved
by the Kachina Village Planning Committee on February 21, 2008
and the Coconino County Planning and Zoning Commission on March
25,2008. It received final approval and was adopted as an
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amendment to the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan by the
Board of Supervisors on May20, 2008.
In order to change the current zoning of Kachina Highlands to one
of a higher density, you must consider the following:
1. That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and
policies of the Comprehensive Plan and this Ordinance.
2. That the change is in the interest of or will further the public
health, safety, comfort, convenience and welfare.
3. That the change will not adversely affect the established
character of the surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to
adjacent properties.
But most of all – WHY? Yes, why approve the zoning increase?
WHY? The only good it does is put more money into the developer’s
pocket. More people, more money for them. So again, WHY?

I do NOT agree that the following requirements have been
addressed to the satisfaction of the citizens of Kachina Village and
therefore must be discussed and addressed by the Board:

1. Natural Environment - ENVIRONMENTALLY-SENSITIVE
LANDS GOAL
Preserve and enhance the natural qualities of environmentallysensitive lands. The County encourages the preservation and
restoration of natural wetlands, flood-plains, riparian areas,
distinctive landscape features, and other environmentally-sensitive
lands.
Squeezing a road in between two boulders (“development projects
shall be designed to minimize the alteration of natural land-forms
and avoid disturbance of distinctive natural features”) and a
denser population of homes and people and cars is directly counter
to preserving the environment.
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2. WILDLIFE GOAL: Protect wildlife populations and their
habitat. All new development projects, utility infrastructure,
and roads and trails shall be appropriately located to minimize
impacts to wildlife habitat. This new development is directly
in the path of various forest animals such as elk. Contrary to
what the ‘wildlife expert’ said during the Zoning Commission
meeting, there are dozens of elk who will impacted.
Appropriate migration studies and impact have not been done
– where is the Environmental Impact Study on the elk
migration to and from the Kachina Wetlands?
3. AIR QUALITY GOAL: Preserve and improve the community’s
air quality. More houses equal more air pollution and must be
“evaluated with respect to impacts on air quality.”
4. WILDLAND/URBAN INTERFACE GOAL: Reduce the threat
of catastrophic wildfire in Kachina Village.
5. FIRE PROTECTION GOAL: Promote a high level of fire
protection and safety in Kachina Village. More houses equal
more fire protection required by the few fire stations we are
sharing with Forest Highlands already.
6. EMERGENCY RESPONSE; The County shall work
collaboratively with other public safety agencies to promote
greater coordination and advanced planning for emergency
response. Citizens have been told that the fire department
believes it can evacuate 500 car per hour. That is completely
unrealistic. People have multiple cars and do not behave in
perfect order to facilitate 500 cars an hour out of two roads,
one of which is into Forest Highlands, who would be
evacuating along with Kachina. That leaves one road out –
Tovar. Insufficient. How do you evacuate the disabled?

7. SIDEWALKS: New developments shall include public
sidewalks and/or pedestrian pathways…that are directly
related to mitigating the impacts of the proposed
development and would promote public health, safety, and
welfare. It’s already dangerous walking along Tovar Rd
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without a sidewalk. Now we are to add even more cars and
danger without a plan on how to maintain Tovar Rd?
8. TRAFFIC CONTROL: There is no plan for “traffic control
mechanisms throughout Kachina Village to enhance traffic
safety in the community.” It is already dangerous to turn left
from Tovar to Kachina road. Adding even more cars without a
plan on how to control the traffic is incredulous! ADOT is
very concerned about that intersection and the
I17northbound entrance. There is NO approved plan! What
has the developer comes up with since this vote was
postponed? No one has advised the citizens!
9. ROAD SYSTEM GOAL: Provide a safe, efficient, and
environmentally-compatible roadway system that meets the
needs of the community. See above comments regarding
Tovar Rd. And don’t forget to protect the duck pond on
Tovar! “Developers shall be responsible for improvements
necessary to mitigate impacts on existing roads.” The
developer should pay for the Tovar improvements and a
rotary needed at Tovar/Kachina intersection. They are
creating more traffic; they should pay for it!
10. DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY GOAL. The costs of water
system improvements necessary to serve new development
shall be borne by the developer. Prior to approval of any new
development, the developer shall provide documentation that
adequate water supply is a viable for domestic use and fire
protection
11. SURFACEWATER RESOURCES GOAL: Protect, preserve, and
restore the rare high elevation wetlands and springs of the
Pumphouse watershed. There are springs and ponds that need
to be protected. Where’s the EIS on this?
12. COMMUNITY DESIGN GOAL: Preserve and enhance the
mixed-use design of Kachina Village; maintain compatibility
between the built and natural environments; and emphasize
sensitive design features at gateway locations. Future
development projects shall be considered in relation to the
scale and character of existing neighborhoods and should help
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maintain a balanced mix of land uses to accommodate a
diverse community.
a. Kachina Village is designated as a rural area which by
definition encompasses property lots larger than urban
property sizes.
b. There are 1,505 properties in Kachina Village. (per GIS)
Of these total parcels; 1,401 parcels (over 93% of KV) are
larger than 6000 ft.²
c. In KV, a mere 35 parcels (2.3% of KV) are sized 5,250 ft.²
or smaller. Contrasting this, the proposed Kachina
Highlands 173 lot rezoning is offering 49 units @ 5250ft.²
as their largest lot option, plus 54 paired housing lots @
4200ft.² and 70 tiny lots @ 3200ft.²
d. In KV an additional 69 parcels (less than 5% of KV) are
sized between 5,251 - 6,000 ft.² (researched each lot on
GIS parcel maps)
e. This property is currently zoned RS6000 for 130 lots.
Definition of this RS zoning is residential single-family
zone @ 6000 ft.² minimum lot size. (Paired housing,
modular and townhouses not permitted in RS zoning)
Changing the zoning from 130 homes to 173 is not consistent
with the Kachina Plan.

13. DARK SKIES GOAL: Preserve the dark star-filled night skies
of Kachina Village. Adding more houses only adds more light.
14. SOUNDSCAPE GOAL: Preserve natural quiet and reduce the
effects of noise pollution. More house equals more noise.
15. RESIDENTIAL GOAL: Ensure a range of housing alternatives
for a diverse population. New residential subdivisions shall
include building lots that are comparable in size to the
established development pattern of Kachina and.. shall be
compatible with the scale of surrounding neighborhoods.
Cramming more houses into the same amount of land is not
consistent with Kachina’s housing goal. It is over-population!!
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16. TOVAR BUS STOP – Now there is going to be additional
traffic at the Tovar/Kachina intersection because of a new
massive bus stop. How are you planning to deal with all that
traffic??? Strange how this was NEVER mentioned by anyone
concerned with this project – not the Board, Zoning
Commission or the Developer. What else are you not telling us,
we who vote for you and pay your salaries???

In addition, the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan of 2015
states that in regards to growth and development, you must
“accomplish responsible growth by integrating new development in a
way that respects the environment, supports community values, and
considers the long-term viability of ecosystems and water
sources.” Adding more houses is counter to that mandate.
Residents and property owners have expressed considerable
interest in conserving the diverse landscape, maintaining community
character, and improving the aesthetics of their homes. These are
important for supporting the quality of life and for promoting
economic development, attracting visitors, and protecting the
environment and cultural resources. In addition, maintaining the
rural character is a core value of many residents in unincorporated
communities.

As a home owner in Kachina, we will be adversely affected by the
changing of the zoning laws to allow an increase in the housing
density in the Kachina Highlands development. We ask that you do
NOT pass the proposed zoning change. I will be speaking on behalf
of at least a dozen residents during the Feb. 9th meeting and
expect to have the additional time to speak. This is the second
time I have notified you.

Sincerely,

Shari Peralta, JD
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anthony Appelhof
Monday, February 8, 2021 5:37 PM
Short, Bob
Re: Kachina Highlands Development protest

Sorry Bob for the confusion, Jill and I were partners in love and business for 20 years. I was on the
tle for this property un l I quick deeded it to her back in 2009 due to my ﬁnancial problems at
the me and we never put me back in the tle as we should have. Jill died in an auto accident
back in 2015 and her brother who has power of a orney over the property has all but abandoned
any interest in it leaving me with the only op on I have which is to process a tax lien on the
property which I should receive tomorrow Feb. 9th. I have been paying the taxes since her death. I
hope that my voice of protest is warranted. thank you much, Anthony Appelhof
On Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 4:36 PM Short, Bob <bshort@coconino.az.gov> wrote:
Hello Tony,
Thank you for your comments. I will include them in the record for this case. I am showing the
owner of this property as Jill Gwin. I will need a protest le er from her to document this
protest.

Thanks,
Bob Short
Principal Planner
Community Development
Phone: 928-679-8874
bshort@coconino.az.gov
www.coconino.az.gov

From: Anthony Appelhof <anthonyappelhof57@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 4:23 PM
To: Short, Bob <bshort@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands Development protest
DATE: February 8, 2021
TO:

Mr. Bob Short / Coconino County Principal Planner

FROM: Anthony (Tony) Appelhof / Owner & Resident
2479 Tovar Trl.
Flagstaﬀ, AZ 86005
EMAIL: anthonyappelhof57@gmail.com
PHONE: (928) 679-5373
RE:

Case No. ZC-20-011 and SUB-20-011

My name is Anthony Appelhof.
I am the owner of the property directly adjacent, thus, within 300 feet of the proposed
Kachina Highlands development.
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I protest the proposed rezone change from 130 units @ RS6000 to a "planned community"
which increases the unit amount to 173.
My primary reasons to protest the change are:
Concerns with the increased traﬃc and the poten al loss of wildlife on Tovar Trl. near
the wetlands
Safety hazards because of the large amount of children and families that live and play
near the proposed development.
Snowstorm and ﬂooding mi ga on issues.
Quality of life and aﬀects on property value.
Thank You,
Anthony Appelhof
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vincent Ziegelbaum
Monday, February 1, 2021 1:59 PM
Short, Bob
Protest of Proposed Kachina Highlands Development

Hi Mr Bob Short, My name is Vincent Ziegelbaum, I am the
owner of the property located a 2461 Tovar
in Kachina Village.

My property is within 300 feet of the proposed Kachina
Highlands development that is attempting to rezone into a 173 unit Planned
Community.

I protest this zone change from RS6000 to Planned Community.
Thank you,

Vincent Ziegelbaum
2168 W Reading Ct, Flagstaff AZ, 86001
(928) 863-1059
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Christelman, Jason
Tuesday, October 13, 2020 3:04 PM
Short, Bob
McNeely, William; Nelson, Gregory; Weems, Feliz
Fw: Online Form Submittal: A Citizen Request

Bob,
For the record, please. Thank you.

Jay Christelman
Director, Community Development
Coconino County
928.679.8867

From: Weems, Feliz <fweems@coconino.az.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 2:55 PM
To: Christelman, Jason <jchristelman@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: FW: Online Form Submittal: A Citizen Request

Hello,
I have request regarding a development going up in Kachina. Please cc me with a
copy of your response for my records.
Thank you, Have a great day!
Feliz M. Weems
Admin Specialist I
County Manager’s Office
928-679-7144
fweems@coconino.az.gov

From: noreply@civicplus.com <noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Shared Mailbox - CMRequest <cmrequest@coconino.az.gov>; Webmaster <webmaster@coconino.az.gov>; Weems,
Feliz <fweems@coconino.az.gov>; eulloa@coconino.az.gov; Pooyouma, Shaun <spooyouma@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: A Citizen Request
1
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A Citizen Request

Thank you for your concern or question, please help Coconino County better serve
you by taking the time to complete this form. You can also contact the County by
calling: 928-679-7120 or toll free at: 877-679-7120. Items submitted are reviewed
M-F 8:00AM - 5:00PM.
If Law Enforcement is required and this is an emergency please call 911. If Law
Enforcement is required and this is a non-emergency please call our 24/7 line at
928-774-4523, option 1.
First Name

Alynn

Last Name

Davis

Address1

2144 Lohali Trail

Address2

Field not completed.

City

Flagstaff

State

Arizona

Zip

86005

Your E-Mail Address

alynnraw@gmail.com

Phone Number

9283809315

Best time to Call

Field not completed.

Nature of your Concern

A Concern
(Section Break)

Please tell us about your
concern

To anyone who is listening,
I live in Kachina Village, and I cherish this little spot....with all its
idiosyncrasies.
I am, as well, an eccentric person. Life has taught me to expect
(and accept) small, gradual changes with little more than an
eye roll.
But this proposed development is not a small or gradual
change.
I don't have the expertise to declare, and back up, the multiple
damages that historically go along with projects like this,
2
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(water, fire, traffic, wildlife impact), but I know (and so do you)
that these damages will be strongly felt by those of us who live
here. And, that they will be irreversible.
You represent US, not the "Arcadia Capitol Group of
Scottsdale". Please let us know that you know that. Say "NO"
to them..."YES" to us. They'll be fine. They'll retain the wealth
they so value without this project.
You have the power to let us keep our "wealth". Please
exercise it. We expect this of you.
Very sincerely, Alynn Davis

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

3
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Friday, September 25, 2020 2:08 PM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
Fw: Kachina

From: Gloria <cecilgloria@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 1:00 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina
Kachina Village rezoning.
I am opposed to the rezoning.
Kachina Area was for vacation. A HOA community will be for Flagstaff residence. The extra 40 homes will consume more
water. There are 4 wells and one will be retired in the next few years. Spoke to the utility. The water supply is already
affected. My street has 29 homes and all are full time residents except 4. The wells cannot handle this.
2. The lots with the additional homes are too small.
3. Tovar and the 17 intersection is dangerous now. The sharp right off 17is just feet away from Tovar. The gas station is
busy and many people enter there. Will you put a traffic light there. Tovar is part of the flood plain and should be
preserved.
4. The permits have been given and then allowed to expire. But then reinstated. Why?
5. I know this will be developed ,but please do not rezone it.
Gloria Buchanan resident since 2002

1
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Monday, September 28, 2020 12:11 PM
Short, Bob
FW: Kachina Highlands zoning change request

From: denice napoletano <denicenap@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 12:03 PM
To: Christelman, Jason <jchristelman@coconino.az.gov>; McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands zoning change request
Hi Gentlemen on P&Z commission,
Regarding the proposed request to rezone the Kachina Highlands development to amend the current RS6000 zoning of
130 lots to a ‘Planned Community’ with 173 lots. This parcel increase is 25% more! To allow 43 additional lots, the
square foot size of the parcels would reduce to: 70@ 3200SF; 54@ 4200SF and 49@ 5250SF . . . far too small to blend
into the existing neighborhood.
Since 1993 I reside full time and own a home in Kachina Village.
Allow me to address how this rezoning will adversely affect the established character of the surrounding community
of Kachina Village.
Here in KV we have apx 1415 homes. Of that number, only 35 of our MHP zoned lots are sized smaller than 5250SF. My
opinion is it is fundamentally unfair to allow a zoning change to 173 lots smaller than our current norm.
Thank you for your attention & please keep me informed on this issue.
Sincerely
Denice Napoletano
2423 Hano Trail, Flagstaff, AZ 86005
Denicenap@gmail.com
From the county parcel maps website I researched this data: KV has apx 1415 homes with almost 1,000 (+-992) zoned
RS6000 or larger. KV has 423 lots designated at MHP @ 5000SF minimum. Note that 319 MHP lots are larger than
6000SF, 69 MHP lots are between 5251SF to 6000SF and the 35 MHP lots are under 5250SF.

-Sent from my fancy thingamagig
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Monday, September 28, 2020 1:41 PM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Comment pertaining to proposed rezoning of a plot in Kachina Village

From: Diane Hoge <DianeHoge@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 5:56 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Comment pertaining to proposed rezoning of a plot in Kachina Village

CCP&Z Commission and W. McNeely,
I would like to voice my opinion pertaining to the proposed rezoning of a plot of land on the
northern-most edge of Kachina Village, Kachina Highlands from 130 lots to a potential of 173
lots.
First, I know the 130 lots has been on the books for a while but the addition of 43 lots has me
even more concerned. In the event of a fast-moving wildfire in the vulnerable community of
Kachina Village a quick and efficient evacuation of the area could be a major challenge,
especially since there is only one (unlocked) way out of Kachina Village to I-17. Locked gates
prevent us from using the roadways that go through Forest Highlands. Three roads all converge
on Kachina Blvd just before the I-17 exit and this could become a major bottleneck if the area is
ordered to immediately evacuate. As it is, this has me concerned without the additional 130
lots, or possibly 173 lots. Don't make Kachina Village become another Paradise, CA in the
event of a fast-moving wildfire. If a second means of egress were made possible, that would
make a difference in how I feel about this proposed rezoning project.
Second, Kachina Village has become a mecca for VRBO and AirBnB short-term rentals. And,
as it has always been, it is also a mecca for second home owners. I live on Buffalo Trail and the
street has a total of 40 properties. On my street alone there are 4 homes that are short term
rentals. One permanent resident may also rent out a room as a short-term rental. There are 8
homes on the street that are 2nd homes. Only 2 or 3 of the homes may be long-term
rentals. Only about 65% to 67% of the homes on the street are occupied by permanent
residents. The purchase of homes for the purpose of short-term rentals or second homes is
driving up home prices in this area to the point that there is very little affordable housing
in Kachina Village. I would really like to see this new area of 130 lots, or 174 lots, restricted
to affordable housing that does not allow for the purchase of a second home, or for the purpose
of marketing the home as a short-term rental. Short-term renters present another set of
1
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challenges in themselves (a subject for a separate letter) as I have short-term rental homes on
both sides of my house.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Diane

Diane Hoge

2967 Buffalo Trail, Flagstaff, AZ 86005
928-525-2142 (Home)
928-679-5522 (Cell)
dianehoge@msn.com
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Thursday, September 24, 2020 12:15 PM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Kachina Highlands

From: Donna Johnson <firemanslady62@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 11:53 AM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands
Please listen to the residents of Kachina Village and don't
allow this invasion to our little community. The traffic will be greatly increased, they will tap into our water table and
probably other detrimental issues not addressed here. Thank you. Donna Johnson
Get Outlook for Android
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Friday, September 25, 2020 12:05 PM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Proposed Rezoning of Assessor's Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F,
048G, 048H. and 048J

From: Doug Clayton <rdclayton99@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 12:02 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Proposed Rezoning of Assessor's Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F, 048G, 048H. and 048J
To Whom It May Concern;

I am full-time resident of Kachina Village, near Flagstaff and have been recently notified of a proposed
rezoning of a 40-acre parcel adjacent to Kachina. The proposal would rezone the parcel from single family
housing, 130 units, to a higher density housing, 170 units.

There are several reasons why I am opposed to the rezoning, some of which have a greater impact than others.

A couple of the more important reasons include the greater usage of water and sewer services (especially in
regards to potential heavier drought conditions in the future), increased traffic in residential neighborhoods, and
as well as emergency egress from the neighborhood in the unfortunate event of a wildfire.

Also among my concerns are the effect on Tovar Springs, which is an important watershed in our ecosystem, as
well as the general aesthetics to the area that this high density housing tract would adversely affect.

I join many Kachina Village residents in opposing the development of these parcels, which are identified as
Assessor's Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F, 048G, 048H. and 048J, and I intend to participate in
the public hearing on September 30, 2020.

Sincerely,

1
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Doug Clayton
2590 Polacca Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nelson, Gregory
Monday, September 28, 2020 2:57 PM
Short, Bob
FW: Kachina Highlands

Passing this over to you in case you had not received it
From: Heather Stockton <hstockton5@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 9:29 PM
Subject: Kachina Highlands
As a Kachina Village resident for many years 2003-2010; 2015-present - I value where I live because of the low density,
close knit community that exists here.
In the event of a forest fire WHICH IS VERY REAL (I live on the south end of KV - all forest service from my backyard to
Sedona) having one entry and egress is concerning if the density of KV is to increase substantially. This change has the
potential impact of being detrimental to public health in the case of need for immediate evacuation through the one
escape route. It will impact the amount of traffic in an already dense area especially on holiday and summer
weekends.
KV does not benefit by having more people in the surrounding area. The water that I pay a hefty sum for will become
less sustainable due to the increased strain put on water availability in an abysmal monsoon and snow season with the
impacts of global warming continuing to create water scarcity. The runoff created by more roads with cars on them will
have an adverse impact on the wetlands & pumphouse wash, again another part of this beautiful community - that
stands to become more polluted and less sustainable for the migratory birds and wildlife in the area. Our elk have
already disappeared, I'd hate to see what else is going to follow.
This proposal comes at the detriment of ALL KV, not just those within 300 feet of the "impact zone". I live in the
surrounding neighborhood. What I appreciate about it is the sense of smallness and community. This subdivision will
only serve to create a city sprawl feel, increase freeway and local traffic, and lessen the community standards of
smallness, intimacy, and unpretentiousness that is embraced by KV residents.
Please consider the needs of the CURRENT community that exists, not just the developers, the potential future
residents, and the "positive impacts" to higher density in Flagstaff. There's already enough condos, Hubs, eye sores with
no parking and infrastructure to support it. I'm confident this is more of the same shortsighted planning that my tax
dollars paid for.
It's bad enough that we've been strapped with a horrible dollar store - another big box to be abandoned when its
outlived its usefulness - a village subdivision with a name that's a nod to the native community does not need to be
strapped with another snobby moniker "highlands" - as a real estate grab opportunity for more Airbnb's and part time
residents who don't respect the area. It is not what this community deserves because it will not further public health,
safety or comfort - it will have the opposite effect of NOT protecting critical & scarce resources.
Sincerely,
Heather Stockton
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To:
ATTN:
From:
Subject:
Date:

Coconino County Planning and Zoning Commission
W McNeely
Jan Balsom and Steph Sivak, Kachina Village residents
Kachina Highlands comments
September 27, 2020

We offer the following comments to the Planning and Zoning Commission (PNZ) for consideration during
the hearing about rezoning of land at the northern end of Kachina Village.
We have owned a home in Kachina Village for over 25 years and feel fortunate to live in a community
that values open space, our ponderosa pine forest, resource conservation and diversity of the
community. Affordable housing and opportunities for families to live in a welcoming community is
important and we believe the 2008 Kachina Village Area Plan (KVAP) provides guidance for future
development. Although we are under the impression that we have no “vote”, page 12 of the KVAP
states that “Decisions on development proposals and other activities should be assessed with respect to
their potential impacts on the broader landscape beyond the immediate community”. As part of the
larger community, it is incumbent upon us as residents, and the PNZ, to understand and consider
impacts to the entire community.
The first item of note is that the PNZ is responsible for ensuring that proposed developments are
consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan as well as
the KVAP. At first review, the addition of 130 homes approved in the previous review is questionable
and this request, for nearly 40% more residential units, is not in keeping with the stated goals of the
plan to preserve the natural environment, viewshed, landscapes, density, traffic or water resources. The
KVAP is explicit in many places about growth and development and the need to maintain the character
of Kachina Village, including the size, scale and density of additional housing.
As stated in the Community Design Goal, we are to preserve and enhance the mixed-use design of
Kachina Village; maintain compatibility between the built and natural environments; and emphasize
sensitive design features at gateway locations.
➢ CC1 – Future development projects shall be considered in relation to the scale and character of
existing neighborhoods and should help maintain a balanced mix of land uses to accommodate a
diverse community.
Our understanding of the Kachina Highlands proposals indicates that the build out of 143 units on 40
acres is out of balance with the majority of Kachina Village, where housing density is approximately 2
houses per acre. Kachina Village is characterized by a range of designs, set backs, lot sizes native
vegetation and landscapes. The proposed development appears to violate all of these principles.
The vision statement (pg 9) for in the KVAP provides a positive vision for the area. Specifically, the
Growth and Development statement provides additional guidance, stating “…New development is
consistent with the scale and character of existing neighborhoods and is compatible with the established
development pattern.” We do not believe this development meets the vision statement for KVAP.
The discussion of Environmentally-Sensitive Lands Goal states “Preserve and enhance the natural
qualities of environmentally-sensitive lands”.
➢ NE 2 – Development projects shall be designed to minimize the alterations of natural landforms
and avoid disturbance of distinctive natural features.
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➢ NE3 – Development proposals and other land management activities shall be assessed in a
landscape context, particularly with respect to potential effects on downstream ecosystems in
Pumphouse Wash and Oak Creek.
Based upon the location of the proposed Kachina Highlands, it would be located on the slopes above
Pumphouse Wash and effect a prominent basalt landform and springs associated with Pumphouse and
Tovar.
The Vegetation Goal: Preserve native vegetation and improve the health of vegetative systems.
➢ NE12 – New development proposals shall protect native plant communities to the greatest
extent possible ….
Our understanding is that this parcel of land is heavily wooded with Ponderosa Pine, a character defining
vegetative component of Kachina Village. The plan for 143 homes would certainly remove most of the
tree cover. As stated on page 22, “The forest environment was the key selling of the community since
its inception. From the beginning, builders and residents tried to preserve as many trees as possible
when building homes”.
A big part of the character of Kachina Village is the lack of curbs, sidewalks, lighting. The Public Safety
section of the plan speaks to this, specifically in PS18, that states “New developments shall include
public sidewalks and/or pedestrian pathways and bike paths where it can be demonstrated that such
improvements are directly related to mitigating the impacts of the proposed development …”. Our
initial read suggests the proposed plan would be a very designed and manicured, high density housing
area, inconsistent with the rest of Kachina Village.
In the section on Circulation, the plan specifically states, goal C13, that “The impact of proposed
developments on the existing road system shall be evaluated prior to approval, and appropriate
mitigation measures shall be included in the conditions of approval. Developers shall be responsible for
improvements necessary to mitigation impacts on existing roads”
Our understanding is that this development will add considerable automobiles to our roads, presuming
at least one vehicle per housing units will add a minimum of 143 more vehicles attempting to enter and
exit through the only road at the I-17 interchange. Presuming the number of homes is approximately
the same as when the KVAP was written, this is an additional 10% more cars than currently operate on
the roads. How will the addition of this additional traffic be accommodated? What will the effect be on
the existing residents?
The section on Water Resources, goal WR2 states “Prior to approval of any new development, the
developer shall provide documentation that adequate water supply is available for domestic use and fire
protection”. We are not aware of the developers plans and would appreciate knowing how this
proposed housing development will meet this goal without stressing our existing system.
Vision and Purpose for the KVAP is describes on page 51, sating “The natural environment and forest
setting in which Kachina Village is situated is arguably the single most important element in defining the
character of the community. In the context of this setting, our future vision of Kachina Village is a
family-oriented community offering a mix of housing types and styles; a community comprised of a
diverse population of varied ethnic and cultural backgrounds, age groups economic statues, and
lifestyles…” On page 52, in the Community Design section, goes on to state “Kachina Village is
somewhat unique in terms of community design compared to other subdivisions in the greater Flagstaff
area that were developed in the mid-1960s. What sets it apart is its mixed-used design which includes a
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variety of housing types ranging from a mobile home park comprised of rental spaces to individually
owned manufactures homes sites to singly family lots of various sizes …. This mixed-use pattern is in
contrast to other developments with a more homogeneous, single-use design intended for a narrower
segment of the market”. As we understand the plans for Kachina Highlands, the homes will be the very
“homogeneous, single use design” that is out of character for Kachina Village.
Page 53 begins the discussion of the Community Design Goal which states “Preserve and enhance the
mixed-use design of Kachina Village; maintain compatibility between the built and natural
environments; and emphasize sensitive design features at gateway locations. Specifically, CC1 states
“Future development projects shall be considered in relation to the scale and character of existing
neighborhoods and should help maintain a balanced mix of land uses to accommodate a diverse
community”. Our understanding in reviewing the Kachina Highlands plan is that this development is the
antithesis of this goal and design policy.
Additionally, CC6 (page 54) states “All future development at the entrance to the community, as well as
redevelopment of existing blighted properties and any development visible from Interstate 17 shall
preserve or enhance the aesthetic quality of the gateways to Kachina Village and the City of Flagstaff.”
We are uncertain how this proposed development will meet this goal.
Page 57 of the KVAP discusses “Vistas and Viewsheds”. “It is well established that the natural
environment and its scenic vistas and viewsheds are major contributors to the character of Kachina
Village”. The KVAP continues, stating “Various types of developments can affect views to varying
degrees – ridge top developments, telecommunication towers, above ground utility stations …. Roads,
driveways, and buildings constructed on steep slopes can cause massive scares that can be seen for
great distances. Such development should be avoided, if at all possible, or mitigated to the greatest
extent possible when it is avoidable”. Our understanding of the 40 acre parcel suggests it would have
an impact upon our vistas and viewsheds, including visibility from I-17. One of the hallmarks of Kachina
Village is that you don’t know there is a community behind the scene. From I-17, you see the meadow
and a few isolated homes. It has a rural character, one worthy of maintaining.
CC16 states “Development on prominent ridgelines, or within the viewshed of scenic vistas, generally
should be avoided when possible or otherwise mitigated …” Our understanding is that this 40 acre
parcel west of I-17 and within the viewscape. We believe it goes without saying that dark skies
protections would be incorporated into any development.
Page 61 begins the discussion of land use, where the vision and purpose speak to a “diverse mix of land
uses consistent with the established character and scale of the existing community”. LU2 states
“Proposed zone changes that would substantially reduce the diversity of the community shall not
receive favorable consideration.” Additionally, LU4 states “New residential subdivisions shall include
building lots that are comparable in size to the established development pattern of Kachina Village”. As
we’ve already noted, one of the character defining features of Kachina Village is the diversity in lots, setbacks, and designs. The proposed Kachina Highlands does not appear to be consistent with this goal.
Housing affordability was another stated goal in the KVAP. Specifically, the goal is “Maintain and
enhance the inventory of affordable housing stock of various types integrated throughout the
community”. LU10 stated “Proposed development that includes an affordable component is
encouraged and shall received favorable consideration.” We don’t believe we know if Kachina Highlands
includes affordable housing. It is possible that Kachina Highlands would meet goal LU12, “Development
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projects that include small, efficient, and environmentally-sustainable cottage-type residential units are
encouraged”. The rental units on Kachina Trail seem to meet this standard; hard to know if a new
subdivision of 143 units would.
Future growth, beginning on page 71, speaks to the future of the community, acknowledging the
opportunity for the area to grow and evolve over time, despite limited options. “Any new
neighborhoods are an extension of the existing development pattern with similar lot sizes and designed
with family occupancy in mind.” The plans we’ve seen thus far for Kachina Highlands does not seem to
be an extension of the existing development. In concept, it seems more like Ponderosa Trails than
Kachina Village.
KVAP does seem to make specific reference to the 40 acres of the proposed Kachina Highlands on page
72, stating “The property is heavily forested with ponderosa pine, and is situation on a broad upland
plateau of rolling terrain that continues to the northwest. There is a drainage running from north to
south through the central portion of the property, and some prominent basalt outcrops and several
natural springs and wetlands located on the southeastern tail of the property that connect to Tovar
Trail.” As discussed previously in our comments and in the KVAP, preservation of the natural
environment, ponderosa pine forest, prominent geologic features and water resources are paramount
and need to be carefully evaluated. It does not appear that any of these resources have been
considered in the current Kachina Highlands proposal.
The KVAP was a well thought out, comprehensive guide for the area, incorporating a multitude of
aspects of both the human and natural environment. The proposal for Kachina Highlands violates most
of the vision and goals articulated in the plan. Given that, we urge the PNZ to deny the proposal.
Thank you for your consideration.
Jan Balsom and Steph Sivak
4292 Canyon Loop
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Monday, September 28, 2020 1:27 PM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Rezoning/Kachina Highlands

From: Jan Lane <janmarielane@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 8:41 AM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Rezoning/Kachina Highlands
Dear Coconino County Planning and Zoning Commission;

Being a resident of Kachina Village, I am writing to express my concern re: the rezoning proposed at Kachina Highlands to all
43 additional lots. My major concern for the entire project is the level of danger it presents for the community in regards to
pedestrian safety, ability to safely egress from neighborhood in case of fire, stress of infrastructure / water and sewer, and
additional negative impact on the important watershed at Tovar Springs.
The original design for Kachina Village was to not have sidewalks and bike trails. This has proven to be a dangerous situation
because pedestrians and cyclers share the road with motor vehicles. The community already has a problem with speeders on
Tovar, the main road into the area spoken of. The proposed development of 130 lots will add to this danger. We do not need
an additional 43 lots adding to this problem.
Also, The nature of the proposed development does not fit into the overall plan of Kachina Village as it was intended re: size of
lots. Our community is already stressed and working on the welcoming of 130 additional families. We need not add 43
additional homes to the work in progress.
Some may not value the importance of the dark night sky. This is evident in some areas of KV. Adding this new development
will increase the amount of light emitted into our beautiful skies at night.
There is an important ecological area around the project that we must be concerned with: the watershed of Tovar
Springs. The impact os this development Is an uncertainty. Let us not push our luck by demanding more of this area through
the additional 43 lots. This goes for the water and sewer system, as well.
There are so many reason to limit the development of our land or to not overload our infrastructures during
development. 130 additional lots in this beautiful community is more than enough of a load. Please refrain from allowing the
additional 43 lots.
Sincerely,
Janice Lane

1
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carolyn <cde2511@gmail.com>
Wednesday, September 30, 2020 1:54 PM
Short, Bob
Rezoning

Rezoning will continue to add to the over stressed area in Kachina Village not to mention the
infrastructure such as water, sewer.
We are opposed to the rezoning.
Jeff and Carolyn Ellis

Sent from my iPhone

1
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Monday, September 28, 2020 1:25 PM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: rezoning in Kachina

From: Karen Palmer <grandmaof11@gmx.com>
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 8:58 AM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: rezoning in Kachina
As home owners in Kachina, we are extremely interested in decisions regarding the proposed Kacina Highlands
growth. Please know we are against this and any other proposed expansions. Our water level is all ready
compromised with water pressure being very low. In addition the traffic that is all ready at the 1 17 intersection is
dangerous. Please do not allow any other growth in this area. We live off of Toho and often have difficulty getting out
of Kachina as it is. Thank you for listening.
Mr. & Mrs. T Palmer 2924 Moki Ovi
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Thursday, October 1, 2020 8:41 AM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
Fwd: No Kachina zone change

Get Outlook for iOS
From: Laurie Morris <lmorris@tocc.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 11:05:25 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: No Kachina zone change
For many reasons I oppose this zoning change and housing project. Our KVID sewage and water system cannot
sustain this growth. Laurie Morris - Kachina homeowner

1
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Monday, September 28, 2020 1:40 PM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Rezoning of Kachina Highlands

From: Marci Bartlett <kayamika05@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 8:44 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Rezoning of Kachina Highlands

Re: Assessor's Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F, 048G, 048H. and 048J
Dear Mr./Ms. McNeely,
I am a current resident of Kachina Village, near Flagstaff. I have been notified of a proposed rezoning of a 40-acre parcel
adjacent to Kachina Village, from single family housing, to higher density housing.
There are several reasons why I am opposed to the rezoning, some of which have a greater impact than others.
A couple of the more important reasons include the greater usage of water and sewer services (especially in regards to
heavier drought conditions in the near future), increased traffic in residential neighborhoods, and perhaps at the top of
the list, emergency egress from the neighborhood in the unfortunate event of a wildfire.
The increased traffic on Tovar Trail will make an already unsafe road even more treacherous during winter. Even more
importantly, the extra traffic at the top of the hill would be downright dangerous for school buses.
Also among my concerns are the effect on Tovar Springs, which is an important watershed in our ecosystem, as well as
the general aesthetics to the area that this high density housing tract would adversely affect.
I join many Kachina Village residents in opposing the development of these parcels, which are identified as Assessor's
Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F, 048G, 048H. and 048J, and I intend to participate in the public
hearing on September 30, 2020.
Sincerely,
Marci Bartlett
2262 Tolani Trl
Flagstaff AZ 86005
kayamika05@yahoo.com
928-699-4158
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Thursday, September 24, 2020 9:31 AM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
Fwd: Kachina Highlands Development

Get Outlook for iOS
From: MARK MINTER <minterjam@cox.net>
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 9:04:16 AM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands Development

I am writing in support of the proposed Kachina Highlands Development.
The proposal is consistent with the goals of the existing comprehensive plan. The proposal is a modest increase in
density to the original plan adopted in the 1960's. The changes will create lot sizes consistent with modern development
standards and help address affordable housing concerns of the community.
The proposal advances the interests of public health and safety in Kachina Village and the Flagstaff community. This
would create more taxpayers to help pay for improvements to water/waste water and transportation infrastructure
systems.
Single family homes developed on this property would enhance and improve the character of the already existing
neighborhood.
Finally, I am sure that many buyers of new homes would be families acquiring their homes for weekend and season use.
This would generate a huge increase in taxes without utilization of schools, parks, libraries, etc.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
Sincerely,
Mark Minter
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Wednesday, September 30, 2020 3:19 PM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
Fwd: Kachina Highlands Rezone

Get Outlook for iOS
From: Michele Reamer <michele.reamer11@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 3:10:50 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands Rezone
To the Planning and Zoning Commission:
My name is Michele Reamer, I am a registered operating room nurse and am currently employed at Flagstaff
Medical Center. I have lived off and on in Flagstaff for about 20 years and I have been fortunate enough to call Kachina
Village my home for the previous 2 of those years. Although I am currently not a homeowner in this community, I have
hopes to someday purchase my own home in Kachina Village because of its unique blend of residents, peaceful
atmosphere and close proximity to nature.
I am writing this letter to express my concerns about the proposal to rezone the 40.1 acre parcel located on the
northeast end of Kachina Village from Residential Single Family parcel size to (130 lots) to the Planned Community zone
(173 lots). I have lived in Flagstaff long enough to understand and personally experience the affordable housing
shortage here but I feel that developments like these which lie outside of Flagstaff city limits are not the answer.
Especially for this specific community, for a number of reasons.
I have read the “Findings of Fact” portion of the Coconino County publication for requesting a zone change and I don’t
believe that this proposal “is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety, comfort, convenience and
welfare” of this community. I have also familiarized myself with the Kachina Village Area Plan that was approved by the
Kachina Village Planning Committee on 2/21/08 and adopted as an amendment to the Coconino County Comprehensive
Plan by the Board of Supervisors on 5/26/08. This Plan provides a brief history and description of the Kachina Village
community and provides policy guidance for future development.
The KV Area Plan recognizes that Kachina Village is located in “a forest environment in the wildland/urban
interface and wildfire is a significant public safety issue”. This is one of my major concerns, especially under the
exceptionally dry conditions in which the western US now finds itself. Kachina Boulevard is the one road into and out of
Kachina Village. Tovar Trail appears to be the main road that will be most impacted by this development, it feeds directly
into Kachina Boulevard (across from the Shell Station), as does the north and south branches of Kachina Trail. In the case
of a wildfire evacuation, either voluntary or emergency, these routes will be the ONLY ways for residents to leave. I do
not believe that adding 173 new residences would be judicious or further the public safety and welfare for anyone living
in the Village. I have neighbors who voluntarily evacuated during the 2014 Slide Fire and they described neighborhoods
and roadways that were congested with residents attempting to leave. The 2018 Camp fire in Paradise, California also
comes to mind. Not enough escape routes for too many people in cars.
The inevitable increase in vehicular traffic that will result from this development will also not contribute to or
further the public comfort, convenience and welfare of Kachina Village. People wishing to exit from Tovar Trail onto
Kachina Boulevard to enter the I-17 must make a left- hand turn onto a road that often has steady traffic from both
1
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branches of Kachina Trail, the Shell station and traffic exiting from the I-17. This area can get very busy, especially on the
weekends and when the roads become covered in snow. I have personally witnessed several close calls here.
Kachina Village has its own water supply and waste water treatment and I wonder if their capacity to support an
addition of this size has been fully evaluated. I also worry about the potential impacts of new construction on the nearby
Tovar Springs and the surrounding drainages, which feed into Pumphouse wash, a major tributary of Oak Creek.
I understand that currently only property owners within 300 feet of this proposed development get to file
approvals or protest of this rezone but the entire community of Kachina Village will be affected if a development of this
size is approved. There were concerns in this community back in 2011 when the original parcel was rezoned for 130 lots
(https://azdailysun.com/news/local/kachina-rezoned-for-homes/article_e094df60-8de0-5e7f-9796080899123e13.html).
Myself and the other residents of this unique and beautiful community are relying on you to help us maintain
our safety and welfare and preserve the natural environment of this area. Please make good decisions.
Thank You,
Michele Reamer
3118 Shonto Trail
Flagstaff, AZ
86005
928-699-8618

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nicolas Perez <nicolasperez808@gmail.com>
Thursday, September 24, 2020 7:42 PM
McNeely, William; Short, Bob
Kachina village rezoning

My name is Nick Perez, I live at 3056 Mesa Trail in Kachina village. I want to voice my opinion in opposition of the
proposed rezoning off Tovar Trl.
I believe this rezoning will have a negative impact on traffic, wildlife, egress in evacuation, water shed and pollution into
the nearby wetlands, and most importantly the effect on an already strained water and sewer system that is privately
owned and outdated. This system has already seen a strain and massive construction undertaking into the water
infrastructure that has seen a 20% increase on water rates already.
I think it's crazy that only residents within a 300 foot radius can truly express their opinion in opposition of this rezoning,
because after seeing the area in question, I don't see any more than a dozen homes that are within that range and
believe this to be a misuse of power for a Phoenix based developer to try and come in and build a 170 lot community
into a place that cannot sustain or afford it, but will collect their check and move on if allowed to do so.
I will be doing anything I can to log in and oppose this rezoning as a resident of this area to avoid damages to my local
ecosystem, price increases to my already struggling water utility, increases to traffic and congestion to a small
community, and every effort to about a Phoenix developer to come in and destroy my beautiful community in a
mountain town.
Sincerely,
Nick Perez
3056 Mesa Trl
9282576581
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Tuesday, September 29, 2020 10:46 AM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Kachina Highlands

From: kachinaman <kachinaman@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 4:55 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands
The Planning & Zoning needs the developer to conduct a comprehensive traffic study on Tovar Trail...not the Mickey
Mouse one they did. They also need to pay for a roundabout because a turn lane onto Kachina Blvd. will not be
enough.
There also should be a comprehensive ecological impact study done on the potential damage to the springs. These
springs feed Pumphouse, Oak Creek, Verde Rivers and supply water for millions of people. P&Z needs to require storm
sewers and retention ponds to divert and handle the rain/snow runoff. If this is not done, natural contours of the land
will allow storm water to flow directly into the springs.
Lastly, mandate a proper bridge over the springs. Correct me if I am wrong but in the past the developer threatened to
build a road directly over the springs.
Paul Wutt
3686 Ancient Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Monday, September 28, 2020 11:45 AM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Kachina Highland Project

From: kachinaman <kachinaman@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 11:37 AM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highland Project

My thoughts on Kachina Highlands:
1. How this development totally contradicts the “Kachina Village Area Plan” Their premise is that it fits within it’s scope.
They must be reading a different plan that I. Please read this plan in preparation for the Planning and Zoning meeting on
September 30, 2020 at 5:30.
2. Pumphouse County Natural Area - This development along with it’s curbs, gutters, sidewalks, driveways will cause
extreme contaminated runoff that will directly run into the springs that flow into flow into Pumphouse Wash and Oak
Creek. My take away from yesterdays meeting it if the development remains at 130, the springs are not taken into
consideration. Really???? who decided that they would have carte blanche to dump their street run-off into the springs
that were the reason KV was created? This area could be addressed again if the number of homes risen as they currently
trying to change zoning to accommodate. Make them install a storm sewer system to divert water away from the
springs.
3. Water and Sewer - both systems, especially the sewer is old and deteriorating. Our wells won’t last forever and with
the added usage…guess who will be paying to dig them deeper. KVID Sam Morrison is has evaluated the system and
deems it adequate for this development and gave is stamp of approval. I believe that there is a new well and piping in
the proposal but the sewer system will just be connected to the existing antique system. Our bills has jumped over 40%
when the County dumped KVID back in our laps. Just think what it will rise to when 273 homes are connected.
The takeaway from the meeting is that only one of four wells are working properly. Two are not used and one pumps
sand along with water. They propose to dig a new well, new mains throughout the development. If the P&Z approves
either 173 or 130 home development, I want to see the well installed before breaking ground. Another takeaway is that
they will build new sewer pipes throughout the development, a pump station, and then tie it into our 60 year old
system. Just think how much it will cost all of us when the system needs to be replace due to the strain.
4. Tovar Trail - The access road from Kachina Highlands will tie directly into Tovar Trail. The developer says that Tovar
Trail can handle the traffic flow. They used a basic method by just counting cars and didn’t do a thorough traffic study.
They propose to repave the road and put a left turn lane. That is totally insufficient.
The “escape” route will divert traffic along the wetlands and funnel traffic right back onto Tovar. Remember one of the
several gates from Forest Highlands exits onto Tovar Trail. What sense does that make. Funneling traffic right back onto
Tovar Trail and open the Forest Highlands gate at the same intersection to complicate matters. I wonder who came up
with that idea?
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5. Fire Threat - Most forest fires travel with the wind and terrain so therefor in our area, west to east. The canyons also
are aligned west to east. Some of the smaller canyons that carve through KV hasn’t been thinned because they are on
private property. Forest Highlands has several gates that open into Kachina Village so their is a good chance they will
evacuate that way. Chief Foreman stated that Kachina Highlands has met all the criteria for fire suppression . He stated
that Highlands department help with their fire planning. I don’t have any doubts that this is totally true. The big
difference is that the evacuation plan calls for 500 cars per hour (under ideal conditions) to escape. Chief Foreman
stated it would take 3 hours to escape. Now ask yourself…How many cars/trucks/motorcycles/RV’s/campers,quads, and
trailers are there? How many of your neighbors had 4, 5, 6 cars in their yard? How many neighbors will rent moving
trucks to fill with their belongings? I’ve seen that with the last time we were getting ready for the Slide Fire evacuation.
How many people will wait until the last minute to escape or refuse evacuation? We must look at the worst scenario not
the best. Now lets look at the numbers:
A. I believe Chief Foreman stated there are between 1200 and 1300 homes in KV.
B. Forest Highlands has 820 home sites with 723 homes.
C. Kachina Highlands 173 homes
D. There is a new development that is tied into Forest Highlands that has 15 parcels. Since this development is being
built where where people cannot see unless they trespass. I don’t know how many homes are completed but the roads
were put in last year and the lots are all sold.
Kachina Village: 1250 homes (fair estimate) 3 vehicles each (low estimate) = 3750 vehicles
Forest Highlands: 723 Homes (fair estimate) 2 vehicles each (fair estimate) = 1446 vehicles
Kachina Highlands: 173 Homes (accurate estimate) 2 vehicles each (likely a HOA requirement) = 346
Development next to FH: 15 Homes (accurate Estimate) 5 built (ball park estimate) 2 Vehicles = 10
Worst case scenario: Total 5552 vehicles. 500/hour ideal conditions = 11 hours for evacuation. Now more realistically,
add at least 50% more time because it will not be ideal conditions. There will be a rush because many will stay until they
have to leave.
6. We need to realized that this is a done deal with Highlands Fire Department. They already gave their stamp of
approval as did Kachina Village Improvement District. I think using this argument will end up hitting a brick wall.
7. Safety - more people - more crime.
8. Trails and Wetlands - Lets see, 173 homes…close to 450 more people. Another take away from yesterdays meeting is
that they will have a trail to connect trails in the wetlands. There is a good chance that the trail that connectives at the
east end will be blocked with no access to public (HOA). A new trail will need to be constructed to tie into others. Who
will pay for that?
9. Another way is to ask for additions to their plan that will price them out of existence!
Please act today: “Property owners within 300 feet may file approvals or protest of the proposed rezoning. If 20% of
property owners within 300 feet file protests based on the number and size of parcels, an affirmative vote of 75% of the
Board of Supervisors will be required to approve the rezoning.” Everyone who lives in that area, call them, write a letter,
send and email and tell them that you don’t what it rezoned! Coconino Community Development 928-679-8850
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Don’t trust our P&Z and County Board. They almost always side on where the money comes from. Don’t believe
anything the developer says. They are out to make the big buck and then leave the community to cope with the social,
environmental, and infrastructure costs. They will disappear to prey on other communities and we all will pay.

Paul Wutt
3686 Ancient Trail
Flagstaff, Arizona 86005
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

fdobrowski@netscape.net
Monday, September 28, 2020 5:19 PM
Short, Bob
Kachina Village Highlands

Dear Sir,
I've owned a home in Kachina Village since 1990 and have lived here permanently since 2016. I'm very concerned and
upset about the proposed "Kachina Village Highlands" and how it will change this community both within by the addition of
more people and more traffic and from how it appears to the outside world using I-17. Moreover, although the fire chief
has assured us that safe evacuations would still happen in case of a fire, no one has addressed evacuations in case of a
seismic event when the Flagstaff area will have to be evacuated with no time for proceeding in zones. This development
is contrary to the planning that has been done for this community and my hope is that you will not approve the zoning
changes the developers are requesting.
Sincerely,
Peter Dobrowski
3274 Shonto Trail.
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Christelman, Jason
Thursday, October 8, 2020 10:32 AM
Short, Bob
McNeely, William
Fw: KAchina Village Highlands Proposed Development

Jay Christelman
Director, Community Development
Coconino County
928.679.8867

From: priya drews <priyadrews@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 8, 2020 10:30 AM
To: Christelman, Jason <jchristelman@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: KAchina Village Highlands Proposed Development

I seriously disapprove with the proposed development of 140 -173 tiny homes on tiny
lots on the north end of Kachina Village. I believe it is not in alignment with the
Coconino Master Plan, seriously disrupting wildlife, increasing dangerous amounts of
traffic, be way over current home density and destroy our quiet quality of life.
Please use your hearts and not just the letter of the law and please vote NO to this
current iteration of this development plan.
Sincerely, Priya Drews
2586 Moenkopi Trail,
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
928 637 5094
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Tuesday, September 22, 2020 11:57 AM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Plot rezoning in Kachina Village Northern Edge

Bob,
FYI for the case file, thanks.
Jess
From: Ray <autoray41@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 6:31 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Plot rezoning in Kachina Village Northern Edge
I've lived in Kachina Village since 1997 and it has grown quite a bit but nothing like what is proposed we already have
issues with people speeding ATVs running amok and that's without these new proposals. I am definitely against the
rezoning proposal I wish I could stop the original proposal but it's too late the impact for Kachina Village will be
horrendous if I could vote against it I would apparently I don't live close enough please keep Kachina Village nice quiet
and pretty I really don't know what I'll do if this proposal goes through probably move thank you for listening
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Tuesday, September 22, 2020 5:10 PM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Kachina Highlands Rezoning

From: Susan Luthye <outlook_7EABF985975A900D@outlook.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 22, 2020 4:22 PM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands Rezoning
Hello, I am one of the 99% of Kachina Village homeowners that won’t have a vote at the Rezoning Hearing on 9/30,
But I want to express to the commission the concerns I have over the Kachina Highlands planned community.
1) Will it be affordable housing? Doesn’t look like it to me.
2) Will the landowner foot the bill for infrastructure for a new well and sewer processing? I’ve heard they will, but
I am not convinced.
3) What will happen to the wildlife and watershed that makes our neighborhood so lovely?
4) What if there is a fire and the roads are full of people trying to get out?
5) Has there been a traffic study done on the feeder roads to this development?
The intersection of I-17, Tovar Trail, and Kachina Boulevard is already dangerous enough.
6) What will be done to make the roads outside the development better and safer for pedestrians, wildlife and
drivers?
173 units at 3 vehicles each is another 500+ vehicles on our roads.
7) I understand it is zoned for 130 lots. I strongly object to adding another 43.
I don’t want to be unfair to the landowner, but unless they live here and experience the consequences of their plan, I
can only think they are greedy people.
I can’t believe only residents within 300 feet can vote on this. That is just a handful of the residents of this community.
Susan Luthye
2466 Chof Trail
Flagstaff AZ 86005
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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Hernandez, Marty
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

McNeely, William
Friday, September 25, 2020 11:54 AM
Short, Bob
Christelman, Jason
FW: Kachina Highlands proposed rezoning

From: Tami Eaton <tammertiger@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 11:50 AM
To: McNeely, William <wmcneely@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands proposed rezoning
Re: Assessor's Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F, 048G, 048H. and 048J
Dear Mr./Ms. McNeely,
I am a current resident of Kachina Village, near Flagstaff. I have been notified of a proposed rezoning of a 40-acre parcel
adjacent to Kachina Village, from single family housing, to a higher density housing.
There are several reasons why I am opposed to the rezoning, some of which have a greater impact than others.
A couple of the more important reasons include the greater usage of water and sewer services (especially in regards to
heavier drought conditions in the near future), increased traffic in residential neighborhoods, and perhaps at the top of
the list, emergency egress from the neighborhood in the unfortunate event of a wildfire.
Also among my concerns are the effect on Tovar Springs, which is an important watershed in our ecosystem, as well as
the general aesthetics to the area that this high density housing tract would adversely affect.
I join many Kachina Village residents in opposing the development of these parcels, which are identified as Assessor's
Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F, 048G, 048H. and 048J, and I intend to participate in the public hearing
on September 30, 2020.
Sincerely,
Tami Eaton
2590 Polacca Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
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Protest Letters from Property Owners within
300 feet of the Subject Properties
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Charlo e Ramirez
Monday, November 2, 2020 12:58 PM
Short, Bob
mrayan@coconino.az.gov
RS6000 / Planned Community

Importance:

High

Hello,
My name is Charlo e Ramirez and I own the property at 2304 Keams Canyon Trl in Kachina Village
within 300 feet of the Kachina Highlands Planned Community rezone.
I would like to address and protest to this rezone for the following:
1. Most of us moved to this community for the peaceful serenity. Now under the
construc on with several big trucks coming and going thru the area, we would lose a huge
part of that peaceful woodsy feeling. Even just the traﬃc noise of those units will be
unse ling.
2. Tovar Trail can’t possibly handle 173 more vehicles coming and going, especially dangerous
for the pedestrians who walk down and up the Tovar Trail hill with no sidewalks.
3. The le turn from Tovar Trail to Kachina from the opposite side of the Shell Gas sta on as it
is now can be a nightmare. Add the addi onal traﬃc from 173 units and this turn,
especially during a holiday weekend, summers, or 8 am to 5pm rush and there would be a
serious need to re-conﬁgure that whole li le area for traﬃc to ﬂow well.
4. The roads in the winter can be treacherous out in Kachina and we are all concerned for
safety reasons with the narrow road.
Thank you for taking the me to read and consider the feelings of the community who already live
here.
Charlotte Ramirez
2304 Keams Canyon Trl.
cramirez@azmcd.us
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dean Barker
Wednesday, October 28, 2020 11:58 AM
Short, Bob; Ryan, Ma
Babbo , Art; Archuleta, Liz; Parks, Jim; Fowler, Lena
Kachina Highlands

Mr. Short,
My name is (Robert) Dean Barker and I purchased a home at 2339 Tovar Trail last June. Had I been
aware of the impending development of Kachina Highlands, I certainly would have reconsidered
that decision. Despite the widespread opposi on to this project, with the cramming in of an
addi onal 43 units into this small parcel, the zoning commission seemed predes ned to approve
this ill-conceived project prior to hearing the dozens of voices opposed during the September 30
zoom mee ng during which scores of KV residents par cipated for the four hour dura on. I am
especially appalled at chairwoman’s capitula on regarding the impending parking crunch when
the developer claimed that each unit would have four parking spots; can anyone seriously
conceive that anyone with a 3000 sq lot would use a garage for anything other than precious
storage space? It’s already diﬃcult to make a le turn onto Kachina Blvd from Tovar Trail on a
good day, I can’t fathom the problems 300+ more cars will create, much less during an emergency
evacua on. (My sister was evacuated during the Camp Fire two years ago that obliterated the
neighboring town of Paradise, CA, so I know Fire Chief Foreman’s asser on of 500 vehicles per
hour doesn’t count for much if we don’t have an hour to work with.) I could go on with many
other problems regarding this short-sighted scheme presents, but I understand my opinion as a
single (seriously aﬀected) resident doesn’t count for much when so much money is behind it
pushing this slow-mo on disaster through and disregarding these issues.
I live within the 300 foot limit of the proposed development and speaking on behalf of all the KV
residents outside that limit but will suﬀer the consequences nonetheless, I wish to go on record as
strongly protes ng this zone change from RS600 (which I feel, in itself, should never have been
approved) to the 173 unit planned community.
Sincerely,
R. Dean Barker

Dean Barker
2339 Tovar Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005

740/331.2832
zibbits@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dwight Day
Friday, November 6, 2020 10:57 AM
Short, Bob
Objec o

High Mr. Bob Short,
My name is Dwight Day. I own the property at 2436 Tovar Trail. My property is within 300 . Of
the proposed Kachina Highlands development rezoning into a 173 unit planned community. I
protest this zone change from RS6000 to planned community.
Thank-you.
Dwight Day
Dwight_day@yahoo.com
2435 Tovar Trail
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Forrest May
Saturday, October 17, 2020 5:13 PM
Short, Bob
Kachina Highlands development that is a emp ng to rezone into
a 173 unit PC

Dear Mr. Bob Short
My dName is Forrest M May and I am the owner of property located a 2450 Tovar Trail and 2214 Tovar Trail
and 2182 Hano Trail. My Property is within 300 feet of the proposed Kachina Highlands
Development that is trying to rezone into a 173 unit Planned Community.
I Protest this zone change from ERS 6000 to Planned Community..
Thank You,

Forrest May
1796 6th Ave
Yuma , Arizona 85364
email: Maytradingpost@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jelica Volavka
Saturday, October 24, 2020 5:35 PM
Short, Bob
Kachina Village Rezoning Protest

Hi Mr.Bob Short
Our names are Jelica and Zeljko Volavka . We are owners of property located at 2220 Gambel Oak
Trail. Our property is located in within 300 feet of the proposed Kachina Highlands development
that is attempting to rezone into 173 unit Planned Community. We are protesting this zone change
from RS6000 to Planned Community.
Regards
Jelica Volavka and Zeljko Volavka
21601 N 30 Ave
Phoenix AZ 85027
email address : jelicavolavka@yahoo.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

sarah ricks
Thursday, October 29, 2020 11:23 AM
Short, Bob
Kachina Village Planning and Zoning

Our names are John Ricks and Sarah Ricks we own property on 2485 Tovar Trail.
Our property is 2485 Tovar Trail we are 300 feet from proposed Kachina Highlands
And we protest zone change from RS6000 to planned community.
Thank You
Sarah Ricks
John Ricks
2485 Tovar Trail
Peppoo12000@yahoo.com
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

lyn2
Thursday, October 22, 2020 4:53 PM
Short, Bob
Kachina highlands

Hi Mr. Short,
We are Tom and Lyn Rush, we are the owners of the property located at 2233
Gambel Oak Trail. Our property is within 300 feet of the proposed Kachina Highlands
development that is attempting to rezone to a 173 unit Planned Community. We protest
this zone change from RS6000 to Planned Community.
Thank you,
Tom and Lyn Rush
2601 E Enrose St
Mesa, AS 85213
lyn2@cox.net

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lesjac
Monday, March 29, 2021 9:25 AM
Short, Bob
rezoning

Good Morning Mr Short.
My name is Jacqueline Leslie. I am just one of the many owners of property in
Kachina Village. My personal property is located at 2303 Keams Canyon Trail.
My property is within 300 feet of the Kachina Highlands development that is
attempting to rezone into a 173 unit Planned Community. This would be a travesty
for all the current residents that already own/live in Kachina Village. I don't know
your personal thinking but it seems to be mislead to not think of the current
resident/owners already there and this having a personal impact upon us. I am
asking that you rethink this rezoning on all our behalf.
Sincerely Jacqueline Leslie
2303 Keams Canyon Trail
If we forget that we are a nation under GOD, then we will be a nation gone under
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

maxwell@hodgkins.com
Thursday, April 1, 2021 11:28 AM
Short, Bob
Kachina Highlands Development

Hi,
My name is Maxwell Hodgkins and I am the owner of the property located at 2246
Gambel Oak Trail. My property is 300 feet of the Kachina Highlands development that
is attempting to rezoned into 173 until planned community. '
I protest this change from RS6000 to planned community,
I am not against this land be developed, I only ask that you let it remain in it
current zoning in keeping with our subdivision.
Thank you,
Maxwell Hodgkins
2246 Gambel Oak Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
480-580-4041
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Northern Arizona Audubon Society
To promote the understanding and appreciation of birds and other wildlife
and the conservation and restoration of their natural habitats

April 6, 2021
Coconino County Community Development
2500 N. Fort Valley Rd. Bldg. 1
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Attention: Jay Christleman, Director
Dear Sir,
Re: Kachina Highlands Proposed Rezoning
Northern Arizona Audubon Society (NAAS) has partnered with Kachina Village Improvement District (KVID) for several
years. Kachina Wetlands is one of four public lands bird Sanctuaries that NAAS has worked to develop with the
landowner into a bird-watching destination. NAAS and KVID have collaborated on various projects, all of which have
been focused on improving the condition of the habitat on the 70-acre site where the District disposes of its treated
wastewater. We have both assisted in successfully applying for an Arizona Heritage Grant as well as providing a grant
directly from our organization.
This cooperation has led to a significant improvement in the condition of the habitat with the result that the Kachina
Wetlands Preserve is considered to be one of the most important birding areas within greater Flagstaff and now
attracts visitors from across the Country. To date some 242 species have been recorded there.
Given this, we wish to express our concern with regard to the proposed development called Kachina Highlands,
specifically the requested increase in zoning density. Increased travel and development can reasonably be expected
to disrupt the sensitive ecosystem of the springs that flow into the Pumphouse Wash.
The proposed roadways from Tovar Tail into the subdivision will almost certainly impact the Upper Tovar Spring
network as they will be installed directly above the spring. This fragile bio network flows into Pumphouse Wash, one
of Coconino County’s great riparian and wildlife corridors.
In light of these negative potential consequences, we ask Coconino County to either reject the rezoning application or
impose significant and effective mitigation measures. As the County is well aware, the water resources in the Flagstaff
area are already under great stress and no new development should be allowed to further damage them.
Sincerely Yours,
Brent Bitz
Conservation Chair, Northern Arizona Audubon Society
Copy: Kachina Village Improvement District, Denice Napoletano

Arizona Audubon Society
PO Box 1496 • Sedona, AZ 86339 • www.northernarizonaaudubon.org
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HIGHLANDS FIRE DISTRICT
3350 OLD MUNDS HWY
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86005
(928) 525-1717

April 06, 2021

Coconino County
Board of Supervisors
219 E. Cherry Avenue
Flagstaff, Arizona
Chair and Members of the Board,
While I have been very hesitant to address some public comments surrounding the proposed zone change
for the Kachina Highlands project, I have come to realize that silence equals approval. As the Fire Chief of
the Highlands Fire District, I take exception to a few of the public comments made regarding the handling of
the project by the Fire District. First and foremost, understand the Fire District is not advocating for or
against the zone change. We recognize that it is entirely a Board of Supervisors decision. I simply want to
clarify the position of the Fire District regarding fire safety related to the project.
The Highlands Fire District has been involved with the project in one form or another since 2006. At that
time, the parcels were annexed into the Fire District and the entire 40 acres were thinned to reduce the
threat of wildfire. The thinning was accomplished by the Fire District’s Fuels Management Crew and funded
by a grant from the State of Arizona. There have been numerous wildfires on the parcel and we have been
able to successfully contain them to small acreages due to rapid responses and the fuels mitigation.
Trespass, abandoned fires, and youth fire starting have been the primary causes of the historic fires on the
parcels.
I can assure the Board of Supervisors that this project was not “rubber stamped” by the Fire District. We
have been directly involved in the site planning for the project. Fire District input has been solicited from
the developer and the County. Our certified Fire Inspector examined the engineering plans, site maps, and
the plat maps. The road construction is acceptable. Hydrants have been spaced every 500 feet and our
Inspector worked with the developer to site them in the most advantageous locations. A secondary
emergency egress route has been secured through Forest Highlands. The water utility company has stated
that it can supply the necessary water supply for fire suppression through the planned hydrant system.
The additional tree removal that is necessary for the infrastructure and building envelopes will further
enhance the resistance to wildfire. The construction methods and site locations will help to mitigate
structure to structure ignitions.
The Fire District expects minimal impact to the services provided. Review of past incidents show that even
at build out the anticipated call volume would increase by approximately 32 calls for service per year, which
less than three additional calls per month.
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HIGHLANDS FIRE DISTRICT

Evacuation planning has taken place. Forest Highlands, Kachina Village, and Mountainaire each have
evacuation plans authored by the Fire District. I have personally been involved in many evacuations and repopulations of many communities in the Southwest. Just last season I worked two evacuations of Cave
Creek and the evacuation of Crown King, due to fast moving wildfire. The Highlands Fire District personnel
are not strangers to facilitating community evacuations. Evacuation planning and notices utilize the Ready,
Set, Go model adopted by the Arizona Sheriffs Association. We also recognize that evacuations do not
always go smoothly. The Slide Fire of 2014 is often cited to demonstrate that too many cars, and too many
trailers and too many moving vans were present to allow a rapid evacuation. The Board will recall that
there was NEVER an evacuation order given for Kachina Village. Many people chose to be proactive, to load
up their belongings and leave well ahead of the potential evacuation order. The Fire District utilized a traffic
model of 500 vehicles per hour exiting the community. This is below the National Association of City Transit
Officials estimate of 600 to 1600 vehicles per hour. This was an intentional decrease to allow adequate
time. The Fire District also looked at the fact that the community is typically never at full capacity. This is
based on seasonal residents, short term rentals, and community members being out of the community,
most notably at work. It must also be noted that when a “GO” order is given, that is for immediate
evacuation. Under those circumstances, there is NO time to pack a truck, haul a trailer or make multiple
trips. Remember that when mandatory evacuations are in place, those community members who are out,
stay out. And no one is allowed back in until the order is lifted.
The Fire District also recognizes that NO community is ever entirely protected or not exposed to danger or
risk, however the Highlands Fire District has given this project proper consideration to the aspects of fire
and emergency medical service.
Please feel free to reach out to me if I can be of any further assistance or to answer any questions you may
have.
Thank you for your time and cosideration.
/S/ Dirch P. Foreman
Dirch Foreman, Fire Chief

September 5, 2017

Special Meeting Minutes
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1

OBJECTID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

APN
ALTERNATEAPN TYLERACCOUNTNUM
Not a Tax Parcel
1
11630048E
2 R0003294
11630048D
2 R0006429
11655052
2 R0006469
11655053
2 R0006470
11655054
2 R0006471
11655055
2 R0006472
11655017
2 R0011200
11655029
2 R0014035
11655035
2 R0014040
11655037
2 R0014042
11655038
2 R0014043
11655039
2 R0014044
11655041
2 R0014046
11655042
2 R0014047
11655043
2 R0014048
11655044
2 R0014049
11655045
2 R0014050
11655056
2 R0023113
11655057
2 R0023114
11655058
2 R0023115
11640059
2 R0043393
11641002
2 R0043400
11655049
2 R0050071
11655050
2 R0050072
11655051
2 R0050073
11617003B
2 R0061001
11617003D
2 R0061002
11655026
2 R0062333
11655027
2 R0062334
11655028
2 R0062335
11655059
2 R0064031
11655060
2 R0064032
11655061
2 R0064033
11655062
2 R0064034
11655063B
2 R0351206
11655063D
2 R0351208
11655063F
2 R0351210
11655063H
2 R0351212
11655033C
2 R0351763

SITUS

PLATTEDSUBDIVISION

2643 TOVAR TRL
2578 TOVAR TRL #73
2249 GAMBEL OAK TRL
2241 GAMBEL OAK TRL
2233 GAMBEL OAK TRL
2229 GAMBEL OAK TRL
2764 TISHEPI TRL
2295 GAMBEL OAK TRL
2294 KEAMS CANYON TRL
2488 TOVAR TRL
2485 TOVAR TRL
2479 TOVAR TRL
2467 TOVAR TRL
2461 TOVAR TRL
2455 TOVAR TRL
2450 TOVAR TRL
2306 TISHEPI TRL
2225 GAMBEL OAK TRL
2220 GAMBEL OAK TRL
2222 GAMBEL OAK TRL
2201 UTILITY RD
2263 UTILITY RD
2303 KEAMS CANYON TRL
2435 TOVAR TRL
2417 TOVAR TRL

OWNERNAME
Coconino National Forest
SLUSHER RON W & AUDRA N
SOUTHWEST PARK PROPERTIES
GRUNDY DAVID L J & BRENDA M
MILLER ANTHONY L
RUSH FAMILY LLC
HILDEBRANDT ROBERT R LIVING TRUST
PALMER KYLE R
KASHINSKIE CAITLEN E
GALAN DAVID R
GREYSLAK KEENAN THOMAS & NANCY MARIE
RICKS JOHN
GWIN JILL
MCDONALD MARY C
ZIEGELBAUM VINCENT R
WERHAN ROBYN
MAY FORREST M
PROPSTER JEFFREY
WHITLOCK BRYON & JAMIE
VOLAVKA ZELJKO & JELICA
HANCOCK JAMIE
FOREST HIGHLANDS ASSOCIATION
KACHINA VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
2303 KEAMS LLC
DAY DWIGHT E
WILSON & WILSON LIVING TRUST
KACHINA VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
2756 TOVAR TRL
ROGERS JAMES E FAMILY TRUST DTD 08-01-16
2294 GAMBEL OAK TRL
LINVILLE SHANNON
2284 GAMBEL OAK TRL
HUNT JORDAN
2283 GAMBEL OAK TRL
RICHARDS HARRY K LIVING TRSUT DTD 10-11-16
2339 TOVAR TRL
BARKER ROBERT DEAN
2349 TOVAR TRL
GAIAMAR TRUST DTD 10-02-18
2232 GAMBEL OAK TRL
OTT ALAINA L
2246 GAMBEL OAK TRL
HODGKINS MAXWELL
DAY DWIGHT E
ZIEGELBAUM VINCENT R
MCDONALD MARY C
SOUTHWEST PARK PROPERTIES
2304 KEAMS CANYON TRL RAMIREZ CHARLOTTE

KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 07
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 07
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 07
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
FOREST HIGHLANDS UNIT 02
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11

KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 07
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 07
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 07
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11
KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 11

KACHINA VILLAGE UNIT 07
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PLATTEDLOT PARCELAREA AREATYPE ProtestParcel_1 GIS_AreaSqFT_Calc GIS_300FtBuffAreaSqFt_Calc
8621565.693
345187.1895
1.01 A
43880.24652
43880.12004
1182
12.98 A
Y
566922.3262
288554.7371
1170
6031 F
6030.552088
6030.49867
1171
5485 F
5483.920821
5483.881103
1172
5746 F
Y
5744.092107
5744.085854
1173
7146 F
7144.079317
7144.043283
892
5014 F
4848.348084
148.8010744
929
5099 F
5091.754637
2393.673052
946
5690 F
5493.245247
5493.24167
1135
6821 F
6811.933941
3557.774614
1136
5975 F
Y
5973.355471
5972.669496
1137
11123 F
Y
11124.55969
11121.72139
1139
7122 F
7124.290231
7121.42115
1140
6316 F
Y
6319.474568
6316.499145
1141
5660 F
Y
5647.753563
5646.899844
1142
8021 F
Y
8022.185987
8022.143271
1143
6613 F
6612.237539
2529.891304
1174
14812 F
14801.08163
14801.04777
1175
7076 F
Y
7075.970269
7075.93863
1176
6821 F
6827.02838
6826.998009
17.03 A
743285.862
301727.9311
141.93 A
6176332.235
70374.32416
1167
5404 F
5402.437509
3721.853709
1168
9527 F
Y
9525.605267
9525.646191
1169
7836 F
7835.575967
7835.705433
4.33 A
190796.6179
3645.526528
12.12 A
527323.9808
19576.08775
926
5316 F
5493.730004
0.013929844
927
5696 F
5449.940247
3507.66498
928
5147 F
4934.560574
4934.559404
1177
5953 F
Y
5845.889822
2622.413102
1178
7932 F
Y
7912.286934
6868.309222
1179
7016 F
7013.727541
6988.651623
1180
7082 F
7068.120642
7068.345182
70 F
Y
69.5746851
69.5746851
28 F
Y
28.29632123
28.29632123
300 F
299.9216303
299.9216303
4792 F
Y
4792.258003
4792.258003
945
5012 F
Y
4972.05798
3200.581932
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When recorded, mail to:
Clerk of the Board
Coconino County
219 E. Cherry Avenue
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
[4P36304 v.2]
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
Between
Coconino County
And
Kachina 36 No. 1, L.L.C.
THIS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is entered into this _____ day of
__________________, 2021, by and between Coconino County, a political subdivision of the
State of Arizona (“County”) and Kachina 36 No. 1, L.L.C., an Arizona limited liability company,
and it successors and assigns (“Developer”).
RECITALS
A.

Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 11-1101 authorizes the County to enter into development agreements
with landowners and persons having an interest in real property located within
unincorporated areas of Coconino County.

B.

Developer, Kachina 36 No. 1, L.L.C. is the owner of real property located on Tovar Trail in
Kachina Village, Arizona, commonly known as Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A,
116-30-048F, 116-30-048G, 116-30-048H, and 116-30-048J; 116-55-063J and 116-55063K, which is more specifically described in Exhibit “A” (the “Property”).

C.

The Property is conditionally zoned RS-6,000, and the Developer is requesting rezoning to
PC (Planned Community) with modified RM-10/A standards applied.

D.

Developer desires to develop the Property into a single-family and duplex development
with no more that 173-lots.

E.

This Agreement is consistent with the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan in effect on
the Effective Date of this Agreement, as defined in Section 9.1 below.

F.

The County has an interest in ensuring that the development of the Property complies with
County standards for development and engineering improvements, and the County believes
that development of the Property will result in planning, safety, and other benefits to the
County and its residents.

G.

The Developer acknowledges that the development of the Property pursuant to this
Agreement will be beneficial and advantageous to the Developer by providing assurances
1
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to the Developer that it will have the ability to develop the Property within the County
pursuant to this Agreement, under the zoning described in Recital C above, and in
accordance with the preliminary plat herein referred to as “Site Plan.” In addition, the
Developer understands that the improvements and infrastructure to be constructed pursuant
to this Agreement need to provide for safe access to Raymond County Park due to the
increase in traffic that will result from the development of the Property.
H.

The County and the Developers acknowledge that this Agreement is a development
agreement pursuant to the provisions of A.R.S. § 11-1101.
AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals and the mutual promises
and agreements set forth herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, and in order to fulfill the foregoing objectives, the
parties agree as follows:
1. INCORPORATION OF RECITALS
Each of the recitals set forth above is incorporated into this Agreement as though fully set
forth herein.
2. DEFINITIONS
The following terms shall have the meanings set forth below whenever used in this
Agreement, except where the context clearly indicates otherwise:
2.1 “County” shall mean and refer to Coconino County, a political subdivision of the State
of Arizona, and any successor public body or entity.
2.2 “Developer” shall mean and refer to the Kachina 36 No. 1, L.L.C., an Arizona limited
liability company and any successor-in-interest or assignee of the Kachina 36 No. 1,
L.L.C., as contemplated pursuant to Section 9.14.
2.3 “Improvements” shall mean and refer to all the improvements which may be constructed
as part of the Subdivision Project, including, without limitation, public or private roads,
utilities, driveways, landscaping, and other improvements of any type or kind to be built
by Developer.
2.4 “Property” shall mean and refer to all real property, which is legally described in Exhibit
“A” and proposed for rezoning and development.
2.5 “Subdivision Project” shall mean and refer to the development of the Property for the
uses, intensities, and densities currently shown on the Site Plan.
2
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2.6 “Site Plan” shall mean the document attached as Exhibit “B” to this Agreement.

3. ENTITLEMENTS
3.1 Zoning Map Amendment. Developer hereby agrees to be subject to all terms, conditions,
and stipulations of the rezoning ordinance, the Site Plan, and preliminary plat approval for
case number ZC-20-011 (County Ordinance No. 2021-04) and SUB-20-011 (Resolution No.
2021-03).
3.2 Development Standards. The development of the Property, as well as the standards for
off-site and on-site public improvements, will be governed by the Coconino County Zoning
Ordinance, Coconino County Subdivision Ordinance, the Engineering Design and
Construction Manual (EDCM) and all other ordinances, regulations, rules, guidelines, and
policies controlling permitted uses of the site, design review guidelines, the density and
intensity of uses, and the maximum and minimum height and size of the buildings in
existence as of the Effective Date of this Agreement will apply. For any development
modifications made after three (3) years from the Effective Date of this Agreement, the
current codes, ordinances, regulations, rules, guidelines and standards in effect at the time of
submittal shall apply. For any development modifications made after five (5) years from the
Effective Date of this Agreement, Developer shall re-submit plans for County Approval.
4. DEVELOPMENT PLAN
4.1 Scope of Development. The County and the Developer hereby acknowledge that the
County staff has reviewed and recommended for approval, subject to conditions, the Site
Plan for the Subdivision Project, attached hereto as Exhibit “B” and incorporated herein
by this reference (collectively, the “Site Plan”). The Site Plan sets forth the basic land
uses, intensity, and density of such uses proposed by Developer and approved by the
County for development within the Property.
5. DEVELOPER OBLIGATIONS
5.1 Construction of Improvements. The Developer shall provide security, in a form
satisfactory to the County, as set forth in the County’s Subdivision Ordinance, that
improvements will be constructed in accordance with approved plans. Except as provided
in Section 5.1.1 of this Agreement, Developer shall, at its sole cost and expense,
construct or cause to be constructed all improvements as required by County codes,
ordinances, and this Agreement, and in accordance with approved specifications.
5.2 General Off-site Roadway Improvements. The Developer provided a Traffic Impact
Analysis (“TIA”) to determine the necessary traffic mitigation for the Subdivision Project
and the County has provided input on the level of traffic mitigation. The parties agree that
the Developer’s traffic mitigation shall be accomplished by the construction of the
following.
3
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5.2.1

A single, combined left and right turn lane shall be installed on Shaded Spring
Trail at the intersection of Tovar Trail. A three-way stop shall be installed at this
intersection with a cross walk on Tovar Trail on the north leg of the three-way
intersection. A northbound right turn lane shall be installed on Tovar Trail at the
intersection of Shaded Spring Trail. All of these improvements are the sole
responsibility of the Developer and will be constructed by the Developer but
inspected by a County Inspector or its designate.

5.2.2

A five-foot wide multimodal lane shall be constructed along the west side of
Tovar Trail from the crosswalk at Shaded Spring Trail to the auto entry of
Raymond Park.

5.2.3

Striping indicating that the intersection cannot be blocked by stopped vehicles
shall be installed in the southbound lane of Tovar Trail immediately in front of the
driveway entrance to the Raymond County Park seasonal bus pullout facility. One
R10-7 sign facing southbound traffic shall indicate the intersection should not be
blocked while the queue develops behind the intersection of Tovar Trail and
Kachina Boulevard.

5.2.4

The southbound lane of Tovar Trail at the intersection of Kachina Boulevard shall
be converted into a dedicated left turn lane and a combined right turn and through
lane shall be added. Improvement shall include a painted stop bar across these
lanes and a stop ahead sign at the approach to this intersection.

5.2.5

A three-way stop shall be required at the intersection of Kachina Boulevard and
Kachina Trail. Improvements shall include a stop sign, stop bar, and crosswalk at
the westbound lanes of Kachina Boulevard.

5.2.6

The off-site improvements described in sections 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 5.2.4, and 5.2.5 shall
be constructed by the County but at the Developer’s cost. The Developer’s cost
shall not exceed $275,000. Developer shall be required to bond for this amount
plus four percent inflation per year over three years for a total bond amount of
$309,337. Payments to the County shall be staged to 25% prior to issuance of
building permits for residential units, 50% at 60% buildout of the development
measured by units with the final 25% required at 80% buildout of the
development. The total payment shall be required no later than four years from
the date of the issuance of the first building permit irrespective of the completed
level of development.

5.3 General Onsite Dedications and Improvements. The parties agree that the Developer will
install the following onsite improvements and convey to the County trail and open space
easements as described below.
5.3.1

On-Site Roadway Improvements. All roadways within the Site Plan will be
constructed by the Developer and owned and maintained by the Homeowners
4
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Association (“HOA”) in perpetuity and included in the Covenants, Conditions and
Restrictions (“CCRs”) of the development. The County bears no responsibility for
construction or maintenance of said roadways, sidewalks or other related
improvements.
5.3.2

Drainage Facilities. Unless dedicated and accepted by the County or another
governmental entity, or otherwise conveyed to the County or another
governmental entity, all drainage related facilities, such as retention or detention
basins, roadside ditches, stormwater or other related drainage improvements are
the sole responsibility of the Developer to construct and the responsibility of
HOA to maintain in perpetuity. The County Flood Control District has not agreed
to nor expects to accept any dedication relative to any drainage facilities.

5.3.3

Bus Stop. A school bus pickup and drop off location shall be constructed within
the subdivision near the mail station. The Flagstaff Unified School District
(FUSD) shall approve the location and design of the bus stop in its reasonable
discretion.

5.3.4

Trails and Open Space. The Developer agrees to dedicate a 30-foot wide public
trail easement, or width approved by Coconino County Parks and Recreation
Department (CCPRD) and construct a public trail through the development and
on open space Tracts A and B. The trail shall be eight feet in width and shall be
surfaced with natural materials and constructed to Flagstaff Urban Trails
standards (FUTS) subject to approval of CCPRD. The Developer shall convey in
fee simple the portion of Tracts A and B containing Upper and Middle Tovar
Springs to the County for public enjoyment, open space purposes, and
preservation of naturally occurring springs, with the exception of any detention
ponds. The public trail contained within the public trail easement shall be
dedicated to the public and shall remain open for public use. The portions of
Tracts A and B containing Upper and Middle Tovar Springs shall be conveyed to
Coconino County Parks and Recreation within two weeks of securing approval
for the first residential building permit for the development. The applicable
portions of Tracts A and B to be conveyed to the County shall be described in the
final Subdivision Plat.

5.3.5

Any amenities, facilities or common area improvements constructed or installed
by the Developer or the HOA, on tracts to be retained by the HOA and not
conveyed to the County, shall be reserved for the private use of residents of the
Subdivision Project, and the Developer and HOA shall have the authority to
enforce compliance therewith.

5.4 Assurances. Developer shall provide security, in a form satisfactory to the County, to
assure fulfillment of its payment obligations to the County as set forth in Section 8.5 of
the Subdivision Ordinance.
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6. COUNTY OBLIGATIONS
6.1 The County agrees to construct the offsite improvements described in Section 5.4 and the
Developer agrees to pay for these facilities.
6.2 The County Parks and Recreation Department agrees to accept and maintain the central
trail and trail easement, and Tracts A and B containing Upper and Lower Tovar Springs.
6.3 The County agrees to meet and confer with the Developer and to consider Developer’s
input concerning the cost of the construction by the County. Developer recognizes and
understands that such input is for informational and instructive purposes and that the
County’s ability to complete such construction is governed by State and County
procurement requirements.
7. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
7.1 Diligence in Responding to Approval Requests. The County hereby acknowledges and
agrees that development of the Property will require the County’s ongoing participation
in the review and approval of certain plans, permit applications and inspections, which
are part of the County’s current building and development requirements (hereinafter
collectively called “Approval Requests”). The County hereby agrees that, in connection
with all such Approval Requests relating to the planning or development of this Property
or any portion thereof, and the construction of Improvements thereon, it shall cooperate
with Developer in good faith to process all such Approval Requests.
8. DEFAULT; REMEDIES
8.1 Events Constituting Default. A party hereunder shall be deemed to be in default under
this Agreement if such party breaches any obligation required to be performed by the
respective party hereunder within any time period required for such performance and
such breach or default continues for a period of thirty (30) days after written notice
thereof from the party not in default hereunder.
8.2 Dispute Resolution. In the event that there is a dispute hereunder, which the parties
cannot resolve between themselves, the parties agree that there shall be a forty-five (45)
day moratorium on litigation during which time the parties agree to attempt to settle the
dispute by non-binding mediation before the commencement of litigation. The
mediations shall be held under the commercial mediation rules of the American
Arbitration Association. The mediator selected shall have at least five (5) years’
experience in mediating or arbitrating disputes relating to commercial property
development. The costs of any such mediation shall be divided equally between the
County and the Developer or in such other fashion as the mediator may order. The results
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of the mediation shall be nonbinding on the parties and any party shall be free to initiate
litigation upon the conclusion of the mediation.
8.3 Developer’s Remedies. In the event that the County is in default under this Agreement
and fails to cure any such default within the time period described in Section 8.1 above,
then in that event, in addition to all other legal and equitable remedies which the
Developer may have, the Developer may terminate this Agreement by written notice
delivered to the County.
8.4 County’s Remedies. In the event that the Developer is in default under this Agreement
and fails to cure any such default within the time period described in Section 8.1 above,
then in that event, in addition to all other legal and equitable remedies which the County
may have, the County may terminate this Agreement by written notice delivered to the
Developer.
8.5 Development Rights in the Event of Termination. Upon termination of this Agreement as
provided herein, the Developer shall have no further rights to develop the Property
pursuant to this Agreement.
8.6 No Personal Liability. No current or former member, official, or employee of the County
or Developer, when acting within the scope of their official capacity shall be personally
liable (a) in the event of any default or breach by the County or Developer, as applicable;
(b) for any amount which may become due to the nonbreaching party or its successor or
assign; or (c) pursuant to any obligation of the County or Developer, as applicable, under
the terms of this Agreement.
8.7 Liability and Indemnification. Developer shall indemnify, protect, defend, and hold
harmless the County, its Board of Supervisors members, officers, employees, and agents
for, from and against any and all claims, demands, losses, damages, liabilities, fines,
charges, penalties, administrative and judicial proceedings and orders, judgments,
remedial actions of any kind, including, without limitation, reasonable attorney’s fees and
costs of defense arising, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, out of the performance
of this Agreement by County or Developer, or nonperformance of this Agreement by the
Developer.
9. GENERAL PROVISIONS
9.1 Effective Date and Term. This Agreement shall be effective (the “Effective Date”) upon
execution by the parties hereto and recordation in accordance with A.R.S. § 11-1101.
The term of this Agreement shall extend from the Effective Date of this Agreement and
shall automatically terminate thirty years from the Effective Date.
9.2 Notices. All notices and communications provided for herein, or given in connection
herewith, shall be validly made if in writing and delivered personally or sent by
registered or certified United States Postal Service mail, return receipt requested, postage
prepaid to:
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To County:
County Manager
Coconino County
219 E. Cherry Avenue
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

To Developer:
Kachina 36 No. 1, L.L.C.
220 S River Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85281

Or to such other addresses as either party may from time to time designate in writing and
deliver in a like manner. Any such change of address notice shall be given at least ten
(10) days before the date on which the change is to become effective. Notices given by
mail shall be deemed delivered 72 hours following deposit in the USPS in the manner set
forth above.
9.3 Waiver. No delay in exercising any right or remedy shall constitute a waiver thereof, and
no waiver by the parties of the breach of any provisions of this Agreement shall be
construed as a waiver of any preceding or succeeding breach of the same or any other
provision of this Agreement.
9.4 Headings. The descriptive headings of the paragraphs of this Agreement are inserted for
convenience only, and shall not control or affect the meaning or construction of any of
the provisions of the Agreement.
9.5 Authority. The undersigned represent to each other that they have full power and
authority to enter into this Agreement, and that all necessary actions have been taken to
give full force and effect to this Agreement. The Developer(s) represents and warrants
that it is duly formed and validly existing under the laws of the State of Arizona and that
it is duly qualified to do business in the State of Arizona and is in good standing under
applicable state laws. The Developer and the County warrant to each other that the
individuals executing this Agreement on behalf of their respective parties are authorized
and empowered to bind the party on whose behalf each individual is signing. The
Developer represents to the County that by entering into this Agreement, the Developer
has bound the Property and all persons and entities having any legal or equitable interest
therein to the terms of the Agreement.
9.6 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, including the following exhibits, which are
incorporated in this Agreement by reference, constitutes the entire agreement between the
parties and supersedes any prior written or oral understandings or agreements between
the parties. This provision applies only to the entirety of this Agreement; additional and
separate zoning stipulations and agreements with the County may apply to the Property,
and this provision has no effect on them.
Exhibit “A” Legal Description of Property
Exhibit “B” Site Plan
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9.7 Amendment of the Agreement. This Agreement may be amended, in whole or in part and
with respect to all or any portion of the Property, only with the mutual written consent of
the parties to this Agreement or by their successors in interest or assigns. The County
shall record the amendment or cancellation in the official records of the Coconino County
Recorder.
9.8 Severability. If any other provision of the Agreement is declared void or unenforceable,
such provision shall be severed from this Agreement, which shall otherwise remain in full
force and effect.
9.9 Governing Law. The laws of the State of Arizona shall govern the interpretation and
enforcement of this Agreement. This Agreement has been made and entered into in
Coconino County, Arizona.
9.10
Recordation of Agreement & Subsequent Amendment; Cancellation. The County
will record this Agreement, and any amendment or cancellation of it, in the official
records of the Coconino County Recorder no later than ten (10) days after the County and
the Developer execute the Agreement, amendment, or cancellation, as required by A.R.S.
§ 11-1101.
9.11
No Partnership; Third-Party. It is not intended by this Agreement to, and nothing
contained in this Agreement shall, create any partnership, joint venture, or other
arrangement between the Developer and the County. No term or provision of this
Agreement is intended to, or shall, be for the benefit of any person, firm, organization or
corporation not a party hereto, and no such other person, firm, organization, or
corporation shall have any right or cause of action hereunder.
9.12
Conflict of Interest. Pursuant to Arizona law, rules, and regulations, no member,
official, or employee of the County shall have a personal interest, direct or indirect, in
this Agreement, nor shall any such member, official, or employee participate in any
decision relating to this Agreement which affects his or her personal interest or the
interest of any corporation, partnership, or association in which he or she is, directly or
indirectly, interested. This Agreement is subject to the cancellation provisions of A.R.S. §
38-511.
9.13
Compliance with All Laws. Developer will comply with all applicable Federal,
State, and County laws, ordinances, regulations, and policies.
9.14
Successors and Assigns; Restriction on Assignment by Developer. The provisions
of this Agreement shall run with the land and inure to the benefit and be binding upon the
permitted successors and assigns of the parties hereto. This entire Agreement may be
assigned by Developer to a subsequent owner of the Property or portion of the
Subdivision Project upon 15 days prior written notice to the County. Notwithstanding
anything contained in the foregoing to the contrary, no assignment of this Agreement or
any specific rights, obligation, or duties of Developer under this Agreement shall release
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Developer, its successors, or assigns, from its obligations hereunder, unless specifically
agreed to by the County.
9.15
Restriction on Assignment by County. The County shall not transfer or assign all
or any part of its rights and obligations under this Agreement without the prior written
approval of the Developer, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld,
conditioned, or delayed.
10. WAIVER OF CLAIM FOR DIMINUTION IN VALUE
Developer hereby waives and fully releases any and all financial loss, injury, claims, and
causes of action that the Developer may have, now or in the future, for any “diminution in
value” and for any “just compensation” under the Private Property Rights Protection Act,
codified in A.R.S. §§ 12-1131 through 12-1138 (“the Act”), in connection with the
application of the County’s existing land use laws and resolutions and ordinances including
Resolution 2021-03 and Ordinance 2021-04 regarding the Property. This waiver constitutes a
complete release of any and all claims and causes of action that may arise or may be asserted
under the Act with regard to the subject Property. Developer agrees to indemnify, hold
harmless, and defend the County, its officers, employees, and agents, from any and all
claims, causes of action, demands, losses and expenses, including attorney’s fees and
litigation costs, that may be asserted by or may result from any of the present or future
owners of any interest in the Property seeking potential compensation, damages, attorney’s
fees, or costs under the Act that they may have, as a result of the application of the County’s
existing land use laws, including Ordinance No. 2021-04, upon the Property.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the day and year first
above written.
Approved to form:

Coconino County Board of Supervisors

_______________________________
_______________________________

Rose Winkeler, Deputy County
Attorney

Matt Ryan, Chair
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Kachina 36 No. 1, L.L.C.
Attest:

Attest:

________________________________
_______________________________
Mark Wirth, Agent
Clerk of the Board

_______________________________
Lindsay Daley, Clerk of the Board

STATE OF ARIZONA
)
COUNTY OF ____________)
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
On this _____ day of ________________, 2021, before me, a Notary Public, personally
appeared MARK WIRTH, known to be or satisfactorily proven to be the person whose name is
subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that he executed the same on behalf of
the KACHINA 36 NO. 1, L.L.C., an Arizona limited liability company, for purposes therein
contained.
__________________________________
Notary Public
My Commission Expires: _____________
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ORDINANCE NO. 2021-04
AN ORDINANCE OF THE COCONINO COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
FOR A ZONE CHANGE FROM RS-6,000 (RESIDENTIAL SINGLE-FAMILY,
6,000 SQ. FT. MINIMUM PARCEL SIZE) ZONE TO PC (PLANNED COMMUNITY)
ZONE WITH ADOPTION OF A MASTER DELOPMENT PLAN
WHEREAS, the subject properties are located at the northeast corner of Kachina Village
north of Tovar Trail and west of I-17 and identified as Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A
and 116-30-048F, 048G, 048H and 048J; and 116 55-063J and 063K; and
WHEREAS, an application was filed by Kachina Village 36 No. 1, LLC, Tempe,
Arizona for a Zone Change (ZC-20-011) and Adoption of a Master Development Plan; and
WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on
September 30, 2020 and recommended approval of the Zone Change and Adoption of a Master
Development Plan with a vote of 4-2; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors has held a public hearing on April 14, 2021; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors has determined that the findings for a zone change
have been met as described below; and
i.

The proposed Zone Change is in compliance with the goals and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and Kachina Village Area Plan as demonstrated in the policies cited
in the staff report. The Zoning Ordinance provides for the Planned Community (PC) Zone
to allow for modified development standards as proposed and appropriate for the
proposed development.

ii.

The change will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, comfort, convenience and
welfare. It allows for development of housing consistent with the local community in an
area served by a community water and wastewater system and a fire station located near
the site.

iii.

The change is consistent with the character of the local community that includes
manufactured housing on small lots and multifamily housing developments. The
proposed development is 4.3 units/acre. Adjacent property to the south is developed with
manufactured housing at 6.5 units/acre. Other adjacent property is National Forest to the
north, I-17 to the east and Forest Highlands wastewater treatment to the west.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED by the Coconino County Board of
Supervisors that the requested Zone Change from RS-6,000 (Residential Single-Family, 6,000 sq.
Ordinance 2021-04
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ft. minimum parcel size) Zone to the PC (Planned Community) with the Adoption of the Master
Development Plan for the property described in Exhibit A, Legal Description, are approved
subject to the following conditions:
1.

The RM-10/A (Residential Multifamily, 10-units per acre minimum density) zoning
standards shall be applied to the PC Zone as described in the most current version of the
Zoning Ordinance and shall be modified as outlined in the chart below. These standards
shall be applied to 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F, 048G, 048H, and 048J and 116 55063J and 063K as documented on the Preliminary Plat and the Master Development Plan:
No.

Property Development Standards

1.
2.

Density, maximum Dwelling Units per acre
Minimum Net Site Area, for Single Family Dwellings, in
square feet
Lot Width for Single Family Dwellings, in feet
Lot Depth for Single Family Dwellings, in feet
Front Site Setback, in feet
Side Site Interior Setback, in feet
Side Site Street Side Setback, in feet
Rear Site Setback, in feet
Minimum Site Frontage
Front Setback requirements for Single Family Dwellings,
Duplex, and Accessory Dwelling Units, in feet
Side Setback requirements for Single Family Dwellings,
Duplex, and Accessory Dwelling Units, in feet
Side Setback requirements for Accessory Structures, in feet
Side Street Side Setback requirements for Single Family
Dwellings, Duplex, and Accessory Dwelling Units, in feet
Side Street Side Setback requirements for Accessory
Structures, in feet
Rear Setback requirements for Single Family Dwellings,
Duplex, and Accessory Dwelling Units, in feet
Rear Setback requirements for Accessory Structures, in feet
Minimum Setback requirements for other than Single Family
and Accessory Dwelling Units: zero setbacks between
buildings permissible for Dwelling Units on individual lots,
subject to Coconino County building codes. Site Setbacks
apply.
Lot Coverage, maximum
Structure Height, in feet

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
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20.
21.
22.

Covered off-street parking spaces per Dwelling Unit
Off-street parking spaces for Single-Family Dwellings
Open guest parking spaces

23.

Distance between Structures, in feet

1+1 open
2
Additional 10% of
total spaces
10

2.

Development of the property shall substantially comply with the approved Preliminary
Plat, Master Development Plan and the Development Plan Narrative.

3.

The Zone Change is conditioned on a schedule of development to be completed within
five years of the date of approval by the Board of Supervisors. If at the expiration of this
period, substantial progress toward completion of the subdivision has not been made, the
Board will notify the property owners and applicant by registered mail and schedule a
public hearing to consider granting an extension, determine compliance with the schedule
for development, or cause the property to revert to its former zoning classifications.

4.

The Zone Change shall not vest or become effective until recordation of a final plat.

PASSED AND APPROVED this 14th day of April 2021.
By:____________________________
Matt Ryan
Chair, Board of Supervisors
ATTEST:
______________________________
Lindsay Daley, Clerk of the Board
Approved as to form:
______________________________
Rose Winkeler, Deputy County Attorney
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RESOLUTION NO. 2021-03
A RESOLUTION OF THE COCONINO COUNTY
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS APPROVING A PRELIMINARY SUBDIVISION PLAT
FOR THE KACHINA HIGHLANDS SUBDIVISION
WHEREAS, an application was filed by Kachina Village 36 No. 1, LLC, Tempe, Arizona
(Case No. SUB-20-011) for preliminary subdivision plat approval of 173 lots on 40.23 acres in
the Planned Community Zone, located at the northeast corner of Kachina Village off Tovar Trail
and west of I-17, and identified as Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A and 116-30-048F,
048G, 048H and 048J; and 116 55-063J and 063K and
WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on
September 30, 2020 and recommended approval of the preliminary plat with a vote of 5-1; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors held a duly noticed public hearing on April 14,
2021; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Supervisors has determined that the findings for the granting of
preliminary plat approval have been met as described below;
A.

The subdivision conforms to the goals, objectives and policies of the Comprehensive Plan
and the Kachina Village Area Plan as described in the staff report.

B.

The design of the subdivision will not cause substantial environmental damage and will
not present serious public health problems. The applicant has avoided landforms to the
greatest extent practical and provided for roadways that avoid the springs on the site
including an arched crossing that spans the entire spring and is of significant height to
allow for the passage of wildlife. Mitigation measures also require infrastructure to be in
place to prevent cinders from the roadway from contaminating the springs.

C.

The site of the proposed subdivision is physically suitable for the proposed type and
density of development. The applicant provided a design that includes open space and
protects natural drainages, springs and wildlife corridors.

D.

The subdivision provides lot sizes that are consistent with the proposed Planned
Community Zone.

E.

The proposed subdivision conforms to the improvement and design standards set forth in
the Zoning & Subdivision Ordinances.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Coconino County Board of Supervisors
hereby approves the preliminary plat for the 173-lot Kachina Highlands subdivision subject to
the following conditions:
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1.

The subdivision shall be limited to 173 lots. The final plat shall substantially conform to
the preliminary plat and shall conform to Section 4 of the Subdivision Ordinance. Lots
shall be numbered consecutively with no omissions or duplications. The dimensions and
area of each lot shall be shown on the final plat.

2.

Prior to submittal of a final plat, construction plans shall be submitted for approval by the
Engineering Division for all required subdivision improvements. All grading and
excavation shall be subject to issuance of a grading permit by the Engineering Division.
A grading permit shall not be issued until all required improvement plans are approved by
the Director of Community Development. A noxious weed management plan shall be
developed for this project and approved by the Director of Community Development
prior to approval of subdivision construction plans. No construction activity shall be
initiated until a grading permit is obtained.

3.

Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (ADEQ) approval for water and
wastewater system improvements shall be obtained prior to approval of construction
plans. A water adequacy report shall be obtained from the Arizona Department of Water
Resources (ADWR) prior to submittal of a final plat. A Public Report shall be obtained
from the Arizona Department of Real Estate (ADRE) prior to the sale of lots.

4.

Electric and communication facilities shall be installed underground. The final plat shall
show eight-foot public utility easements on both sides of all roadways. In addition to
drainage, Tract F shall also be dedicated as a utility easement for installation of a gas
main by Unisource.

5.

Fire hydrants shall be installed to the specifications of the Fire Chief of the Highlands
Fire District. The location of hydrants will be subject to approval of the Fire District, and
the water system shall be engineered to provide minimum fire flow pursuant to Sec.
6.4.1.D.4. Written approval of fire hydrant locations shall be obtained from the Fire
Chief and provided to Community Development prior to approval of construction plans.
Engineering certification shall be provided by a registered Professional Engineer that the
water system is designed to provide the minimum fire flow requirements, and that
sufficient capacity exists to support such flow.

6.

The CC&Rs shall require the posting of street numbers on each residence at least four
inches in height, of reflective material, and visible from the street.

7.

A homeowner’s association (HOA) shall be established with authority to enforce and
administer the subdivision’s CC&Rs. The HOA shall be duly incorporated and shall be
solely responsible for maintenance of roadways, sidewalks, drainage tracts, and any open
space or subdivision perimeter fences. The CC&Rs shall empower the HOA to make
equitable assessments against lots to pay for such maintenance and to impose liens
against lots to secure payment of such assessments.

8.

The HOA shall contract with a local snow removal provider for the removal of snow.
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9.

The final plat shall show the area and proposed use of all common tracts not a part of any
individual lots. The final plat shall include tracts to accommodate entrance features and
subdivision entrance signs. Such features and signs shall not be placed in County right-ofway.

10.

During construction of roadways, bridges, retaining walls, and other subdivision
improvements, all necessary measures shall be implemented for dust control and to
protect and prevent damage to springs, seeps, wetlands, and other natural features of the
open space tracts. Storm water quality shall be maintained during construction through
implementation of an approved Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The
SWPPP shall include detailed plans for the protection of springs, seeps, and wetlands and
any inadvertent damage to such resources shall result in an immediate halt to construction
activity until a remediation plan is approved. Any and all damage to springs, seeps, and
wetlands will be reported to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for further enforcement
action as appropriate.

11.

The final plat shall include a note indicating the distance to the nearest approved solid
waste disposal facility (Sec. 6.4.1.I). A letter from a solid waste collection company shall
be submitted indicating that service is available to the subdivision.

12.

All disturbed areas that are not otherwise landscaped shall be revegetated with
hydroseeding or planting of other suitable ground cover utilizing a native seed mix
appropriate to the area. The native seed mix shall be identified prior to approval of
construction plans and approved by the Director of Community Development prior to
application.

13.

Fencing shall be provided along all common boundaries between residential building lots
and Tracts A through F. Fencing design shall provide for safe passage of wildlife, and the
materials and design of the fencing shall be subject to the approval of the Director of
Community Development and Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD) prior to
approval of subdivision construction plans.

14.

The applicant shall follow the Monitoring Plan for Upper and Middle Tovar Springs,
Coconino County, Arizona dated December 21, 2012 to ensure proper functioning
condition of the spring-seep complexes on these springs over time subject to approval of
AGFD. There shall be no use of salt or other harmful chemicals in road maintenance.

15.

The final drainage plan shall meet all the requirements of the Community Development
Engineering Division. Storm drains will be required in the proposed streets of the
subdivision that will drain into the detention basins. Catchment boxes will be required
within the storm drains to contain pollutants and cinders from the streets. The applicant
shall propose an effective means of filtering pollutants and cinders along the access road
prior to releasing runoff into the springs. Filtering measures shall be approved by the
Public Works Department and Engineering Division and will include borrow ditches
along the access road to prevent cinders from running into the springs. The final drainage
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plan and provisions for ongoing maintenance shall be resolved prior to approval of
construction plans.
16.

The design of the arched bridge and any associated retaining walls is subject to the
approval of the Community Development Director and the County Engineer. The arched
bridge shall span the spring by a minimum 15 feet on each side.

17.

The secondary emergency access shall have a minimum paved width of 20 feet within a
minimum easement width of 30 feet and shall be locked and gated except for emergency
purposes. Easements shall be obtained from the respective property owners affected by
the secondary access route prior to approval of construction plans.

18.

The developer shall be responsible for construction of a public trail on the open space
tracts. A 30-foot wide trail easement, or width approved by CCPRD, shall be included
with a dedication on the final plat. The trail shall be a minimum eight feet in width and
unpaved north of Shaded Springs and surfaced with natural materials, constructed to
FUTS standards, and the design shall be subject to approval of CCPRD prior to approval
of construction plans. The proposed trail south of Shaded Springs trail shall be paved as
proposed, and the CC&Rs shall include provisions for snow removal.

19.

The property owners shall convey the portion of Tracts A and B containing Upper and
Middle Tovar springs to the County for public open space purposes not to include any
detention ponds or private rights-of-way.

20.

The developer shall install a school bus pickup and drop off location within the
subdivision near the mail station. The Flagstaff Unified School District (FUSD) shall
approve the location and design of the bus stop.

21.

Street names, none of which duplicate any other street names in the Flagstaff area, shall
be required on the final plat and subject to the County’s Street Naming and Addressing
Ordinance. Proposed names are subject to the approval of Coconino County GIS, Public
Works, and Community Development prior to approval of the final plat.

22.

The developer shall install all required street identification and traffic control signs in
accordance with the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) subject to the
approval of Coconino County Public Works.

23.

The subdivision entrance feature and signage shall be subject to the design guidelines of
the Kachina Village Design Review Overlay Zone and subject to the approval of the
Director of Community Development prior to approval of construction plans.

24.

A forest stewardship plan shall be developed by a professional forestry consultant to
address forest health and maximizes tree retention and native vegetation cover without
compromising fire safety with provisions for ongoing maintenance to be included in the
CCRs. The forest stewardship plan shall be subject to approval of the Director of
Community Development prior to approval of construction plans. Fire wise principles
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will be supported by the homeowner’s association and regulated in the Kachina
Highlands Design Review Guidelines.
25.

The applicant shall work with the Coconino County Sustainable Building Program
Manager to create sustainable development strategies for site, design, and construction,
taking into account resource efficiency including energy and water. Staff recommends the
applicant incorporate these strategies into the development of the subdivision and
construction of new homes, and strongly encourages all homes to participate in a
sustainable building certification program such as Energy Star or the County’s
Sustainable Building Award Program.

26.

The applicant shall obtain a final approved jurisdictional determination from the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers prior to approval of the subdivision construction plans for the
access road to the subdivision. The determination must be based upon the approved plan
for the access road. The Corps must issue all permits before the County approves the
subdivision construction plans.

27.

Roadways shall be constructed as proposed to support a 42,000 lb. public safety vehicle.
Roadways in the subdivision shall be constructed with two, 12-foot travel lanes and fourfoot sidewalks on one side of the street as proposed by the applicant. Sidewalks will not
be installed on the minor collector road. Parking shall be prohibited on the minor
collector road but shall be allowed on one side of the streets within the subdivision.
Streets, sidewalks and all other vehicle and pedestrian facilities in the subdivision shall be
maintained by the HOA.

28.

The applicant shall be responsible for the following off-site road improvement identified
by the Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) and the Public Works Department and described in
the Development Agreement.
a.

A single, combined left and right turn lane shall be installed on Shaded Spring
Trail at the intersection of Tovar Trail. A three-way stop shall be installed at this
intersection with a cross walk on Tovar Trail on the north leg of the three-way
intersection. A northbound right turn lane shall be installed on Tovar Trail at the
intersection of Shaded Spring Trail. All of these improvements are the sole
responsibility of the Developer and will be constructed by the Developer but
inspected by a County Inspector or its designate.

b.

A five-foot wide multimodal lane shall be constructed along the west side of
Tovar Trail from the crosswalk at Shaded Spring Trail to the auto entry of
Raymond Park.

c.

Striping indicating that the intersection cannot be blocked by stopped vehicles
shall be installed in the southbound lane of Tovar Trail immediately in front of the
driveway entrance to the Raymond County Park seasonal bus pullout facility. One
R10-7 sign facing southbound traffic shall indicate the intersection should not be
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blocked while the queue develops behind the intersection of Tovar Trail and
Kachina Boulevard.
d.

The southbound lane of Tovar Trail at the intersection of Kachina Boulevard shall
be converted into a dedicated left turn lane, and a combined right turn and through
lane shall be added. Improvement shall include a painted stop bar across these
lanes and a stop ahead sign at the approach to this intersection.

e.

A three-way stop shall be required at the intersection of Kachina Boulevard and
Kachina Trail. Improvements shall include a stop sign, stop bar, and crosswalk at
the westbound lanes of Kachina Boulevard.

29.

The development agreement shall determine the obligations of the County and the
developer regarding onsite and offsite infrastructure including but not limited open space,
trail easements and road improvements.

30.

In accordance with Section 8.5 of the Subdivision Ordinance, all improvements must be
completed prior to submittal of a final plat or a cash deposit, letter of credit, performance
bond, or other acceptable financial security shall be required for the costs of any
improvements and construction not completed, plus a 10% contingency. This includes,
but is not limited to, all roadways, drainage structures, utilities, traffic control signs, street
identification signs, fencing, public trails, and landscaping.

PASSED AND APPROVED this 14th day of April 2021.
By:
____________________________
Matt Ryan
Chair, Board of Supervisors
ATTEST:
______________________________
Lindsay Daley, Clerk of the Board
Approved as to form:
______________________________
Rose Winkeler, Deputy County Attorney
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands and airport over flights.
Tuesday, October 20, 2020 1:53:26 PM

Hi Matt, thanks for all your hard work and stopping by our house now and then over the years

and chatting with us. I hope that you are voting no on the rezoning for the Kachina
Highlands
development? I don't think our freeway exit can handle that much of an increase in traffic. I'm
also concerned about the increase in aircraft overight noise. It seems like it has
signicantly
increased by some sort of rerouting of the airplanes right over our house. Is there
any thing
you/we can do to change this? Sincerely Aaron and Lisa Tomasi 2842 Kletha trail Flagstaff
Arizona 9286991031
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From:

3To:

Subject:
Date:

*
‘jj

Coconino County Board of Supervisors, RE: Kachina Highlands Zoning Change
Thursday, March 18, 2021 5:40:12 PM

Z
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Coconino County Board of Supervisors,
RE: Kachina Highlands Zoning Change
Dear Supervisor:

(-

You will soon be deciding the zoning issue in Kachina Highlands development. As a cotmty resident and property owner in Kachina
Village for 1 year I highly oppose the higher density zoning change!
While you evaluate changing the current RS6000 zoning ofKachina Highlands to a higher density, you must adhere to these 3 finding of
facts from the Kachina Village Area Plan:
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l. That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the Comprehensive Plan. Increasing the density of the area
without proper consideration of the Plan is not allowed! You need to consider what it says and what the people of Kachina desire. These
173 lots will average 4011 sq
per while existing Kachina lots average over 6500 sq ft per.
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2. That the change is in the interest

of or will further

the public health, safety, comfort, convenience and welfare. The traffic, evacuation,
wildlife studies have not been done or approved. How does more trafc, noise and pollution further public health? How does more traffic
(max 173 houses X 4 parking spaces/ house = 692 more cars) increase health or safety during an emergency evacuation? What welfare?

—
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3. That the change will not adversely affect the established character of the surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to
adjacent
properties. The adjacent properties are exactly the people who will be most affected. Mountainaire will be affected too — by all the traffic.

J—..L:l—

=.|_|

The additional traffic will severely affect any emergency evacuation that could take place! Where’s the ADOT approved
plans? Who’s
paying for the rotary, if that’s the answer, at the Tovar/Kachina Blvd/ gas station intersection?

But most of all WHY? Yes, why approve the zoning increase? WHY? The only good it does is put more money into the
developer’s
pocket. More homes to sell, more money for them. So again, WHY?
The Kachina Village residents and property owners have expressed considerable interest in conserving the diverse landscape,
maintaining
community character, and improving the aesthetics of their homes. These are important for supporting the quality of life, protecting the
environment, maintaining the rural character, a core value of many residents in unincorporated communities.
——

As a resident of the county, many hundreds of people will be adversely affected by the changing of the zoning laws to allow an increase
in the housing density in the Kachina Highlands development. I ask that you do NOT pass the proposed zoning change.
Thank you, I appreciate your attention to this issue.
Sincerely,

Alison Walker
2855 Echo Cave Ovi
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
520-491-0013
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Nelson, Gregory
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Christelman, Jason; Short, Bob
McNee|y, William; Weems, Feliz
RE: Online Form Submittal: A Citizen Request
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From: norep|y@civicp|us.com< noreplv@civicp|us.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2020 2:45 PM
To: Shared Mailbox CMRequest < cmrequest@coconino.az.gov
.
< webmaster@coconino.az.gov
>; Webmaster
>; Weems,
Feiiz < fweems@coconino.az.gov>; eul|oa@coconino.az.gov
< spooyouma@coconino.az.gov
Shaun
Pooyouma,
,
Subject: Online Form Submittalz A Citizen Request
—

'n--- .—
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A Citizen Request
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Thank you for your concern or question, please help Coconino County better serve
you by taking the time to complete this form. You can also contact the County by
ul
calling: 928-679-7120 or toll free at: 877-679-7120. Items submitted are reviewed
M-F 8:00AM - 5:00PM.
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4If Law Enforcement is required and this is an emergencyplease call 911.- IfI|.I.
Law

Enforcement is required and this is a non-emergencyplease call our 24/7 line at

—
928-774-4523,

It

option

1.

I-I.|_
First Name

A|ynn

Last Name

Davis

-_|.

Addressl

|.I_|

a.l._lI.|

Add ress2

Field not completed.

Chy

Flagstaff

State

Azona

Zip

1':

86005

Your E-Maii Address
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al nnraw

Phone Number

9233309315

Best time to Ca“

Field not completed.

-I-I-r-I-I
Nature of your Concern
r-—
I

A Concern

2144 Lohali Trail
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Please tell us about your

To anyone who is listening,

concern

live in Kachina Village, and cherish this little spot....with all its
idiosyncrasies.
am, as well, an eccentric person. Life has taught me to expect
i

I

(and accept) small, gradual changes with little more than an
eye roll.
But this proposed development is not a small or gradual
change.
don't have the expertise to declare, and back up, the multiple
damages that historically go along with projects like this,
(water, fire, traffic, wildlife impact), but I know (and so do you)
that these damages will be strongly felt by those of us who live
here. And, that they will be irreversible.
I

You represent US, not the "Arcadia Capitol Group of
Scottsdale". Please let us know that you know that. Say "NO"
to them..."YES" to us. They'll be fine. They'll retain the wealth
they so value without this project.
You have the power to let us keep our "wealth". Please
exercise it. We expect this of you.

Very sincerely, Alynn Davis

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands
Tuesday, April 6, 2021 2:01:22 PM

Dear Supervisor Ryan,
I am writing to reiterate my opposition to changing the zoning for the parcel of land now
designated Kachina Highlands. I realize the land is zoned now for 130 houses (which is
already too much) and the new developer is requesting zoning for 173 residences (or
something close to that). I know that this new proposal is alluring as it includes green space
and the potential for so-called affordable housing with some tiny lots and houses, and
community space. BUT I feel the impact on the Kachina community as it exists now will
definitely be adversely affected. I cannot imagine how the developer plans to mitigate the
traffic issue of another 173 or more cars a day coming down Tovar Trail and feeding into that
intersection at the entrance which is already unsafe. The disruption to our lives here the
developer were to offer to build a roundabout would be HUGE during the constructionphase
as we have only one way in and out of here.
the developer were to offer a plan that would
give us another way in and out, that would be a signicant plus but I have heard no talk of
that. Kachina has been a step-child for so long that it would be really unfair to force this even
more sizable development on the residents there is no return for the community.
I also feel that in spite of the potential for affordable housing, small spaces and even many of
the other spaces will eventually end up as short term rentals for tourists which
brings a whole
new set of issues. This parcel borders the interstate and the noise level from the interstate has
increased dramatically over the years as the traffic has increased substantially.
People may
soon tire of this irritant that has inserted itself into our more rural landscape, and decide to turn
their homes, and second homes over to vacation rentals. The area of Kachina where I have
lived for 38 years has a real feeling of community which is lost when properties turn over to
short term vacation rentals. I am appalled that the County recently allowed 9 lots to be carved
out of a parcel on Tolani Trail recently, 5 of which are vacation rentals which includes 4
tiny
houses all of which are practically on top of each other. Not exactly compatible with the idea

if

If

if

of

New residential subdivisions shall include building lots that are comparable in size to the established
development
partem of Kachina Village.

And then there is the whole other issue of water which I know you are not really allowed to
address in AZ but if somebody doesn’t, then one of these days when we turn the
tap on, there
will be no water. Given that AZ is facing the possibilty of giving up some of its Colorado
River water due to our longterm drought conditions, it seems that water is a very real issue that
no one is really addressing. Water is expensive in Kachina so residents here are used to
considering their water use, but what will the pressure of another 173 households really do to
our aquifer? Who can say? Who will say?
I am not particularly hopeful that the Board of Supervisors will deny this request from the
developer but I do want the
Board to realize how a development of this size will adversely affect the existing community. As the character of
Flagstaff races to change in ways that make it harder to live there, it would be nice to maintain the quieter, more rural

aspects

of outlying
.11
communities that offer refuge from all the pressure that is being put on

Flagstaff and its surounding natural areas to grow, grow, grow
Thank you.
Ann Kramer
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kachina development rezoning request
Wednesday, October 14, 2020 12:35:40 PM

Supervisor Ryan,

I am sure you have heard from many Kachina residents regarding the higher
density rezoning request that was
approved by Planning and Zoning. And I know that you are well aware of all the unanswered questions and
issues. I have been a resident of Kachina for 37 years and have
enjoyed being a member of this community that
remains, as one of the P and Z commissioners said, a little rough around the edges. In many ways that’s the
beauty
of this community. As Flagstaff grows and changes I appreciate more and more the refuge this
community provides
from all the development in town. And I am graterl for your attention to our
community. I love the Wetlands. I
love Raymond Park.

But now we are faced with a development that will change the character of this
community and bring us face to face
with one of the big issues that the town of Flagstaff faces—and that is the traffic issue
(among many others).I can’t
imagine that 173 parcels in a variety of configurations is really sustainable in terms of our infrastructure-water,
sewer, roads, etc. (It is ironic that Arizona, particularly in this time of drought, does not allow the
availability of
water to be addressed in development). But we as residents are certainly concerned about this issue.
A higher density will certainly impact the current residents in all these ways. Traffic will
present a huge safety issue
for all of us as indicated by the traffic engineer. There is no easy or simple solution. Of the three
possibilities
discussed, each one presents its own problems and certainly will not add to the quality of life here for
anyone. I
hope you will press the developer to address this issue in no uncertain terms. Would the developer be willing to
work with Mountain Lion Transit to bring us a public transit option?
I know that this 40 acre parcel is private property and will be developed eventually. And I know the
plan in place
was approved because it preserves the springs which are critically important in and of themselves. 130
parcels is a
bit overwhelming for this community but 173 is over the top as it further stresses our
resources.
I can’t
community
think of any of these parcels really addressing the issue of affordable
housing as so much of the housing in the
Flagstaff area is sucked up by “climate rergees” from Phoenix as second homes which then are rented out as short
term rentals when not in use.
I do hope that you will hold this developer accountable to the masterplan that governs the Kachina
Village area and
give consideration to the residents who are already here. You have proven yourself to work in the best interest of
..;
Kachina in the past. I hope you will continue to do so.
Sincerely,

Ann Kramer
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kachina
Monday, November 9, 2020 9:29:06 AM

I live on keams canyon trl off of Tovar. I walk and bike the wetlands. I don't think
enough has
been said about the wetlands and it's wildlife. 1 think a large amount of
would
affect
housing
the wetlands. I'm also worried about the increase traffic. I use Tovar to
to
#17.
That
left
get
turn already can sometimes have traffic from multiple ways.
I have seen elk tracks on the wetlands when I snowshoe there in the winter
Thank you.
Berta glawischnig. Keams canyon

trl
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From:
To:

subject:
Date:

jjlu
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Kachina Highlands Case No. ZC-20-O11 and SUB-20-O11
Monday, February 8, 2021 7:47:02 PM

Hello,

I wanted to offer my input on this project as it continues to move forward. I for one am for
approval or the proposal for a multitude of reasons. Flagstaf1‘7Coconino County is such a
beautiful place, which is the main cause for it's growth, along with NAU and Snowbowl. I hate

to see land get torn up, but in a town like ours, we have limited opportunity for expansion as
we bring more people into our beautiful town. This is a far greater location than National
Forest being converted to private. Moreover, I think the rising cost of home prices are due to
basic economics, supply VS demand. The demand is quite apparent as population has grown
immensely in years, but supplyjust simply isn't keeping up. I hope that projects like this, as
well as future developments can help mitigate some of that. I'd also like to note that, I think
there should be more talks of county grants and subsidies for developers to help relinquish the
tax/permit burden to help bring in more affordable housing for the locals.
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From:

'

To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

; saasguahihamnimg; J‘mn._Ma1: Eegaxdudx
Judith Cg|bert§9n Eygrgtt
Kachina Highlands Subdivision
{uesday, March 30, 2021 1:27:21 PM
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To:
Coconino County Board of Supervisors,
District 1 Patrice Horstman
District 2 Jeronimo Vasquez
District 3 Matt Ryan
District 4 Judy Begay
District 5 - Lena Fowler
From: ChristopherEverett, Kachina Village Resident
Date:

March 30, 2021

RE:

Proposed rezone

—

of Kachina Highlands Subdivision

This letter reects my household’s opposition to the proposed rezone of Kachina Highlands Subdivision. If
approved this rezone would be greatly detrimentalto our community. It would permanently change the character of
Kachina Village, endanger a sensitive riparian area, and create a signicant traffic problem which would
endanger
lives should an emergency evacuation ever be necessary.

ll
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The Kachina Highlands subdivision proposal to increase the number of units from the approved 130 homes to 173
homes does not t the spirit of the county’s own approved area plan. Just once, it would be nice to see the
county
board deny a zoning change that is not in the best interest of the community.

As a long time Northern Arizona resident, I am frustratedwith the behavior of developers, mostly who are not area
residents, and all too frequently petition for a zoning change shortly after they acquire a parcel. Worse yet is that our
local governments too frequently cave-in to the developers and approve zoning changes that become a windfall for
the investors and developers, leaving the nearby communities changed forever. The original zoning laws and
restrictions were approved for a reason. Tell the developers they must build within their parcels zoning restrictions.
My family urges you to deny this unreasonable zoning change!

C.C. Everett

Flagstaff
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From:
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To:
Cc:
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Babbott, Art ; Archggeta, Liz ; Parlgg, Jim ; Fowjgr Lena
Kachina Highlands
Wednesday, October 28, 2020 11:58:33 AM

Subject:
Date:

lu-

Mr. Short,

I —1-n

My name is (Robert) Dean Barker and I purchased a home at 2339 Tovar Trail last June. Had I
been aware of the impending development of Kachina Highlands, I certainly would have
reconsidered that decision. Despite the widespread opposition to this project, with the
cramming in of an additional 43 units into this small parcel, the zoning commission seemed
predestined to approve this ill-conceived project prior to hearing the dozens of voices opposed
during the September 30 zoom meeting during which scores of KV residents participated for
the four hour duration. I am especially appalled at chairwoman’s Capitulation regarding the
impending parking crunch when the developer claimed that each unit would have four parking
spots; can anyone seriously conceive that anyone with a 3000 sq ft lot would use a garage for
anything other than precious storage space? It’s already difcult to make a left turn onto
Kachina Blvd from Tovar Trail on a good day, I can’t fathom the problems 300+ more cars
will create, much less during an emergency evacuation. (My sister was evacuated during the
Camp Fire two years ago that obliterated the neighboring town of Paradise, CA, so I know
Fire Chief Foreman’s assertion of 500 vehicles per hour doesn’t count for much we don’t
have an hour to work with.) I could go on with many other problems regarding this shortsighted scheme presents, but I understand my opinion as a single (seriously affected) resident
doesn’t count for much when so much money is behind it pushing this slow-motion disaster
through and disregarding these issues.
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I live within the 300 foot limit of the proposed development and speaking on behalf of all the
KV residents outside that limit but will suffer the consequences nonetheless, I wish to go on
record as strongly protesting this zone change from RS600 (which I feel, in itself, should

.'r.=:'..'..-...."=:*.._-;-_._-‘I-=5»-_,-.*'.'.---F.

never have been approved) to the I73
unit planned community.
=n.-——".'=u'|iT.
'|:|-H
Sincerely,
R. Dean Barker

Dean Barker
2339 Tovar Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005

740/ 331 .2832
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Nelson, Gregom
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From:

1

Sent:
To:

Subject:
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denice napoletano <denicenap@gmail.com>
Monday, September 28, 2020 12:07 PM

Ryan, Matt
Fwd: Kachina Highlands zoning change request

_j..|——.__.._.__

I.I.|—|.|.|.J_
Hello Commissioner Ryan,
1--Ii-I—-In-I.-I--I-I-'-I---I-.-2-I-.|.-..
Below my emailed opinion to the P&Z department. Thank you for your attention to this matter
I--I-I
Sincerely
|_|_l_|:
is

Denice Napoletano
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Regarding the proposed request to rezone the Kachina Highlands development to amend the current RS6000 zoning of
130 lots to a ‘Planned Community‘ with 173 lots. This parcel increase is 25% more! To allow 43 additional lots, the
square foot size of the parcels would reduce to: 70@ 320OSF; 54@ 4200SF and 49@ 5250SF . . far too small to blend
.

into the existing neighborhood.
Since 1993 reside full time and own a home in Kachina Village.
Allow me to address how this rezoning will adversely affect the established character of the surrounding community
of Kachina Village.
Here in KV we have apx 1415 homes. Ofthat number, only 35 of our MHP zoned lots are sized smaller than 5250SF.
My
opinion is it is fundamentally unfair to allow a zoning change to 173 lots smaller than our current norm.
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'I'-'Thank you for your attention & please keep me informed on this issue.
Sincerely
Denice Napoletano
2423 Hano Trail, Flagstaff, AZ 86005
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g.l.j.|_|
DenicenaQ@gmai|.com
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From the county parcel maps website I researched this data: KV has apx 1415 homes with almost 1,000
(+-992) zoned
RS6000 or larger. KV has 423 lots designated at MHP @ 5000SF minimum. Note that 319 MHP lots are
larger than
6000SF, 69 MHP lots are between
_ 5251SF to 6000SF and the 35 MHP lots are under 525OSF.
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Sent from my fancy thingamagig
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Nelson, Grego
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

denice napoletano <denicenap@gmail.com>
Monday, November 2, 2020 2:36 PM
Ryan,

Matt

Nelson, Gregory
Kachina Highlands Zoning change proposal

PZ—SUB—18—OO2

Coconino County Board of Supervisors
Kachina Highlands Zoning Change
November 2, 2020
Dear Supervisor Matt Ryan,
RE:

Please note my opposition to the Kachina Highlands request for a zoning change to ‘Planned Community
with 173 units‘. This housing proposal is far too dense to pair with the current rural lifestyle in Kachina
Village. This rezoning request for 33% increase in units is within the original 36 acres.
The burden

owner/developerto prove that such a change
beneficial and necessary. In order to change the current RS6000 zoning of Kachina Highlands,

ofprooffor any zoning change

is on the

is

Supervisors must consider these 3 points from the 2012 Kachina Village Area Plan:
1. That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the Comprehensive Plan and
this Ordinance. *Rebuttal 1) The developer has not met natural environmental goals. Squeezing a road in
between 2 boulders and allowing 33% denser concentration ofhomes & vehicles in the same 36 acres is
opposite of preserving the environment.
2. That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety, comfort, convenience and
welfare. *Rebuttal 2) The 33% increase in home density severely crimps potential fire evacuation
mitigation. Traffic increase of 300+ additional vehicles daily on Tovar Trail and the intersection with
Kachina Blvd presents an unaddressed safety issue for drivers and pedestrians.
3. That the change will not adversely affect the established character of the surrounding neighborhood
nor be detrimental to adjacent properties. *Rebuttal 3) Kachina Village is designated as a rural area
which by definition encompasses property lots larger than urban property sizes. Many KV property
owners moved here specifically because ofthe uncrowded lifestyle. The sheer density of Kachina
Highlands is detrimental to the current 1,500+ properties in Kachina Village. There are 1,505 properties
in Kachina Village. Over 93% ofthese total parcels (1,401 lots) are larger than 6000 ft.2 Additionally
Kachina Village has 69 parcels [less than 5% of KV) that are sized between 5,251 6,000 ft.2 There are a
mere 35 parcels (2.3% of KV) sized 5,250 ft.2 or smaller.
Contrasting the current KV neighborhoods, the proposed Kachina Highlands 173 lot rezoning is offering
49 units @ 5250ft.Z as their largest lot option, plus 54 paired housing lots @ 42O0ft.2 and 70 tiny lots @
3200ft.2 Definition of the current RS6000 zoning is residential site built single-family zone @ 6000 ft.2
minimum lot size. [Paired housing, modular and townhouses not permitted in RS zoning) Allowing a
zone change from 130 homes in RS6000 to 173 units in PC zoning is not consistent with the surrounding
neighborhoods nor the 2012 Kachina Village Area Plan.
Background: In 2011 hundreds of KV residents opposed the zoning change from zoning ‘General’
4lots@10 acre minimum to the current ‘RS/6000’ with 130 units. At the time Ms Liz Archuleta stated part
ofher wanted to ‘call the developer's bluff’(azdailysun@]uly 13,2011]
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Current: 9 years later the developer wants to change zoning & increase by 33% those 130 units to 173
units. Reason is that 130 site built units wasn't financially Viable. Should Coconino County loosen our
zoning rules to increase a deVeloper’s profit margin?
Future: Assuming you comprehend the PC zoning "Planned Community“ but here is a refresher. The PC
zoning allows you to come up with your own zoning. Similar to a blank canvas, almost anything goes.
Duplexes modulars and townhomes are permitted in a PC zone. This property is currently for sale. It
likely would command a higher sale price if the zoning allowed 173 units with PC zoning. Nothing in the
umbrella of PC zoning would hold a different future developer to the current concept drawings you are
seeing showing site built homes and 2 car garages. The idyllic drawings ofvast open spaces and
peaceful surroundings do make a great impression that might not carry over
Sincerely,
Denice Napoletano
Z423 Hano

Trail

FlagstaffAZ 86005
Sent from my fancy thingamagig
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From:
ggiaject:
Date:

Emu, Mat: &-_q21..JJ¢d_y A_rdJuJ9La._LizI Bmd2:..Lma
Kachina Hig;h|ands rezoning proposal

z

Tuesday, February 2, 2021 11:51:23 AM

RE: Kachina Highlands Zoning Change
Dear Coconino County Supervisors,
Please note my strong opposition to the Kachina Highlands
request for a zoning change to ‘Planned Community with 173
units’. This housing proposal is far too dense to pair with the
current rural lifestyle in Kachina Village. 1 have resided in and
own property in Kachina Village since 1992 and consider my
opinion to be well informed.
The burden of proof for any zoning change is on the
developers/owners to show that show that such a change 1s
benecial and necessary. Prior to amending the current RS6000
zoning of Kachina Highlands, Supervisors must consider these 3
points from the 2012 Kachina Village Area Plan:
1. That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and
policies of the Comprehensive Plan and this
Ordinance. *Rebuttal 1) The developer has not met natural
environmental goals. Squeezing a road in between 2 boulders
and having a much denser concentration of homes & vehicles is
opposite ofpreserving the environment.
2. That the change is in the interest of or will further the public
health, safety, comfort, convenience and Welfare. *Rebuttal 2)
The 33% increase in home density severely crimps the re
evacuation mitigation. Potential traic increase of 3 00 additional
vehicles daily on Tovar Trail and the intersection with Kachina
Blvd presents a vast safety issue for drivers and pedestrians.
Please recall the Railroad Springs development lack ofpredevelopment traic requirements and the current tl"ClfflC hazards
on West Route 66.
3. That the change will not adversely affect the established
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deVeloper’s

prot margin to increase.

Eumm: Assuming you comprehend the PC zoning “Planned
however here is a refresher. The PC zoning
Community“
essentially allows you to come up with your own zoning. Similar
to a blank check. Duplexes modulars and townhomes are
permitted in PC zone. This property is currently or will soon be
for sale. It likely would command a higher sale price if the zoning
allowed 173 units with PC zoning. Nothing under the umbrella of
PC zoning would hold a different future developer to the current
concept drawings you are seeing that show site built homes and 2
car garages. The idyllic drawings of Vast open spaces and
that might
peaceful surroundings do make a great impression
not carry over.
Thank you, I sincerely appreciate your time and considerations,
Denice Napoletano
2423 Hano Trail
.

.

.

.

.

.

Flagstaff AZ 86005
I11

mil

Sent from my fancy thingamagig
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From:
To:
Forest May?

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
mt

Friday, February 5, 2021 12:59:30 PM
'mage003,gng

\\_:,g;~\vu:

Gregory, the man that spoke to last night was Forest May
I

—

regarding

his opposition to the Kachina Highlands case
His

number

is

(928) 580-7772.

Lindsay
Lindsay Daley
Clerk of the Board
Coconino County
Phone: (928) 679-7145
219 E. Cherry Ave.

Flagstaff, AZ 86001

It
Face
masks
lives
save

Heia~Prtvtn‘t

tht ipread cl £€MD.19
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From:
To:
Fwd: Kachina Highlands rezoning proposal
Friday, February 5, 2021 4:29:52 PM

Subject:
Date:

Mr. Ryan,

hope you will share my thoughts with the others on the committee you
chair. I have tried to send this email to all but it keeps coming back as
undelivered.
Thank you,, Gail Smith
I

Message----From: Gail Smith <bonega51@aol.com>
To: phorstman@coconino.az.gov <phorstman@coconino.az.gov>; larchuleta@coconino.az.gov
<larchuleta@coconino.az.gov>; mryan@coconino.az.gov <mryan@coconino.az.gov>;
jbegay@coconino.az.gov <jbegay@coconino.az.gov>
Sent: Fri, Feb 5, 2021 4:25 pm
Subject: Fwd: Kachina Highlands rezoning proposal
-——--Original

-—---Original

Message—————

From: Gail Smith <bonega51@aol.com>
To: phortsman@coconino.az.gov <phortsman@coconino.az.gov>; larchuleta@coconino.az.gov
<larchu|eta@coconino.az.gov>; mryan@coconino.az.gov <mryan@coconino.az.gov>;
jbegay@coconino.az.gov <jbegay@coconino.az.gov>;
Sent: Fri, Feb 5,2021 4:19 pm
Subject: Kachina Highlands rezoning proposal

BOARD MEMBERS,
I know the board members have been presented with several
very
pertinent points as to why the zoning of Kachina Highlands should NOT
be changed to the increased density of 173 units. And I know you will
consider all these reasons and take them to heart for the sake of the
existing Kachina community and for FLAGSTAFF in general.
Kachina (and
ul Mountainaire) compose part of an environmentally unique
area that should be preserved and treasured by Flagstaff, NOT
crammed with more roads, houses and vehicles.
have been in Flag just a few years and have become overwhelmed by
the rate this city and its communities are being swallowed up by
developers and builders. Not enough attention is being paid to
I
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elected on the premise that they will preserve the quality of life
here and
be good
the developers somehow win out
F‘-I'— of the environment,
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Fl-I-I stewards
in the end and all reasonable restrictions and precautions for the future
go out the window for the sake of profit!
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rezoning and protect the character of this property,
n...n.. that would
set a refreshingly correct and well thought out precedent for the future of
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this beautiful Flagstaff area. You can NEVER undo the damage the
denser zoning will cause. It will become a horrible example of residential
planning gone wrong.

-Iulrq.-nu-ulq.

Gail Smith
-n.-.-.--.--.
Respectfully, -:.I
(872 Cheyenne, F|agstaff,AZ
Inlr-p.-.|:-.-n-u-.I-1-.-..|
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Morales, Miranda
From:
Sent:
To:

Ginger Jervey <gjervey@gmai|.com>
Monday, January 25,2021 2:57 PM
Horstman, Patrice; Ryan, Matt; Munoz, Theresa; Begay, Judy; Fowler, Lena
Kachina Highlands

Subject:

ZhZ hZ*j

theoretically in favor of low cost housing and KV on the north side is already there. We have to
oppose Kachina Highlands though, for three reasons. First, the pressure on the wetlands is immense if the project goes
through. With so many more people, the habitat will be destroyed and KV, Flagstaff and AZ as a whole cannot afford
that. Secondly, ingress and egress is already a major concern for those of us living here when a fire bursts through our
As everyone, we are

‘P I'I'fI'I—IfP'ffIJEII"§'EI"Iuf-IJ-In'- I--I- u'I-—-J1fu—
I-—u'I-IJIJJJII-E—u
neighborhood. Adding significant number of additional vehicles without an additional exit is unconscionable.

__|.- ___...._.—._._.-.-_.._._._."..‘.__
u.u-|.—..-||z_I|.u.a_n.|..n_..a-.1
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1-—l:-I-I-I--I-I.u-I-I
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Third, traffic at Tovar and the gas station/store/Subway trying to turn onto Kachina Blvd or drive straight across
_.._._
is
already the most dangerous spot in Kachina. Again, adding a significant number of vehicles without a traffic control
system is asking for multiple frequent accidents.
Please do not approve this project without proper remedial steps for the safety of all who live and visit here.
Thank you for your attention,
Genevieve Jervey
Wallace Blanchard
3153 Buffalo Trail
86005
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Nelson, Gregory
From:
To:
Subject:

Gloria <cecilgloria@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 3, 2020 2:56 PM
abbabbott@coconino.az.gov; Munoz, Theresa; Ryan, Matt; Parks, Jim; Fowler, Lena
Kachina Village Highlands

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent

Write you supervisor about your opposition to Kachina Highlands.
Send copies to the other supervisors!
District1 - Art Babbott ababbott@coconino.az.gov
District 2 Liz Archuleta (Chair) - tmunoz@coconino.az.gov
District 3 - Matt Ryan mryan@coconino.az.gov
.

District 4 Jim Parks - i|:_aarks@coconino.az.gov
District 5 - Lena Fowler (Vice Chair) lfowler@coconino.az.gov

resident since 2002 am opposed to the development of the Kachina Village Highland. The lots are too small. The
lot sizes are smaller than the rest of the Kachina . Tovar Road would be impacted.What about the pumphouse
wash. Who is paying for improvements to Tovar. The bus stop for the kids in the winter is on Tovar. The wetlands are
adversely affected. The elk and birds deserve a place too. Wildfires are a concern as there is only one way out. Have
you seen the evacuations in California? The area can be developedjust make the developer stay to the original size
lots. Why are they so greedy? Please consider the original plan. We love our dark skies and there are other areas the
rich can buy a lot? Please.
As a

I

Gloria and Cecil Buchanan Chof Trail
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
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Kachina Highland

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 6:01:54 PM

Kachina Highland
As a resident of Kachina for 20 years, I am opposed to this development.
Machine Highland
Please make them stay to the alloted houses not increase
it.
ul
None of the lots proposed are the size of existing lots in Kachina. The development is not
similar to the rest of Kachina. They are greedy developers. Toho trail is now used by the
buses in bad weather. Too much trafc on that narrow 2 lane road with no sidewalks. ADOT
has not been consulted about the high traffic right next to Toho. Pumphouse wash will be
polluted with this development. The wetlands is a wonderful place for wildlife and will be
affected. I am concerned about evacuation during a re with the additional cars. There is only
one way out of Kachina and everyone will have multiple cars, boats, etc. and it will be a
disaster. This is one of the affordable areas in Flagstaff please keep it that way. We like our
dark skies. If the developer stays with the current number, he will still make a lot of money as
houses are selling fast and at ridiculously high prices. Please don't make them any richer than
they are. Thank you
Gloria and Cecil Buchanan
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
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Kachina Highlands
||— AM
Monday, February 22, 2021 11:32:07

an

I'd-

This last snow Tovar, one of the two roads into Kachina was closed by the sheriff. There were
people who could not get up the hill and had to abandon their cars We knew the snow was
coming. But now you want more cars to go on that one road you approve this development.
A 2 million roundabout is ridiculous. The roads
-A in Kachina are horrible. They do patchwork
on them and become narrower with gulleys you don‘t watch out. This is another reason to
oppose the additional homes, which are signicantly smaller than the average lot in Kachina.
The developer keeps on delaying the meeting. That Tovar cannot handle the added trafc.

if

.

if
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From:
To:

;

,

Date:

Wednesday, April 7, 2021 10:02:19 AM

As a resident

of Kachina Village I oppose the rezoning of this property to be heard April

14

1. Lot size. Greedy developer wants to cram as many houses in as he can. There is not one lot
in Kachina Village as small as those proposed. It does not fit in the eclectic nature of Kachina
Village. It is a cookie cutter neighborhood.
2. Trafc. There has been no consideration of Tovar Trail and the impact on the road. Tovar
was closed during the small snowfall and it was not cleared. All of the traffic had one way in.
The School bus stop for winter days is on Tovar. The additional traffic on tovar in the summer

will be

a

nightmare.

It is close to

17 and travelers use that gas station a lot.

Will a million

dollar roundabout be necessary.
3. There are no open spaces in this development. Their idea of open space is ridiculous The
elk and other wildlife that are in the wetlands will be killed. Please preserve this wonderful
Wetlands that Arizona people should treasure.
4. Originally this was to be 6 large lots. A planned development does not fit into the rural
character of this community. At least make them stay with the smaller number. The price of
homes will let the developer make a lot of money. They are being greedy
.

Gloria Buchanan 2482 Chef Trail
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Nelson, Gregory
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From:
Sent:

Subject:

Heather Stockton <hstockton5@gmai|.com>
Wednesday, September 23, 2020 9:29 PM
Kachina Highlands

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Hagged
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resident for many years 2003-2010; 2015-present
close knit community that exists here.

As a Kachina Village

—

I

value where live because of the low density,
I
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the event of

forest fire WHICH IS VERY REAL (I live on the south end of KV - all forest service from my backyard to
one
Sedona) having
entry and egress is concerning if the density of KV is to increase substantially. This change has the
of
potential impact being detrimental to public health in the case of need for immediate evacuation through the one
escape route. It will impact the amount of traffic in an already dense area especially on holiday and summer
weekends.
In
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not benefit by having more people in the surrounding area. The water that pay a hefty sum for will become
less sustainable due to the increased strain put on water availability in an abysmal monsoon and snow season with the
impacts of global warming continuing to create water scarcity. The runoff created by more roads with cars on them will
have an adverse impact on the wetlands & pumphouse wash, again another part of this beautiful community that
stands to become more polluted and less sustainable for the migratory birds and wildlife in the area. Our elk have
already disappeared, I'd hate to see what else is going to follow.
KV does
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of ALL KV, notjust those within 300 feet of the "impact zone". live in the
What
surrounding neighborhood.
appreciate about it is the sense of smallness and community. This subdivisionwill
to
serve
create
a city sprawl feel, increase freeway and local traffic, and lessen the community standards of
only
smallness, intimacy, and unpretentiousnessthat is embraced by KV residents.
This proposal comes at the detriment
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Please consider the needs of the CURRENT community that exists, not just the developers, the potential future
residents, and the "positive impacts" to higher density in Flagstaff. There's already enough condos, Hubs, eye sores with
no parking and infrastructure to support it. I'm
-. confident this is more of the same shortsighted planning that my tax
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Sincerely,
Heather Stockton
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Oct. 19, 2020
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County Board of Supervisors

AZ
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Flagstaff,
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RE: Kachina

._'-!

HIghlands

'

Dear Supervisor:
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writing to you because as a long-time resident of Kachina Village, strongly oppose
the zoning change to increase Kachina Highlands from 130 houses to 173! Even Though
live on the south end of Kachina, am well aware of how the increase in this development
will have on all of us.
am
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J1. Traffic - are you kidding? The increase in traffic will just make

It

I

I

2.

the

I

Tovar/Kachina/freeway intersections even worse than they are now. am legally
blind and have to take a taxi into town.
already takes $30 one way to go into
to increase the time, hence the cost,
traffic
town. The last thing need is more
just to get into town. You're adding to a $60 roundtrip on a very fixed income!

Traffic II the solution to the traffic problem may
—

rotary at the
land needed to build it?

include a

Who pays for the additional

Tovar/Kachina intersection.
Who pays for the rotary itself? Maintenance? Snow removal? The developer is
causing the increase in traffic with 130 additional houses, let alone increasing it to
173. Many people live in Kachina because they cannot afford to live in town (do not
pay for health insurance so can pay for the rotary?). Water rates already
increased 34% for three years due to you Supervisors, -now this?
I. It's hard to believe the 300 houses were approved by the Board. None of you even
3.
live here and have no idea of the impact you are doing to the environment or the
nature and quality of Kachina Village. Put additional dense housing near you.
Unfortunately, money talks, and you listened. Good thing Board elections are coming
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In closing, do NOT fall for the developers “may be can do this" or “we're looking into it“
and other excuses that the Zoning Commission blindly fell for, We do NOT want dense
housing in OUR Vi llagel

F-F-.

Sincerely,

._.._
Howadette Violissi
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RE: Kachina Highlands Zoning Change
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Dear Supervisor:
You will soon be deciding the zoning issue in Kachina Highlands development.
county resident and highly oppose the higher density zoning change!

I
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I-'— ""T-""-""—'I—'-I"'-I-|'—"'I'-I-I-'--I-I-I-'-rchange the current zoning of Kachina Highlands to one of a higher density

In order to
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you must consider the following:

I."-FI
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and policies of the
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the density of the area without
Ordinance. Increasing
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1.

Plan
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That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety,
comfort, convenience and welfare. The traffic, evacuation, wildlife studies have NOT
been done approved. Your own wildlife ‘expert’ said she has no idea about the elk
migration because there were too many pine needles on the ground to look for
footprints! There is no ADOT approved plan for the traffic.
2.
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That the change will not adversely
the established character
the
surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties. The adjacent
properties are exactly the people who will be most affected. But Mountainaire will be
H
affected too - by all the traffic
and any evacuation that takes place! Where's the ADOT
-—-Lana.
approved plans? Who's paying for the rotary? What do people do now with a major BUS
stop at the Tovar/Kachina intersection (as if the traffic isn't bad enough already) and
500+ more cars from the new houses?
3.
I
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But most of all - WHY? Yes, why approve the zoning increase? WHY? The only good it
does is put more money into the developer's pocket. More people, more money for them.
I|—.

-—IIII.I—-—.-—Irl.—.|I|
So
again, WHY?
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The residents and property owners have expressed considerable interest in
conserving
the diverse landscape, maintaining community character, and improving the aesthetics of
their homes. These are important for supporting the quality of life and for
promoting
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development, attracting visitors,
cultural
protecting the environment
resources. In addition, maintaining the rural character
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As a resident of the county, many hundreds of people will be
adversely affected by the
the
of
to
allow an increase in the housing density in the Kachina
changing
zoning laws
that
ask
Highlands development.
you do NOT pass the proposed zoning change.

Sincerely,

,

rj-|I.|J
Howadee Vialissi
Toho Dr., Kachina
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March 16, 2021
Coconino County Board
RE: Kachina

of Supervisors

Highlands Zoning Change

Dear Supervisor:
You will soon be deciding the zoning issue in Kachina Highlands development.
county resident and highly oppose the higher density zoning change!

I

In order to

change the current zoning

of

Kachina Highlands to one

I am a

of a higher density

you must consider the following:

That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and this Ordinance. Increasing the density of the area without
proper consideration of the Plan is not allowed! You need to consider what it says and
what the people of Kachina desire.
1.

That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety,
comfort, convenience and welfare. The traffic, evacuation, wildlife studies (your own
wildlife ‘expert’ said she has no idea about the elk migration because there were too
many pine needles on the ground to look for footprints!) have not been done approved.
How does more traffic, noise and pollution further public health? How does more traffic
(max 173 houses X 4 parking spaces/ house = 692 more cars) increase health or safety
during an emergency evacuation? What welfare? am blind and have to take a taxi
more traffic equals more cost on the meter that can't afford!
2.

I
I

That the change will not adversely affect the established character of the
surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties. The adjacent
properties are exactly the people who will be most affected. Even Mountainaire will be
affected too - by all the traffic and any evacuation that takes place! Where's the ADOT
approved plans? Who's paying for the rotary, if that's the answer with the property up
for sale? What do people do now with a major BUS stop at the Tovar/Kachina
intersection (as if the traffic isn't bad enough already) and 500+ more cars from the
new houses? What about the poor plowing policy? Kachina character never has included
3.

more houses.
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But most of all - WHY? Yes, why approve the zoning increase? WHY? The only good it
does is put more money into the developer's pocket. More people, more money for them.
So again, WHY?

The residents and property owners have expressed considerable interest in conserving
the diverse landscape, maintaining community character, and improving the aesthetics of
their homes. These are important for supporting the quality of life and protecting the
environment and cultural resources. In addition, maintaining the rural character is a core
value of many residents in unincorporated communities.

W

As a resident of the county, many hundreds of people will be adversely affected by the
changing of the zoning laws to allow an increase in the housing density in the Kachina
Highlands development. ask that you do NOT pass the proposed zoning change.

I

Sincerely

#0

L0

Howadeffe Violissi
3065 Toho Drn, Kachina
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rezoning
Monday, March 29, 2021 9:33:11 AM

My name is Jacqueline Leslie. I am just one of the many owners of property in
Kachina Village. My personal property is located at 2303 Keams Canyon Trail. My
property is within 300 feet of the Kachina Highlands development that is attempting to
rezone into a 173 unit Planned Community. This would be a travesty for all the
current residents that already own/live in Kachina Village. I don't know your personal
thinking but it seems to be mislead to not think of the current resident/owners already
there and this having a personal impact upon us. am asking that you rethink this
rezoning on all our behalf.
Sincerely Jacqueline Leslie
2303 Keams Canyon Trail

If we

forget that we are

a

nation under GOD, then we will be a nation gone under
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Rezoning
Monday, March 8, 2021 9:11:10 PM
up

My name is James Rogers, the owner of the property located at 2756 Tovar Trail Flagstaff AZ
86005. My property is located within 300 feet of the Kachina Highlands development that is
attempting to rezone into a 183 unit Planned Community. I PROTESTthis zone change from
RS6000 to a Planned Community

Thank you,
James Rogers

2756 Tovar Trail
Flagstaff AZ 86005
602-334-5072

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
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RE: Kachina Highlands Zoning Change
Thursday, March 18, 2021 6:56:42 PM
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Dear Coconino County Board of Supervisors
You will soon be deciding the zoning issue in Kachina Highlands development. As a county
resident and property owner in nearby Mountainaire,
.y‘
oppose the higher density zoning
I

change!
'
Please consider these 3 facts from the Kachina
..
Village Area n‘Plan:

[Any] change [should be] consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the
to allow an
Comprehensive Plan, yet this rezoning is set up
mmincreased density not in
.
.m
withtecharacter
of
the
:..
close to half the size of
keeping
existing enighborhood, with parcels
our neighborhood average.
1.

2. [Any] change[shou|d be] in the interest of residents or further the public health, safety,
comfort, convenience and welfare of residents. The traffic, noise, and pollution associated
with this sort of high-density development does not further public health and will complicate
and endanger lives in the event of a re evacuation or other natural disaster. In addition, it
decimates valuable habitat that is in keeping with the values and priorities of current
residents, both human and animal.

change [should] not adversely affect the established character of the surrounding
neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties. Such a change will clearly affect
the recreational opportunities, traffic, and safety during evacuations of the neighborhood
and surrounding neighborhoods in addition to changing the character of the area from rural
to suburban. People do not move and invest in Flagstaff because they are looking for valley
sprawl, and this is especially true of this area.
3. [Any]

The Kachina Village residents and property owners have expressed considerable interest in
conserving the diverse landscape, maintaining community
character, and improving the
W
aesthetics of their homes. These are important for supporting the quality of life, protecting
the environment, maintaining the rural character, a core value of many residents in

unincorporated communities.
We ask that you do NOT pass the proposed zoning change, and instead work to represent
your constituents living in the rural areas of unincorporated Coconino County, none of
whom will benet from the proposed zoning changes.
III

Thank you, I appreciate your attention to this issue.
Sincerely,

Jamie Paul
417 Comanche

86005

jgmj§,sjg1;La,pa1;l@gmai1,ggm
928-814-3378
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To:
ATTN:
From:
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Subject:

rn.
Date:

Coconino County Planning and Zoning Commission
W McNee|y
Jan Balsom and Steph Sivak, Kachina Village residents
Kachina Highlands comments
September 27, 2020
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We offer the following comments to the Planning and Zoning Commission (PNZ) for consideration
during
the hearing about rezoning of land at the northern end of Kachina Village.
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We have owned a home in Kachina Village for over 25 years and feel fortunate to live in a
community
that values open space, our ponderosa pine forest, resource conservation and diversity of the

-j-|j-

community. Affordable housing and opportunities for families to live in a welcoming community is
important and we believe the 2008 Kachina Village Area Plan (KVAP) provides guidance for future
development. Although we are under the impression that we have no "vote”, page 12 ofthe KVAP
states that "Decisions on development proposals and other activities should be assessed with
respect to
their potential impacts on the broader landscape beyond the immediate community”. As part ofthe
larger community, it is incumbent upon us as residents, and the PNZ, to understand and consider
impacts to the entire community.
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1The first item of note is that the PNZ

is responsible for ensuring that proposed developments are
consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan as well as
the KVAP. At first review, the addition of 130 homes approved in the previous review is questionable
and this request, for nearly 40% more residential units, is not in keeping with the stated
goals of the
plan to preserve the natural environment, viewshed, landscapes, density, traffic or water resources. The
KVAP is explicit in many places about growth and development and the need to maintain the character
of Kachina Village, including the size, scale and density of additional housing.
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stated in the Community Design Goal, we are to preserve and enhance the mixed-use design of
Kachina Village; maintain compatibility between the built and natural environments; and emphasize
sensitive design features at gateway locations.
> CC1 — Future development projects shall be considered in relation to the scale and character of
As
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existing neighborhoods and should help maintain a balanced mix of land uses to accommodate a
diverse community.
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Our understanding of the Kachina Highlands proposals indicates
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J. landscapes. The proposed development appears to violate all ofthese principles.
vegetation and
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The vision statement (pg 9) for in the KVAP provides a positive vision for the area.
Specifically, the
Growth and Development statement provides additional guidance, stating "...New development is
consistent with the scale and character of existing neighborhoods and is compatible with the established
development pattern.” We do not believe this development meets the vision statement for KVAP
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The discussion of Environmentally-SensitiveLands Goal states ”Preserve and enhance the natural
qualities of environmentally—sensitive lands”.
> NE 2 Development projects shall be designed to minimize the alterations of natural landforms
and avoid disturbance of distinctive natural features.
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NE3
land
shall be assessed in a
proposals and
on
landscape
respect
ecosystems in
Wash
and
Oak
Creek.
Pumphouse
Based upon the location of the proposed Kachina Highlands, it would be located on the slopes above
Pumphouse Wash and effect a prominent basalt landform and springs associated with Pumphouse and
Tovar.
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The Vegetation Goal: Preserve native vegetation and improve the health of vegetative systems.
>- NE12- — New development proposals shall protect native plant communities to the greatest
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possible

Our understanding is that this parcel of land is heavily wooded with Ponderosa Pine, a character defining
vegetative component of Kachina Village. The plan for 143 homes would certainly remove most of the
tree cover. As stated on page 22, "The forest environment was the key selling of the community since
its inception. From the beginning, builders and residents tried to preserve as many trees as possible
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part ofthe character of Kachina Village is the lack of curbs, sidewalks, lighting. The Public Safety
section ofthe plan speaks to this, specifically in PS18, that states "New developments shall include
public sidewalks and/or pedestrian pathways and bike paths where it can be demonstrated that such
- Our
improvements are directly related to mitigating the impacts of the proposed development ...”.
initial read suggests the proposed plan would be a very designed and manicured, high density housing
area, inconsistent with the rest of Kachina Village.
A big

the section on Circulation, the plan specifically states, goal C13, that ”The impact of proposed
developments on the existing road system shall be evaluated prior to approval, and appropriate
mitigation measures shall be included in the conditions of approval. Developers shall be responsible for
improvements necessary to mitigation impacts on existing roads”
In
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Our understanding is that this development will add considerableautomobiles to our roads, presuming
at least one vehicle per housing units will add a minimum of 143 more vehicles attempting to enter and
exit through the only road at the I-17 interchange. Presuming the number of homes is approximately
the same as when the KVAP was written, this is an additional 10% more cars than currently operate on
the roads. How will the addition of this additional traffic be accommodated? What will the effect be on
the existing residents?
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The section on Water Resources, goal WR2 states "Prior to approval of any new development, the
developer shall provide documentation that adequate water supply is available for domestic use and fire
protection". We are not aware of the developers plans and would appreciate knowing how this
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stressing our existing system.
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Vision and Purpose for the KVAP is describes on page 51, sating "The natural environment and forest
setting in which Kachina Village is situated is arguably the single most important element in defining the
character of the community. in the context of this setting, our future vision of Kachina Village is a
family—oriented community offering a mix of housing types and styles; a community comprised of a
diverse population of varied ethnic and cultural backgrounds, age groups economic statues, and
lifestyles...” On page 52, in the Community Design section, goes on to state "Kachina Village is
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somewhat unique in terms of community design compared to other subdivisions in the greater Flagstaff
area that were developed in the mid-1960s. What sets it apart is its mixed—used design which includes a
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variety of housing types ranging from a mobile home park comprised of rental spaces to individually
owned manufactures homes sites to singly family lots of various sizes
mixed—use pattern is in
contrast to other developments
a more homogeneous, single-use design intended for a narrower
segment of the market”. As we understandthe plans for Kachina Highlands, the homes will be the very
is out of character for Kachina Village.
"homogeneous, single use design”
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I-I'-'I'-fI'j'j .'j.Z2Page 53 begins the discussion ofthe
mixed—use design of Kachina Village;

Community Design Goal which states ”Preserve and enhance the
maintain compatibility between the built and natural
environments; and emphasize sensitive design features at gateway locations. Specifically, CC1 states
"Future development projects shall be considered in relation to the scale and character of existing
neighborhoods and should help maintain a balanced mix of land uses to accommodate a diverse
community”. Our understanding in reviewing the Kachina Highlands plan is that this development is the
antithesis of this goal and design policy.
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Additionally, CC6 (page 54) states ”All future development at the entrance to the community, as well ad
redevelopment of existing blighted properties and any development visible from Interstate 17 shall
preserve or enhance the aesthetic quality of the gateways to Kachina Village and the City of Flagstaf .”
We are uncertain how this proposed development will meet this goal.
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KVAP discusses "Vistas and
and its scenic vistas and viewsheds are
The KVAP
"Various types

is well established
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can be seen
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Our
40 acre parcel suggests
possible
have
an
vistas and viewsheds,
I-17. One
upon
hallmarks
Kachina
Village is that you don't know there is a community behind the scene. From I-17, you see the meadow
and a few isolated homes. It has a rural character, one worthy of maintaining.
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should be avoided when possible or otherwise mitigated ...” Our understanding that this 40 acre
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parcel west of I-17 and within the viewscape. We believe it goes without saying that dark skies
protections would be incorporated into any development.

Page 61 begins the discussion of land use, where the vision and purpose speak to a ”diverse mix
uses consistent with the established character and scale of the existing community”. LUZ states

of land
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"Proposed zone changes that would substantially reduce the diversity ofthe community shall not
receive favorable consideration." Additionally, LU4 states ”New residential subdivisions shall include
building lots that are comparable in size to the established development pattern of Kachina Vi|lage". As
we've already noted, one ofthe character defining features of Kachina Village is the diversity in lots, setbacks, and designs. The proposed Kachina Highlands does not appear to be consistent with this goal.
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was
KVAP. Specifically,
Housing
and
goal in
goal is
enhance the inventory of affordable housing stock of various types integrated throughout the
community”. LU10 stated ”Proposed development that includes an affordable component is
encouraged and shall received favorable consideration.” We don't believe we know if Kachina Highlands
includes affordable housing. .It is possible that Kachina Highlands would meet goal LU12, ”Deve|opment
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projects that include small, efficient, and environmenta|ly—sustainable cottage—type residential units are
encouraged”. The rental units on Kachina Trail seem to meet this standard; hard to know if a new
subdivision of 143 units would.
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Future growth, beginning on page 71, speaks to the future ofthe community,
acknowledging the
opportunity for the area to grow and evolve over time, despite limited options. "Any new
neighborhoods are an extension ofthe existing development pattern with similar lot sizes and designed
with family occupancy in mind.” The plans we've seen thus far for Kachina Highlands does not seem to
be an extension of the existing development. In concept, it seems more like Ponderosa Trails than
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Kachina Village.

to make specific reference to the 40 acres of the proposed Kachina Highlands on
page
72, stating ”The property is heavily forested with ponderosa pine, and is situation on a broad upland
plateau of rolling terrain that continues to the northwest. There is a drainage running from north to
south through the central portion of the property, and some prominent basalt outcrops and several
natural springs and wetlands located on the southeastern tail of the property that connect to Tovar
Trail.” As discussed previously in our comments and in the KVAP, preservation ofthe natural
environment, ponderosa pine forest, prominent geologic features and water resources are paramount
and need to be carefully evaluated. It does not appear that any of these resources have been
considered in the current Kachina Highlands proposal.
KVAP does seem
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a well thought out, comprehensiveguide for the area, incorporating a multitude of
aspects of both the human and natural environment. The proposal for Kachina Highlands violates most
of the vision and goals articulated in the plan. Given that, we urge the PNZ to deny the
proposal.

The KVAP was
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Thank you for your consideration.
Jan Balsom and Steph Sivak

4292 Canyon Loop
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Coconino Board of Supervisors

To:
From:

Jan Balsom and Steph Sivak, Kachina Village residents

Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands comments
November 8, 2020

We offered comments in September 2020 to the Planning and Zoning Commission (PNZ) for
consideration during the hearing about rezoning of land at the northern end of Kachina Village.
Unfortunately, it didn't seem like the PNZ acknowledged the comments submitted, either in writing or
during the PNZ meeting since they seemed to ignore the tenants ofthe Kachina Village Area Plan and
the effects of the proposed development on Kachina Village.
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We have owned a home in Kachina Village for over 25 years and feel fortunate to live in a community
that values open space, our ponderosa pine forest, resource conservation and diversity of the
community. Affordable housing and opportunities for families to live in a welcoming community is
important and we believe the 2008 Kachina Village Area Plan (KVAP) provides guidance for future
development. Although we are under the impression that we have no ”vote”, page 12 ofthe KVAP
states that ”Decisions on development proposals and other activities should be assessed with respect to
their potential impacts on the broader landscape beyond the immediate community”. As part ofthe
larger community, it is incumbent upon us as residents, the PNZ and Coconino Board of Supervisors,
(COS) to understand and consider impacts to the entire community.
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The first item of note is that the PNZ and COS are responsible for ensuring that proposed developments
are consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan as
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resources. The KVAP is explicit in many places about growth and development and the need to maintain
the character of Kachina Village, including the size, scale and density of additional housing.
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are
mixed-use design
preserve and enhance
Kachina Village;
and
and emphasize
sensitive design features at gateway locations.
> -CC1 — Future development projects shall be considered in relation to the scale and character of
existing neighborhoods and should help maintain a balanced mix of land uses to accommodate a
diverse community.
Our understanding of the Kachina Highlands proposals indicates that the build out of 173 units on 40
acres is out of balance with the majority of Kachina Village, where housing density is approximately 2
houses per acre. Kachina Village is characterized by a range of designs, set backs, lot sizes native
vegetation and landscapes. The proposed development appears to violate all of these principles.
As

Design Goal,
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The vision statement (pg 9) for in the KVAP provides a positive vision for the area. Specifically, the
Growth and Development statement provides additional guidance, stating "...New development is
consistent with the scale and character of existing neighborhoods and is compatible with the established
development pattern.” We do not believe this development meets the vision statement for KVAP
The discussion of Environmentally-SensitiveLands Goal states "Preserve and enhance the natural
qualities of environmenta||y—sensitive lands”
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NE 2

shall be

—

to minimize the alterations of natural landforms

Development projects
designed
— avoid
and
-I-. disturbanceof distinctive natural features.

*

Development proposals and other land management activities shall be assessed in a
landscape context, particularly with respect to potential effects on downstream ecosystems in
NE3
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Pumphouse Wash and Oak Creek.
Based upon the location of the proposed Kachina Highlands, it would be located on the
slopes above
Pumphouse Wash and effect a prominent basalt landform and springs associated with Pumphouse and
Tovar.
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Goal: Preserve native vegetation and improve the health of vegetative systems.

>
I NE12 — New development proposals shall protect native plant communities to the greatest

extent possible
Our understanding is that this parcel of land is heavily wooded with Ponderosa Pine, a character
defining
vegetative component of Kachina Village. The plan for 173 homes would certainly remove most ofthe
tree cover. As stated on page 22, "The forest environment was the key selling ofthe community since
its inception. From the beginning, builders and residents tried to preserve as many trees as
possible
when building homes”.
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A big part

character of Kachina Village is the lack of curbs, sidewalks, lighting. The Public Safety
section the plan speaks to this, specifically in PS18, that states "New developments shall include
public sidewalks and/or pedestrian pathways and bike paths where can be demonstrated
such
improvements are directly related
mitigating the impacts the proposed development ...”. Our
initial read suggests the proposed plan would be a very designed and manicured, high density
housing
area, inconsistent with the rest of Kachina Village.
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the section on Circulation, the plan specifically states, goal C13, that "The impact proposed
developments on the existing road system shall be evaluated prior to approval, and appropriate
mitigation measures shall be included in the conditions of approval. Developers shall be responsible for
improvements necessary to mitigation impacts on existing roads”
In
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Our understanding is that this development will add considerable automobiles to our roads,
presuming
at least one vehicle per housing units will add a minimum of 173 more vehicles attempting to enter and
exit through the only road at the I-17 interchange. Presuming the number of homes is approximately
the same as when the KVAP was written, this is an additional 10% more cars than currently operate on
the roads. How will the addition of this additional traffic be accommodated? What will the effect be on
the existing residents? We are also concerned with traffic and safety near Raymond Park, with the
addition of the school bus parking area currently under construction on Tovar. How will the additional
traffic affect the safety of the bus area for our children?
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The section on Water Resources, goal WR2 states "Prior to approval of any new development, the
developer shall provide documentation that adequate water supply is available for domestic use and fire
protection”. We are not aware of the developers plans and would appreciate knowing how this
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proposed housing development will meet this goal without stressing our existing system.

Vision and Purpose for the KVAP is describes on page 51, sating ”The natural environment and forest
setting in which Kachina Village is situated is arguably the single most important element in defining the
- the context of this setting, our future vision of Kachina
character of the community. In
Village is a
family—oriented community offering a mix of housing types and styles; a community comprised of a
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diverse population of varied ethnic and cultural backgrounds, age groups economic statues, and
lifestyles...” On page 52, in the Community Design section, goes on to state "Kachina Village is
somewhat unique in terms of community design compared to other subdivisions in the greater Flagstaff
area that were developed in the mid-1960s. What sets it apart is its mixed—used design which includes a
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variety of housing types ranging from a mobile home park comprised of rental spaces to individually
owned manufactures homes sites to singly family lots of various sizes
This mixed—use pattern is in
contrast to other developments with a more homogeneous, single—use design intended for a narrower
segment of the market”. As we understand the plans for Kachina Highlands, the homes will be the very
f— use design” that is out of character for Kachina Village.
"homogeneous, single
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Page 53 begins the discussion of the
mixed—use design of Kachina Village;

Community Design Goal which states "Preserve and enhance the
maintain compatibility between the built and natural
environments; and emphasize sensitive design features at gateway locations. Specifically, CC1 states
"Future development projects shall be considered in relation to the scale and character of existing
neighborhoods and should help maintain a balanced mix of land uses to accommodate a diverse
community”. Our understanding in reviewing the Kachina Highlands plan is that this development is the
antithesis of this goal and design policy.
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Additionally, CC6
_. (page 54) states ”All future development at the entrance to the community, as well ad
redevelopment of existing blighted properties and any development visible from Interstate 17 shall
”
preserve or enhance the aesthetic quality of the gateways to Kachina Village and the City of Flagstaff
We are uncertain how this proposed development will meet this goal.
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Page 57 of the KVAP discusses ”Vistas and Viewsheds”. ’'It
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KVAP continues, stating ”Various types of developments can affect views to varying
ridge top developments, telecommunication towers, above ground utility
Roads,
can be seen for
driveways, and buildings constructed on steep slopes can cause massive scares
great distances. Such development should be avoided, if at all possible, or mitigated to the greatest
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I One of the hallmarks of Kachina
an impact upon our vistas and viewsheds, including visibility from I-17.
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"Development on prominent ridgelines, or within the viewshed of scenic vistas, generally
should be avoided when possible or otherwise mitigated ...” Our understanding is that this 40 acre
parcel west of I-17 and within the viewscape. We believe it goes without saying that dark skies
protections would be incorporated into any development.
CC16 states
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Page 61 begins the discussion of land use, where the vision and purpose speak to a "diverse mix of land
uses consistent with the established character and scale of the existing community”. LU2 states
"Proposed zone changes that would substantially reduce the diversity of the community shall not
receive favorable consideration.” Additionally, LU4 states ”New residential subdivisions shall include
building lots that are comparable in size to the established development pattern of Kachina Vi|lage". As
we've already noted, one of the character defining features of Kachina Village is the diversity in lots, setbacks, and designs. The proposed Kachina Highlands does not appear to be consistent with this goal.
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Housing affordability was another stated goal in the KVAP. Specifically, the goal is "Maintain and
enhance the inventory of affordable housing stock of various types integrated throughout the
LU1O stated "Proposed development that includes an affordable component is
and
shall received favorable consideration.” We don't believe we know if Kachina Highlands
encouraged
includes affordable housing. it is possible that Kachina Highlands would meet goal LU12, "Development
projects that include small, efficient, and environmentally-sustainablecottage—type residential units are
encouraged”. The rental units on Kachina Trail seem to meet this standard; hard to know if a new
subdivision of 143 units would.

community”.

Future growth, beginning on page 71, speaks to the future of the community, acknowledging the
opportunity for the area to grow and evolve over time, despite limited options. ”Any new
neighborhoods are an extension of the existing development pattern with similar lot sizes and designed
with family occupancy in mind.” The plans we've seen thus far for Kachina Highlands do not seem to be
an extension ofthe existing development. In concept, it seems more like Ponderosa Trails than Kachina
Village. Three separate high density housing areas within Kachina Village, complete with its’ own home
owners association. How is that consistent with Kachina Village?
KVAP does seem to make specific reference to the 40 acres of the proposed Kachina Highlands on page
72, stating ”The property is heavily forested with ponderosa pine, and is situation on a broad upland
plateau of rolling terrain that continues to the northwest. There is a drainage running from north to
south through the central portion ofthe property, and some prominent basalt outcrops and several
natural springs and wetlands located on the southeasterntail of the property that connect to Tovar
Trail.” As discussed previously in our comments and in the KVAP, preservation of the natural
environment, ponderosa pine forest, prominent geologic features and water resources are paramount
and need to be carefully evaluated. It does not appear that any of these resources have been
considered in the current Kachina Highlands proposal.
a well thought out, comprehensive guide for the area, incorporating a multitude of
of
both
the human and natural environment. The proposal for Kachina Highlands violates most
aspects
of the vision and goals articulated in the plan. During the PNZ meeting, the developer seemed to be
given multiple opportunities to provide a vague answer about how they would address the concerns the
Kachina Village residents raised, primarily pushing offanything specific to a future study. Given the
sensitivity of this development and the clear direction of the KVAP, this development proposal should
not approved by the COS..

The KVAP was

Thank you for your consideration.
Jan Balsom and Steph Sivak

4292 Canyon Loop
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From:
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To:
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Subject:

comments on the Kachina Highlands proposal
....—u...&-Iu.n..eqMnI-sq-I

Date:
Attachments:

Sunday, September 27, 2020 7:52:37 PM
|(\/ hinhlnnrlcz
rinrv
KV
comments,docx
highlands rnmmanfc:

Steph Sivgk Ryan Mgtt Ng §on,Gregogg

Please accept the attached comments on the proposed Kachina Highlands project. if you have an
questions about my comments, please contact me via email or (928) 606-7317. I've copied my

county supervisor, Matt

Ryan, so he is aware

of the comments and concerns.

If possible, could you respond to this email acknowledging receipt?
Thank you,
Jan Balsom

4292 Canyon Loop, Kachina Village
Flagstaff, AZ 86005

Sent from

run
for Windows
10
'n'nn
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From:

J_B_BAL§QM

To:
Cc:

Eomsm

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
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Morg es Miranda; Jones. Leang ;
Pgtrigg Hgrgtmgn
Kachina Highlands proposal
Sunday, November 8, 2020 7:34:01 PM
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Munoz, Theresa ; Ra|§ton, Michele; Shari Pgrg ta ; tgph

§ivak ;

for accepting my comments on the Kachina Village Highlands proposal. understand that the
developer has asked for their project proposal be removed from the November 10”” , delaying the

Thanks

I

presentation until February. am submitting these comments for your consideration in the event
that you chose to review the proposal in the next few weeks. In addition to our comments, am
attaching the Kachina Village Area plan for your reference.
I

I
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submitted comments previously, in late September, prior to the Planning and Zoning Commission
meeting. listened to part of commission hearing and was disappointed to hear the commission
ignore or avoid directly discussing the Kachina Village Area Plan, even though the chair periodically
made reference to the responsibilities the county supervisors have to upholding the plan.
I

I

I
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|_|.|.-.| .to violating the tenants of the Village
am opposed
additional development;
opposed to
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plan and believe the proposed high density development is not in keeping with Kachina Village. The
commissioners seem to imply that the community and neighborhood is confined to the far northern
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portion of Kachina Village by the treatment plant and I-17. IThey seem to forget all the houses to the
west and the remainder of Kachina Village. think that is wrong and hope the full board of
supervisors takes a hard look at what their responsibilities are to the residents. A lot of folks called
into the meeting; many spoke and don't know how many wrote comments.
I
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of comments from the community. |.I.:.
think
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incorporates the full
I
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board

hope

range

I

do

housing is needed, especially affordable housing. am concerned that these houses, with an HOA,
not in keeping with Kachina Village and needs to be rethought in terms of size and scale.
I

is
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Jan Balsom and Steph Sivak

4292 Canyon Loop
Kachina Village

-—-.-.-I
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606-7317

Flagstaff, AZ 86005
(928)

I
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for Windows 10

Sent from
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Fwd: Kachina Highlands Project
Sunday, October 11, 2020 5:36:05 PM
.mm«u.-.

-

,

u ‘rt-:— g

To anyone who is listening

I live in Kachina Village, and I cherish this little spot.. .with all its
idiosyncrasies.
I am, as well, a "vintage" person. Life has taught me to expect (and
accept) small, gradual changes with little more than an eye roll.
But this proposed development is not a small or gradual change.

I don't have the expertise to declare, and back up, the multiple damages

that historically go along with projects like this, (water, fire, traffic, wildlife
impact), but I know (and so do you) that these damages will be strongly
felt by those of us who live here. And, that they will be irreversible.
You represent US, not the "Arcadia Capitol Group of Scottsdale". Please
let us know, that you know that. Say "NO" to them..."YES" to us. They'll
be fine. They'll retain the wealth they so value without this project.
You have the power to let us keep our "wealth". Please exercise it. We

expect this of you.

Very sincerely, Janet Wombacher
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From:

1

To:
I:

;

Subject:
I-lg!-<=
Date:

;

«$-

Fwd:
Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:15:24 AM

To anyone who is |istening...(IF anyone is)
This is a repeat of the letter I sent to most of you, last October. I still feel
the same. (we all do) And, I am still worried that you may forget to put
US

first...... ..
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"I live

in Kachina Village, and I cherish this little spot....with all its

idiosyncrasies.
I am, as well, a "vintage" person. Life has taught me to expect (and
,m
more than an eye roll
accept) small, gradual changes with little
.h
_

A.

is not a small. or gradual change.
But this proposed development
,

I don't have the expertise to declare, and back up, the multiple damages
.

I

‘.
that historically go along with projects
like ‘Ithis, (water, fire, traffic, wildlife
impact), but I know (and so do you) that these damages will be strongly
felt by those of us who live here. And, that they will be irreversible.
.

.

.
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You represent US, not the "Arcadia CapitolI. Group of Scottsdale". Please
let us know, that you know that. Say "NO" to them..."YES" to us. They'll
'
be fine. They'll retain the wealth; they so value without this project.
You have the power to let us keep our "wealth". Please exercise it. We
5

u

expect this of you

Very sincerely, Janet Wombacher"
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From:
T0:

‘If:
Subject:
Date:
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Kachina area rezoning vote.....
Saturday, March 27, 2021 10:45:18 AM

I just rec'd another postcard regarding the rescheduled zoning meeting

as it affects my
in
here
Kachina
home,
Village. I'm writing, again, to again express my hope that you will
preserve this little part of Northern Arizona by voting NO to this proposal.

I have neighbors who feel just as strongly as I do, but won't even try to "ght city hall". They

say it's "hopeless". It's a "done deal“. The average person really isn't "represented". "Kachina
isn't a rich enough tax base to go up against a wealthy developer"....
To be honest; I feel just

Tell me;

as

hopeless. But I have to try again. And again.

if any of you had chosen a place like Kachina to park everythingyou love in...to be

enveloped in it's quiet, small parceled beauty....to have made the choice to “drive into town",
rather than to live in town with it's more convenient offerings... because it brings you
peace...because it feels healthier.... How would you vote?
you were "us"?

If

Please, please, please; vote NO!
Sincerely,
Janet Wombacher.

Lohali trail. Kachina Village
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HIGHLANDS FIRE DISTRICT
3350 OLD

MUNDS HWY

FLAGSTAFF,

AZ 86005

(928) 525-1717

April 06, 2021

Coconino County
Board of Supervisors
219 E. Cherry Avenue
Flagstaff, Arizona
Chair and Members

of the Board,

While have been very hesitant to address some public comments surrounding the proposed zone change
for the Kachina Highlands project, have come to realize that silence equals approval. As the Fire Chief of
the Highlands Fire District, I take exception to a few ofthe public comments made regarding the handling of
the project by the Fire District. First and foremost, understand the Fire District is not advocating for or
against the zone change. We recognize that it is entirely a Board of Supervisors decision. I simply want to
clarify the position of the Fire District regarding fire safety related to the project.
I

I

The Highlands Fire District has been involved with the project in one form or another since 2006. At that
time, the parcels were annexed into the Fire District and the entire 40 acres were thinned to reduce the
threat of wildfire. The thinning was accomplished by the Fire District's Fuels Management Crew and funded
by a grant from the State of Arizona. There have been numerous wildfires on the parcel and we have been

able to successfully contain them to small acreages due to rapid responses and the fuels mitigation.
Trespass, abandoned fires, and youth fire starting have been the primary causes ofthe historic fires on the
parcels.
can assure the Board of Supervisors that this project was not "rubber stamped” by the Fire District. We
have been directly involved in the site planning for the project. Fire District input has been solicited from
the developer and the County. Our certified Fire Inspector examined the engineering plans, site maps, and
the plat maps. The road construction is acceptable. Hydrants have been spaced every 500 feet and our
Inspector worked with the developer to site them in the most advantageous locations. A secondary
emergency egress route has been secured through Forest Highlands. The water utility company has stated
I

that it can supply the necessary water supply for fire suppression through the planned hydrant system.
The additional tree removal that is necessary for the infrastructure and building envelopes will further
enhance the resistance to wildfire. The construction methods and site locations will help to mitigate

structure to structure ignitions.
The Fire District expects minimal impact to the services provided. Review of past incidents show that even
at build out the anticipated call volume would increase by approximately 32 calls for service per year, which
less than three additional calls per month.
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HIGHLANDS FIRE DISTRICT

Evacuation planning has taken place. Forest Highlands, Kachina Village, and Mountainaire each have
evacuation plans authored by the Fire District. have personally been involved in many evacuations and
populations of many communities in the Southwest. Just last season I worked two evacuations of Cave
Creek and the evacuation of Crown King, due to fast moving wildfire. The Highlands Fire District personnel
are not strangers to facilitating community evacuations. Evacuation planning and notices utilize the Ready,
Set, Go model adopted by the Arizona Sheriffs Association. We also recognize that evacuations do not
always go smoothly. The Slide Fire of 2014 is often cited to demonstrate that too many cars, and too many
trailers and too many moving vans were present to allow a rapid evacuation. The Board will recall that
there was NEVER an evacuation order given for Kachina Village. Many people chose to be proactive, to load
up their belongings and leave well ahead of the potential evacuation order. The Fire District utilized a traffic
model of 500 vehicles per hour exiting the community. This is below the National Association of City Transit
Officials estimate of 600 to 1600 vehicles per hour. This was an intentional decrease to allow adequate
time. The Fire District also looked at the fact that the community is typically never at full capacity. This is
based on seasonal residents, short term rentals, and community members being out ofthe community,
most notably at work. It must also be noted that when a "GO” order is given, that is for immediate
evacuation. Under those circumstances, there is NO time to pack a truck, haul a trailer or make multiple
trips. Remember that when mandatory evacuations are in place, those community members who are out,
stay out. And no one is allowed back in until the order is lifted.
I

The Fire District also recognizes that NO community is ever entirely protected or not exposed to danger or
risk, however the Highlands Fire District has given this project proper consideration to the aspects of fire
and emergency medical service.
Please feel free
have.

to reach out to me if can be of any further assistance or to answer any questions you may

Thank you for your time and cosideration.

/$/

Dirch

P.

Foreman

Dirch Foreman, Fire Chief

September 5, 2017

Special Meeting Minutes
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kachina village
Wednesday, January 27, 2021 10:39:11 AM

As a long time resident of Kachina we have appreciated you and your efforts on our communities
regard. We are very opposed to rezoning and are all ready concerned with the extra traffic brought
in with the station on the corner. This attracts so many people from out of town
when it

especially
snows. . Recently a bus stop was installed to accomodated some of the congestion . If this area
receives more trafffic this will also endanger lives at the corner. Also, please be aware that the
water pressure is all ready sometimes extremely low , don't expect to add additonal lines to an
already packed system. Thank you for your service and please know we don't complain about much

but this

is a

priority.

Karen Palmer
2924 Moki ovi
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From:
To:
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Kachina Highlands Rezoning
Thursday, February 4, 2021 2:40:57 PM

Subject:
Date:
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Dear Coconino County Supervisors,
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Kachina Village Area
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Coconino County
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My wife Perry and I strongly oppose the rezoning of Kachina Village and urge you to vote
against this request on February 9th and the project that its developers propose.
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The

Plan, drafted

amendment to the
Comprehensive Plan, is clearly in conict with the proposed rezoning and construction of 173
high density homes in our community. The Vision Statement from this .study lays out four
categories highlighting areas of concern in regards to future development;
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Quality

Life/Community Values

2. Natural Environment
3. Transportation
4. Growth & Development
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Crowding over 170 homes and adding several hundred people and cars to this particular
of Kachina Village would threaten the quality of life that its current residents have come
to enjoy. This is one of the few affordable neighborhoods in Flagstaff and such a large
development could easily shift the demographics of the area, making it no longer affordable to
lower income families.
1.

area
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would border very sensitive and rare wetlands and riparian areas. This
sanctuary is home to (and attracts) a wide variety of wildlife, particularly bird species. Such a.
dense project would certainly affect this special natural environment. Many animals that
frequent the water sources would be hampered or cut off from their normal path of travel.
2. This development
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3. Since no mass transportation could realistically function alongside this project Tovar Trail
would be pressured by several hundred extra automobiles coming and going daily. Emergency

evacuations
be strained
as the
this area.
escape route
The increase in
I traffic would also make Tovar especially unsafe for pedestrians and cause
certain congestion near Kachina Blvd. and the I-17 freeway entrance.
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I The architects
4.

of the Kachina Village Area Plan envisioned a,”. .limited amount of growth
consistent with the character of the existing community.” Adding over 170 new homes densely
packed into such a small parcel of land could not be considered limited growth and certainly
wouldn’t be consistent with anything currently in Kachina Village.
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Thank you,
Perry
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Karl & Perry Ludwig
2634 Toho Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
214.215.7916
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Coconino County Supervisor
RE: Kachina Highlands Development
D631
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We are very much opposed to the proposed high-density development. We have lived here in our
custom built home for over 40 years. We are very concerned that this plan does not follow the rules and
regulations in the Kachina Village plan or for Coconino County. We feel that the following should be
addressed and researched:
1. We understand that our developmenthas some wells that are not working and that we are
currently using one well. How can more high-density homes solve our water problem out here?
2. We have one way into and out of our development. How can we and all the people from
Mountaineer plus new people get out safely there is another re evacuation? We already have
a traffic problem from people coming off Tovar and turning left onto Kachina Trail.
We have heard that the developers are calling it low income housing with the lowest price of
$280,000 and that the plans call for it be built on substandardly small lot sizes. How can this be

1.72.
-I==

if

right?

.

We have land out here that is historical and as the Apache called it “Land of Many Springs”. We
have abundant springs and wildlife that depend on the springs, Pumphouse Wash and the
Kachina Village Wetlands. We have Raymond Parkwhich honors Flagstaff‘ pioneer Dr. R.O.
Raymond and he is even buried here. We have a historic pumphouse that use to
_ pump water to
Flagsta’ om the 1800's to 1959 to the railway and the sawmills. How does this high-density
development plan to preserve all of the above?
Coconino County and Kachina Village have a dark skies ordinance and we don't understand
with so many condos, apartments and homes in the proposal how this can be accomplished?
Please don't take our star gazing away!
We were wondering why the new development which is closer to Forest Highlands isn't getting
ingress and egress for _the water and sewer from Forest Highlands? This doesn't make sense to
us!
A traic study should be made during peak hours to show that we already have too much
congestion. How is the new development going to eect getting in and out only one way. The
last thing we need is a round-a-boutor a run-a-round for our senior citizens who take taxis to
get to Flagstaff. Our seniors already pay too much for transportation.
We would sincerely appreciate your consideration in these matters and questions. This High-density
plan is not compatible with Kachina Village, the animals and birds of the Wetlands or the people.
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Kenneth and Gwendolyn Shore
2763 Red Field Trail
Re.

-‘LET-u.:

Flagstaff, AZ 86005
Home phone 928-525-1012
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Nelson, Gregory
From:

Subject:

Lars Haarr <larskhaarr@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 4, 2020 11:42 AM
Babbott, Art; Archuleta, Liz; Ryan, Matt; Parks, Jim; Fowler, Lena
Kachina Highlands Subdivision Rezoning

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent:
To:

Hello,

My name is Lars Haarr. am a Flagstaff resident and an avid birdwatcher. go to the Kachina wetlands several times
each month to watch birds. can't imagine the impact a brand—new subdivision with 173 new lots will have on
my
experiences there. The Kachina Wetlands are one of the most species-rich areas in all of Coconino County and
decreasing the wilderness nature of the lands around the wetlands will have a profoundly detrimental effect on the
birds‘ habitat.
This proposed change in zoning would result in far too dense a concentration of homes which would
completely alter
the rural feel of the current Kachina Highlands. Folks who live there currently occupy lots that are primarily larger than
6000 square feet. The new proposal states that the largest lots will be just over 5000 square feet, with the
majority of
lots being much smaller. Cramming a bunch of modular homes and trailers into a small space just so a developer can
make more money seems like a ridiculous decision for our County to make.
Additionally, adding these lots will have a tremendous impact on the traffic of the small feeder road Tovar Trail,
especially where itjoins Kachina Boulevard. It is a narrow road with no shoulder and many people use it for walking
dogs, jogging, or riding bicycles. These users will be forced to share an already busy road with hundreds more vehicles
I

each day.

strongly urge the Board of Supervisors to shut this proposed new zoning change down, for the benefit of the birds
the Kachina Wetlands, all the residents of Kachina Village, and the rest of us here in Coconino County who enjoy
nature.
I

in

Thank you,
Lars Haarr
2512 E.Elder Dr.
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
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From:

l{'i
Subject:
Date:

EMK

an-if--1-u—aFvI=-Irmnn-villllln
concerns about proposed zoning change in Kachina Village
—.X.q|.I.—I.lI.|.IJ.l1
Saturday, January 16, 2021 12:44:31 PM
m.
.

_.

an

F‘

I

u

January 16, 2021
To Matt Ryan, Coconino County Board of Supervisors:
First, let me say that we have always deeply appreciated your willingness to listen to
our concerns as residents of Kachina Village.
We are writing now to voice our concerns about the proposed zoning change that
would allow a potential huge new high-density housing project to be built on the
northeast side of Kachina Village. The proposed 173 parcels would involve 227
additional homes and an estimated 680 additional people and 454 additional cars.
This is almost a 17% increase in population, traffic, water, sewer, and environmental
impact.
First, |’m not sure how the first zoning change was passed that would allow a slightly
less dense but still large development to be built in that location. We have lived in
Kachina Village since 1994 and we have no recollection of being notified of such an
impending zoning change. If Kachina Village residents had been informed at that
time, we are sure you would have heard many of these same concerns then.
Perhaps the process of that previous zoning change approval should be evaluated to
see if it actually followed appropriate procedures for approval including community
input and independent evaluations for impact on the environment, water supply,
sewer, traffic, etc.

About the current proposed zoning change and development,
mu here are our
n
m concerns
:1
and objections:

We a re very
concerned that
would significantly Mun.-n
mm this
increase trafc
an Lmgum-1
ndlh
wuhmurytrnumiuvmlm-nu
WI-1development
on that frontage road along‘ the highway
and
on Kachina Boulevard. For drivers
|.'
M
leaving Kachina Village, they would have to make a left turn onto Kachina
Boulevard which already has significant trafc at commuting times. There is
concern for the safety of the children at the new bus stop at that corner now as
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F-“#1-'IjZ.
—Ij.
H'I'l"IH'-'|'“1'I"|'.'I'‘I'I'
bib”?-hilt‘!-‘HT
Ij.
well. Residents at the zoning meeting raised legitimate concerns about the

.-.|—||_l._|,:|.-:|.I.r_|.I_|--IF—I.
traffic and potential hazards that would result, and
significantly increased
II-F --I-I'|--I-I-I-I
-I.-H--'-I-I-I-l—I—II—I-I—
number of members of the zoning commission agreed.
A simple left turn lane
a

(as the developer apparently proposed) would not be sufficient to remedy this

hazardous increase in trafc.

If the development/zoning change were to be

approved, the developer would need to be responsible for paying for the

changes to that area to allow for a safe flow of traffic at that intersection, not us

n.‘

-—.zII.-—I.-.-.—rI-I-.I-I. -.|.I:
—_ not
rather
have the significant increase in traffic that
this proposed development
J-.|_I.q.-.-.-I.-||_|_uI.-.
|.|I.|.I.q.|_|J_|.|.|_|
would
create.
-I-I-'-I-Ias taxpayers. Of course, as residents of this quiet, rural community, we would

'—rITjqj—jj.-b
I_*_|
mHZjZZuj-In
EIHHE-&r£h
ldhhtij
T—uI*.—Z_q
%'F'H-‘I-IE-E-Ij?'QF'-III}
We are also concerned about truly preserving the natural springs on that
property and protecting the wildlife that live in the area.

I

believe there needs to

be a more thorough evaluation by an independent environmental expert (not

‘j.!!!‘!‘!Z
associated with or paid by the developer) that would better reflect the actual

environmental impact of developing that land. During the previous zoning

HZ'I_"I'h'I'H'I'IH*'l"Z"
—'ZZZ—IZ*i.

meeting, the “expert” that presented appeared to say that she did not actually

know the impact and whatever evaluation she had done seemed severely

inadequate. We have seen abundant wildlife in this area including elk,

:.|_

raccoons, skunks, squirrels, lizards, snakes, tarantulas, bees, many birds, and

even a bear.

|.|.r|.l.-p.-||.|. I.|_n.

A number of years ago, the county apparently
had extra revenue from
|,.|.-.-I.-.|.I-I.-|.|.-.|.I-.I

j,.-_|,|—_|__...|_|...-|_.._|_|._..-....|.
increased property taxes and so was able to purchase natural green space
-I---—-I-it
-—I-15:1-1
'-I-I-I-I
Kachina
Village for preservation. The
property values of Kachina Village and
-I-jrujrnaja-.r|.j.zI-ru
-.Is.I-I.
therefore the taxes have been growing steadily higher and would
assume
_l—|,rj|__|
to increase as well. |.|.II.
would like to
._|-.|_|.|_|_.-—
county tax revenues have continued
in

I

I

-1-I'I-HI-.'r.-V-I-rI-I—I-II-I-rl-r.-I'd-I.-'-II-I-I-r
suggest that the County Commissioners consider purchasing this property

I-I-H-I-j'jlr1-I-I-I-:—.rIrI-J-Irj
-jrllp-_l. J-Ir.I J'.I-I r.II.rI -—.II.I.|.I.

from the developer if possible to preserve the rare natural springs and wildlife
habitat of this property. Or at the very least, the county could restore the

_|..|.for that
|_r._._|.-Lg.-|.._._|,..-I.
_|,|_||_.|_|.
original low density zoning
property to allow for preservation of the
-I.--I—-I-I-r-I-I-I-.

-r-—rI'i-II--Ir.l:-

natural springs and wildlife habitat. It seems that the property could also be

water
for
lllllj-II'|lIj'I%.1Iu&-Izll-.'§I,-Infj.|u
purchased by KVID potentially as a

resource. Again, the process
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_l. _|. _.j .._.|..|._| _:|:.|......._....|._
I-I.-I-I-In-I1approving that original zoning change is questionable; the environmental,

traffic, water, and sewer impacts should have been thoroughly evaluated and

‘ -_ —u*H1

documented prior to approval.

I

The community representatives at the zoning meeting also raised significant

j-_|...-.|.'|.u._.—||..| p.-.a_l..:

-I.
l-I—I-IrI-I-IrIrI-I-I-I'l-I-I—I-I-I"I-Il-'I-I--I-.-I-I--Istreets are too narrow for on-street parking and that would not be
proposed
concerns about parking in the proposed high density development. The

HI-tr-I-—-—-1.-I. - r-I-1-I rl.-—-I
homeowners
1.-.r.|.|.I.|.I.|.|IJJ.|.—r.lI.:JIu,|.|_u
expressed their concerns that residents of the proposed
J—I- which
.|_|:.-.|.|.|._|.___-|.|
of course would
—|-|
.I,|..-.—.
not
development would decide to park on their streets,
-.I-rI-j
I--drirl-.I.I-II-'-I-I-I—I.
be
This another issue
that would
legal winter because of snow plowing. '1--I-I-'-I
'I the zoning meeting, the nearby
permitted in winter as well I assume. At

dj
W‘ “M

-11- IuI.ZjfI—ZZf.
£—
in

is

need to be fully addressed before proceeding with approval.

Also, as a regulatory body, shouldn't the County consider it a red flag that the
roads in this proposed development are too narrow for the county snow

F-II
plows?

I'Iu-III-I—II—Iu

J—I—IThis seems like it would be a hazard for the potential county residents

-'-.:"- --'-.—I—I-'-I-|'-I-I-' ‘II?--'—I-I‘-I

h-.-rI-1-I1

who would live in the proposed development. This seems to indicate that the

rj-I.-jun-Ia-I-Incl-.-—

proposed increased density is not a good idea. Shou|dn’t the roads be at least

'IZul|illIh'-|'l‘llll|'

wide enough for snow plowing at minimum?

i.

I. :I.:|j.|_-|_-_I..-I._l..r.-I-I
of

J—
Also, the community

raised concerns about the capacity

the existing KVID

1-1-in
-I-I--I-I-II-'--I-I-—-I-'|-I-I'|—I-I-.|e
water supply and waste treatment facility to handle such aII-I-'--I
significant increase
—.rI|.|.
I only
one fully
population. Research by residents indicates that there is
-I |.|.-.|-.-.|.|.II.|_|_l.Iu-I..|a.|.J_...
|.|.I.-.|
functioning well in Kachina
Village and there needs to be a formal study done by

'1-5&5-jr-rI-I

_
—li.._|.|_|_|.._||...:I_.._‘_._|.._...
KVID (paid for by the developer) to assess the capacity to provide water and
It-I1:
1--I-1-I-Irru
rI-1--I -I-I-I-I-'|there are ANY concerns
about
sewage management for this development.
If

rI.r.I.-J-jznu--rI—.j.I.I.-|..r—.I.|
this, they must be addressed and paid for by the developer before continuing
and before any zoning change.

d-Zj

-.r--.13
'—I£-II
and dismayed about the way
We would also like to say
that we were very concerned
XZ'—fIZIIJ——I'IJ-I1
r._ |.__._ :|:.—|.-.IJ.|_._.|.

-_-.I.

|_.J.|

the county zoning commission proceeded with this process. Thankfully, they did

rI.1-I----jr-rI

notify Kachina Village residents so we were able to attend and raise our concerns at

—-1-I.
that meeting. n.--—-ujl
As mentioned before, this apparently did not happen when the
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developer was granted the first zoning change, which in my opinion should make the
original zoning approval process suspect and even invalid.

an.
the above concerns, the
-_|_|.l.._-_-.I.|_r
At the recent
|.|.rI.I—|.I.|.p.
r.I...—.a
majority of
meeting, once residents had raised
'—-j-'—
— parking,
—-I-I-I-I--I--I-I-—I—I
etc.
commissioners were expressing their concerns about traffic
H‘: and
rI—I.—.
zoning

zrn zlzq.-1-I-I1:-I-tr:-I-Irj -rl-I-—
'-I-I-Idul-If-II-I-‘I ua.qI.r.l a.I-.l-.|.-1--—.rI.l-.I.I
I.|:.. _.i_ |__||.._|_|. -_q.|.|.I_|.I_|.|.l.
and they were leaning toward not recommending the zoning change. If they had

taken a vote at that moment, the zoning change would not have been recommended.
However, the developer was given a second opportunity to respond (and residents

I-I:-—-II-I--'|-I-I-I—-I-I-'|IiI-I‘:
'l'l'l"l"l'l'l'
additional time to reply) and he apparently convinced the zoning
-I-.-I
were not given any

—r|.-.§-—|.r1a-j-jun-i-I

_: _l_|.uuI._I. -I.-I.-.I-.|.IuJ-1|.|I:.-II.-.I
commission that the developer had submitted all necessary papen/vork and taken

necessary actions and so the zoning commission had no choice but to recommend

|.||_...—|__I.|.|-.
demand that the developer
the approval and that
it was somehow not theirjob to J:|I.|r.J_l.._|
I..—_...-....

rlrljrn

j-—r—-Ir--2|-1-I-I-I-I-.|-I'-I-HI-I-I-I-I
who
of
-.|.—-.l-.-,.jJrI.|.-I-gs-plrujl
felt that
—|.._|.|,_| _-...I‘_uI.|:-.|_l_|.-.Ir.Ia.lrI.-.-.|.
II-—I-I-I-I--II—I-I-I. Theyjust
'-I-l-‘rI-I-I--I—'- -- II-.
address the concerns that had been raised by the community before considering
recommending approval

the zoning change to the Board. We

attended that

jfdmal

our perspectives and the valid information

meeting and shared our opinions

decided to pass the buck to you.

shared were completely dismissed.

I* ZHh
|.J

_I..— |_|_|.a...|.-..-. rI—|.u-.IrI.|.|.|.-Jr.|.|

And, as they say, the buck stops with you. Please take the time to consider these

rj-J-I--I-I-In-III-I

concerns thoroughly and do not take the zoning commission's “recommendation” to

1|-I LIZ-q—Ir-r

approve as anything more than an impulsive, ill-informed decision to cave to the
pressure.
I——uI-'l|u'I-I-I'deve|oper’s
In

addition, based on what we saw in that meeting, you might want to reconsider the

..|.I._|_a.|_|_|I.-r.rq —-.|.r -I.--. I_'IuII.._|I.|.r.J...-|.|_|.
Kachina Village in extreme
,....|._.|...._|...|,-__l.._I_.I
to make very significant decisions that will impact
willing

policies and procedures for the zoning commission meetings. They appeared to be

rI-I-II'I- II-III-1|-I-i—--I-I?|'-I'I--I-Ii-I

ways on a whim. They changed their mind from not recommending to recommending

raualx: -Ir|.— It-I.|---—.-.rI-I-I-I-I-.

. the space
in

of about 15 minutes.

It

seems to us that when issues they have not fully

—l..|...|.|.l.ll.-|_.I _I.|..a.|.I|.|.-.IJa.:.|J.-|.l.|.
I-'-I—-I-II-I-'-ih
I--I-I-J-I-I-I-I
studies on traffic, water,
is gathered. Independent
information
—I- -I—Isewage, I-I-'-I-I-I
parking, and

considered are raised by the community, they should postpone decisions until further

jI-I-I--irI.--ji-Il-l-I-I-I-j-Ij-

environmental impact should be completed before any zoning decisions should be
made.

forest
M|.|-n.I.nI_.-I-n-pu-|.—|-n-I-|—|n|_-:We live in Kachina Village because it is quiet and nestled in the

III|IIu-III|III-|III|space between houses.

where we have

HI-III—-M-|-lull-I-II-Ill---‘I-I

We value the rural feeling of our community. In your

a.—.-um-.II—l_I-Ilrmrinnlwrn-null
decision-making process, we hope you will abide by the Coconino County
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Comprehensive Plan which states:
“We will accomplish responsible growth by integrating new development in a
way that respects the environment, supports community values, and considers
the long—term viability of ecosystems and water sources.”
Thank you for taking the time to listen to these concerns and take them into
consideration in your decision—making process.
Sincerely,
Laura Lawson 9-oetmen.
uura
Boatman,

Liliah Bnalman
Boatman
Boatman, and !Jlu:h
Morgan Buumun.

3463 Awatobi Ovi, Flagstaff, AZ 86005
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llFrom:

1:
I-ISubject:
Date:
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No Kachina Destruction
Thursday, November 5, 2020 1:13:19 PM
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—

-
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Dear Matt Ryan, please protect our Kachina community from mass destruction
stretching out infrastructure and
water resources. We live here for peace trees wildlife and nature please respect our values land and
lifestyle. What
will happen to our residents the wetlands not to mention traffic 7 Just no. Laurie Morris 3338 Kachina Trail
Sent from my iPhone
nannmmynn-.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:
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;
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,
Case ZC-20-011 and SUB-20-011 Kachina Highlands - KV Resident LA Neal Comments
Friday, February 5, 2021 1:48:10 PM

High

1-.‘-:'l' rI- I- mljll--II-I-I-I-r

Chair Ryan, Vice Chair Fowler, and Supervisors Begay and Horstman:

-Ia-F:

'— -Iii
'-'—'I'- -I‘-r -- 1-I-I-I
- '-'l"' —||——:I—-I-I--—|-r ——I-|-I-|.-j-

4 Kachina Village (the Village) and 32-year resident
I'll start by saying am a 26-year resident of
of Flagstaff. have seen both communities change significantly over these years, Flagstaff
I

ul-Jul rl--. -J-run.
to -.I I-.I
the
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environmental
feeling
majority
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than
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proper much

Kachina Village, this being in large part

I

choose

live in

rural character are
features
nature, and
Village. The quiet, closeness
The
same
is shared by
Village.
great
my neighbors. As an
consultantto
the
both
do understand
compliance
private and governmental/public sectors, J.
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I

that development in and of itself is indeed necessary. Put simply, change is inevitable. Much of
the development of Flagstaff, however, has been ill-conceived and to the detriment of the
community character that drew so many residents to her. Developments like that of Kachina
Highlands would bring an especially inappropriate and negatively impactful, overly dense
housing subdivision to Kachina Village.
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have been

and an
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projects, and
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simply say
very poor choice
placement
owned parcels adjacent
I

Village

is a

and concerned citizen regarding many
need
desirable housing in our
recognize
based on my 30+ years
professional experience, Kachina
a

Kachina Highlands. The mere existence
make
well suited
Village does
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dense housing subdivision. There are reasons why
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_I|.to natural
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decades of private ownership; besides the impacts
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More
the project by no means meets the
four main
of the 2015
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is

a
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Coconino County Comprehensive Plan (Archuleta, Ryan, and Fowler were Supervisors at the
time). In fact, the County's Planning & Zoning Commission in their 9/30/20 meeting seemed to

1§jq.—:.11—l,-|.z|.—-.|.-.l-Ly;
entirely disregard the Plan's objectives and criteria,

those of the earlier (2008) but
more specific Kachina Vi//age Area Plan (Archuleta and Ryan were Supervisors at its adoption),
an addendum to the Comprehensive Plan, and the 2014 supplemental Pumphouse County
as

well

as

.||.—.lJI.r.I-.|,:.|,|_-.|.|.—J—:|..|,I.I.—I.|,.|.|,.|p....
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Natural Area Resource Management
Natural Area Operations (Archuleta,
Plan &

Ryan, and

Fowler were Supervisors at the time).
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thing that

These main objectives, outlined right up front in the Comprehensive P/an’s Foreword, are:
I(1) Conserve and promote stable, safe, attractive, rural communities (author emphasis)
residents share

a

sense

pride.

most

along I-17,
—
.
__,_.—
will
from
rather
the
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than
conserve
rural
distract
definitely
significantly
park that greets
(Kachina Highlands,
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residents and visitors now.)

people

see

a
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(2) Safeguard and enhance

(author emphasis) the choices residents expect for living, working,

recreation, and circulation.
(Kachina Highlands will do NOTHING to safeguard or enhance residents’ preferences for living,
working, recreating, and most definitely circulating within the Village.)

Coordinate (author emphasis) strategies for economic development, transportation, and
affordable housing so that we can better link the places where people work and live. (The
current plan is antithetical to the type of affordable housing currently offered throughout the
Village. A master—planned subdivision adjacent to our beloved wetlands park and rare springs?
(3)

It's simply not right.)

Protect (author emphasis) our unique natural and cultural resources, ecosystems, and
habitats. (Kachina Highlands essentially spits on nature, critical wildlife habitat, a historic
landscape, and a precious ecosystem and water resources. The development’sattempt at a
wildlife corridor is, in my professional opinion, a joke, and the effects of the development on
wildlife and the Upper and Middle Tovar Springs is observably ill—fated. Kachina Highlands is
also not congruous to the approved planning documents with respect to maintaining the
(4)

area's character, density, natural vegetation, and dark sky protection.)

not ignore the adopted Comprehensive Plan and its amendments and supplements.
it was not only designed to guide land—use decisions, but to also serve "as a comprehensive
reference and blueprint for community programs as well as public— and private—sector
initiatives. This Plan is driven not only by issues that residents have identified as critical but
also by long—range goals based on our vision for the future [Foreword].”
"Sustaining our ecosystems and the processes that maintain them is essentia to our wellbeing
and particularly important as we face impacts from climate change, including reduced snow
pack, more severe weather, and changes to vegetation and habitat. In fact, a significant part
of our economic viability ultimately depends on the health of these ecosystems—their flowing
springs and rivers, clean water, dramatic landscapes, and abundant wildlife.
As expressed in ‘Our Vision for the Future’, residents desire thriving communities and viable
economies that exist in harmony with our unique natural environment. This Plan integrates
conservation—basedplanning principles to ensure that land use decisions meet human needs
while maintaining the county's ecological integrity. Since we are a part of nature and our
actions affect the health and vitality of ecosystems, we are responsible for proper
stewardship of the natural environment. Through conservation—basedplanning and use of the
decision—making principles discussed herein, we can succeed in creating vibrant communities
that coexist with healthy, productive, natural ecosystems (Comprehensive Plan, p. 7).”
Please do

not ignore the contribution of Kachina Village, as a defining rural community with
much of its unique natural environmental intact, to the vision of our County’s future.
Please do

the first development plan which required rezoning to permit a 130—unit
subdivision should not have been approved by the Board ofSupervisors at this location, so
in summary,
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denser development cramming 173 units onto the same land most definitely should be

rejected!
Isubmit my opinion that the Coconino County Board of Supervisors should vote to deny the
proposed zone change (Case ZC-20-011) and subdivision preliminary plat (Case $UB-20011). The better of two evils, if it cannot be overturned, is to allow residential single-family
development with a 6,000—square foot minimum parcel size.
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The visualized construction of

new and shiny Highlands overlooking the idyllic Village below,
yes, the kingdom castle and court on the hill above the quaint peasant town, is not lost on we
residents of the Village.
a
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Neal
Respectfully submitted, Lynn

E—_-_ .

Lynn A Neal, RPA/M.A.

._...':._-_»::'*""“'-'1

Historic Preservation Specialist/Archaeologist
Biological Resources Consultant
Environmental Compliance Consultant
LA Neal Consulting, LLC
3038 Shonto Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Kachina Village proposed development
Wednesday, February 3, 2021 6:56:51 PM

Mr Ryan and fellow commissioners,
We have lived in Kachina Village since Dec. 1986. We are concerned about the
proposed development of such a huge number of homes and increased residents,
that would permanently change this small community. (Noise, traffic, road wear,
potential increase crime and environmental damage to our forest.) We are especially
concered about the fact there is only one way in andout of here. With the recent
severe drought conditions and our close proximity to the forest, the concern for safe
escape is high. When we were placed on the ready, set, go continuum, as you know,
traffic out was crazy, even without these additional people and vehicles.
My husband
is unable to drive due to blindness and this adds to my concern.
Please remember us long term older residents as you consider this plan. We are
opposed. Sue and Mark Enerson

Sent from

my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy

s111artpho11e
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Nelson, Gregory

Subject:

Mary McClure <mary.872@hotmai|.com>
Monday, November 2, 2020 8:36 PM
Munoz, Theresa; Babbott, Art; Ryan, Matt; Parks, Jim; Fowler, Lena
Kachina Highlands

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Completed

From:

Sent
To:

Coconino County Supervisors,
l have lived in Kachina Village for 30 years and on Tolani Trail for 29 years. The best and most convent way to
get to and from my house is on Tovar Trail.
am opposed to changing the current zoning of Kachina Highlands to one of higher density. More homes will
mean more traffic. The traffic is going to affect Kachina Village majorly. fear there will be accidents at the
top of Tovar Trail where the entry way to Kachina Highlands will be.
I

I

First off will be construction trucks. Will they be watching traffic or do like construction usually do, we are
bigger we have the road? Second when houses are built, we are talking about a minimum of 130 to 340 or
more vehicles on that one street. Then there is the intersection at Tovar Trail and Kachina Blvd. Now we have
the Tovar winter bus stop. The traffic analysis isn't even finished with the State or the County. The bus stop
wasn't even put into that factor. So far this bus stop looks like a traffic nightmare. What happened to the
county plowing streets on a timely basis and being picked up at the regular bus stops? Less traffic, safer for
the kids and more convent for families/parents. Probably has to do with the county deciding not to plow
during the night. Makes it harder for people working shift work getting to and from work. Safety needs to be
the goal. Where will children in the new development being picked up when it isn't winter

lfthey are putting in new pavement and sidewalks on Tovar, are the sidewalks going to be cleared of snow
during the winter? There will be families that don't have transportation to get the children to the new bus
stop and have to walk them to the bus stop. With snow & ice on that steep hill people are going to fall & have
injuries. Walking children of any age up and down Tovar is a dangerous idea, especially kindergarten to six
graders. Once you pass the trees that wind is horrific. Did anyone think this through.
determined that a roundabout need to be put in at Tovar Trail and Kachina Blvd intersection the
engineer needs to understandthe size of snowplow trucks, road graders, semi-trucks and fire trucks need to
make the turn. All of these will be using this.
If it

is

going to pay for whatever is done at Tovar & Kachina Blvd? It wouldn't be fair for Kachina Village
taxpayers that didn't even want this new development traveling our neighborhood. Forest Highlands isn't
having to be inconvenienced. Kachina Village can't go into Forest Highlands unless it is a fire evacuation.
Who

is

the County going to be able to hire more county sheriffs? How about the Fire Department able to put on
more personal? The fire department is already covering Kachina Village, Mountaineer, Forest Highlands and
Pine Del. Now Kachina Highlands gets added on. If there is a forest fire how well we get out in time? Look at
what is happening to CA & CO. Air quality is going to go down with more pollution from vehicles exhaust and
wood stoves.
is
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Aren‘t we supposed to be protecting wildlife populations and their habitats? We have had 2 of the driest
years on record. The wetlands provide some of the water for the elk. There have been dozens of elk spotted
in wetlands recently. This development is in their migration path.
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ruof postage stamp. Yet
the
house
feel like my
my house smaller square footage and larger
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is on a

size

is
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lot size than these new places will be.
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We have been told the developer will have to supply
going to be happy with lower water pressure.

well.
II—

a

Hope that

is

No one in Kachina Village

is
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|..a homeowner
in Kachina we will
As
adversely affected by the changing of the zoning laws to allow
in

the housing density in the Kachina Highlands development. ask that you do NOT pass the proposed zoning

‘-Ichange.
-I.-.—r
Mary McClure

I

-.-I--r

2277 Tolani Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
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=Subject:
Date:

I
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Kachina Highlands Development
Friday, February 5, 2021 4:07:57 PM

Supervisors:
have lived in Kachina Village over 30 years on Tolani Trail half a block from Tovar Trail. Tovar
I—Iis the best and most convent way to get to and from my house.
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am opposed to changing the current zoning of Kachina Highlands to one of higher density.
The developerjust wants to make more profit to pay for the additional costs he hadn't
I
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considered when purchasing land locked property. These houses are going to be on extremely
small lots crammed together. They will be hearing their neighbors’ babies crying, children and

---I-
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parents fitting. My house is smaller square footage than these houses, but yet my lot
than they will have. feel don't have any yard.

is

larger
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There the impact
the environment both human and wildlife. Humans
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vehicles and heating systems. These homes are being built where wildlife migration pattern
recently went for a walk in the wetlands. it has changed so much since l had been there a

is.

I
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few years back for the good. There were so many birds enjoying & using the ponds/lakes
there. It is beautiful to see. Hope they stay after the development starts building and finished.
Wildlife also use the wetlands too.
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How about the Fire Department and the Sheriff Department? Will both departmentsget to
hire additional personnel? Additional homes are going need additional personnel. Both

departments are spread thin already.
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What if we have to evacuate because of
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IlI—I to do. Kachina
a forest fire. lt is already difficult
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Highlands is going to be bottle necked in their pod and want to get out also.
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infrastructure for this development. A well, sewer and road ways will have to be put in
and maintained. Developer has to provide these things. They can't expect to use Kachina
Village infrastructure. Who will be plowing and maintaining the streets in the Kachina
Highlands? Is this being added to county roads? Will it be done privately? If private new
The

‘J’-'-Ifor J-.-.
business

someone.
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to
that the county plowed snow around the clock 24 hours when it snowed.
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It used

be

Few

years ago, the county decided not to plow during the night because of budget. Forget the
working people on shift needing to get home or go to work. Forget an emergency vehicle
needing to get to the person having a heart attack needing an ambulance. Forget the Fire
Department that needs to get to the house on fire. The street isn't plowed because it is on the
snow plow off hours and the ambulance and fire truck can't get there.
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There

already considerable traffic on Tovar Trail. The new development can add between a
minimum of 130 to 340 more vehicles from a bottle necked community. Winter driving north
on Tovar you have to keep momentum going up the hill or you don't make it. Vehicles
coming
out of Kachina Highlands can't see the vehicle coming up the hill and next thing there is an
accident. fear thee is going to be lots of accidents there. it isn't safe to walk on Tovar now.
Add more traffic and children getting to the new bus stop at Tovar & Kachina Blvd. Where are
is

I

they supposed to walk? Does it take someone getting injured or killed for you to realize there
is a problem. is Tovar going to be widened, or sidewalks put in? If there are sidewalks will
they
be cleaned ofsnow, doubt it. Have anyone of you walked Tovar to know the terrible wind
once you leave the trees. That is in the summer. have never been brave enough to
try in the
winter.
I

l

There will be children moving into Kachina Highlands. How are they to get to school? is there
going to bus service? Do parents have to provide their own transportation? Are buyers of
these homes going to be told about snowplowing and how their children get to school.

owner in Kachina Village, we will be adversely affected by changing ofthe zoning
laws to allow an increase in the housing density in the Kachina Highlands development. We
are already going to be affected the fact the development is going in. ask that you do NOT
pass the proposed zoning change.
As a home

Sincerely,
Mary McClure
2277 Tolani Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands
Thursday, November 12, 2020 12:47:42 PM
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Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors,

3.‘:
.-..|__._|.
am writing
to _.:.....|.|__._|..
the zoning
I—"I.'
express my opinion regarding the
request to change
r—-I1
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order to build 173
new single-family homes
Kachina Village.
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rural. One thing that makes Coconino County special
is that most
rural neighborhoods
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are set back from large roadways setting us apart from larger communities like those
around Phoenix. Such a huge development would change that forever.
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The sheer size of this development is out of character with the community as it would
increase the size of Kachina Village by more than 30%.
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Please do not approve this zoning change.

'-I-I-'-rI-I—I-I-I-

Thanks for your consideration.

Thanks,

Matthew Ziegler

.T'_.-._..__
'-—-U-.-.

Phone:928.853.4292
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands
Thursday, January 14, 2021 2:04:20 PM

Dear Members of the Board of Supervisors,
am writing to express my opinion regarding the request to change the
zoning in
a longtime Kachina
and Mountainaire resident I believe that this new development would be out of
character with the neighborhood. The fact that this large development would be
visible from the highway would create an eyesore and would make this area feel less
rural. One thing that makes Coconino County special is that most rural
neighborhoods
are set back from large roadways setting us apart from larger communities like those
around Phoenix. Such a huge development would change that forever.
I

order to build 173 new single-family homes in Kachina Village. As

The area in which this proposed development would be built is right in the middle of
sensitive riparian and wetland area. This is an area that contains deer, elk,
antelope,
coyote, and javelina habitat not to mention all the smaller animals, birds and reptiles
that would be displaced.
I also believe that this large development would
negatively affect the quality of life for
the residents of Kachina and Mountainaire as it would increase traffic, noise, and
light
pollution in the area.

The sheer size of this development is out of character with the community as it would
increase the size of Kachina Village by more than 30%.
Please do not approve this zoning change.
Thanks for your consideration.

Thanks,

Matthew Ziegler
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands Development
Thursday, April 1, 2021 11:30:36 AM

Hi,
My name is Maxwell Hodgkins and I am the owner of the property located at 2246 Gambel
Oak Trail. My property is 300 feet of the Kachina Highlands development that is attempting
to rezoned into 173 until planned community. '

I protest this change from RS6000 to planned community,

I am not against this land

be developed, I only ask that you let it remain in it
current zoning in keeping with our subdivision.
Thank you,
Maxwell Hodgkins
2246 Gambel Oak Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005

480-580-4041
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
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Fw: Proposed Rezone of Kachina Highland’s Subdivision
Sunday, March 21, 2021 6:40:38 PM

Dear Board Members,
You will soon be deciding the zoning issue in Kachina Highlands Subdivision
development. I am a county resident and I highly oppose the higher density zoning
change!

Please accept this letter as my family’s formal opposition to the proposed
zoning
change. An increase of units would be detrimental to our community for the following
reasons

The additional residents guarantees a significant influx of traffic
The severe blind spot at the main intersection of Tovar Trail is at risk
for increased motor vehicle and pedestrian related accidents.
Numerous traffic related accidents have occurred on Tovar Trail to
date.
The Traffic Impact Analysis predicts the trafc to double upon
completion.
Double traffic in the area would lead to significant backups to and
from the I-17, Kachina Blvd and Tovar Tail. Arguably, the current
infrastructure is not fit for an increase in traffic (nor for the original
development plan).
Additional residents pose an extreme evacuate risk in the event of a
re.
The amplified travel will require a surplus of road maintenance each
yeah

Increased travel and development is expected to disrupt the sensitive
ecosystem of
the springs that flow into the Pumphouse Wash
The proposed roadways from Tovar Tail into the subdivision
greatly
undermine the sensitivity of the rich Headwater network, as they will be
installed directly above the springs and allow ample opportunity for
pollution - development may destruct the fragile bio-network of the
area.
Consequently, Pumphouse Wash flows into Oak Creek Canyon,
which streams into the Verde River and provides fresh water to millions
of residents in Phoenix.
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The subdivision was approved to lodge 130 lots with the understanding that
construction would be complete within two years
Completion of 173 lots in two years is irrational and will require an
extension.
o
Extending construction increases the likeliness of environmental
pollution from construction.

This new subdivision is not consistent with the current scale and character of our rural

neighborhoodThe majority of the current residents in Kachina Village strongly
oppose this development as they are concerned with traffic, safety
environmental impact.
-

Therefore, please strongly consider the following:
1. Whether the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of
the Comprehensive Plan and this Ordinance.
0
Increasing the density of the area without proper consideration of

the Plan is not allowed! You need to consider what the plan says and
what the people of Kachlna Village desire.

That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety,
comfort, convenience and welfare.

2.

The traffic, evacuation, wildlife studies have not been done OR
approved.
Your own wildlife ‘expert’ said she has no idea about the elk migration
because there were too many pine needles on the ground to look for
footprints! is this considered the extent of the “study”?
How does more traffic, noise and pollution further public health?
How does more traffic (max 173 houses X 4 parking spaces/ house
692 more cars) increase health or safety during an emergency
evacuaon?
How is the change in the interest of public welfare?
o

That the change will not adversely affect the established character of the
surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties.
The adjacent properties are exactly the people who will be most
affected. Even Mountainaire will be affected too by all the traffic and
any evacuation that takes place!
Where’s the ADOT approved plans?
0 Who’s paying for the rotary, if that’s the answer with the
property up for sale?
0
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o What do people do now with a major BUS stop at the
Tovar/Kachina intersection (which will impact traffic detrimentally)
— 500+ more cars from the new houses?
and
o What is the plan to improve the plowing policy?
The character of Kachina Village has never included more houses.
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But most of all WHY?
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Why approve the zoning increase?
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The only good it does is put more money into the deve|oper’s pocket. More people,
more money for them. So again, WHY approve the increase?

njajj.

The residents and property owners have expressed considerable interest in
conserving the diverse landscape, maintaining community character, and improving
the aesthetics of their homes. These are important for supporting the quality of life
and protecting the environment and cultural resources. In addition, maintaining the
rural character is a core value of many residents in unincorporated communities.
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As a resident of the county, many hundreds of people will be adversely affected by
the changing of the zoning laws to allow an increase in the housing density in the
Kachina Highlands development. ask that you do NOT pass the proposed zoning
change.

I‘
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Thank you,

A‘
FTTF‘?
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Michael Evans

III

2228 Tovar Trail

Kachina Village resident for 16 years
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jjggsgman Pggrigg ; A:gnulg:a._L1z' , B:Lau._Ma;t ; jb:&a1<fDJ42§2nin2.g9x ;
Proposed rezoning issue at Kachina Highlands
Monday, February 1, 2021 4:28:24 PM
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COCONINO BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Date 2/1/21

Board members,

rim
My name is Mike Amdt. I am writing with a concern relating to the increased density of1 the Kachina

Highlands development. As a general contractor and Kachina Village resident for 37 years I have a
in the development of our village. The area that is to be developed is not suitable for
vested interest -an
of
the number
homes proposed. The underground utility installation and road work would put the
price out of affordable. The artists drawing of site built homes is only possible in that persons mind.
The small lot sizes will not support reasonably sized homes with parking for the number proposed.
The added construction traffic, lasting years, would make an already taxed artery impassable. I have
watched Kachina Pines on Tolani trail try develop there. It took them seven months of solid
hydraulic hammering to get the sewer lines in. That was for 9 lots the last 4 of which had to revert to
tiny homes with above ground garden hose water lines and exible RV sewer pipes. I have walked
the Kachina Highlands property and found it to be very similar to the property on Tolani trail. This
proposed change is only to garner a higher price for the sale of the entire property not for any benet
of the residents of the area. Our water supply is also an unknown.

Sincerely yours,

Mike Amdt

2423 Hano Trail 606-0978

Sent from

for Windows 10
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Horstman, Patrice
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nicolas Perez <nicolasperez308@gmai|.com>
Saturday, February 6, 2021 12:53 PM
Fowler, Lena; Ryan, Matt; Begay, Judy; Archuleta, Liz; Horstman, Patrice
Kachina Village Wetlands Rezoning

I am writing to express my opposition in the rezoning of the Kachina Village Wetlands. i want
you all to know that
oppose this rezoning. I can't imagine that you've had any local residentstell you that they approve of this possible
rezoning and believe as our elected officials, you serve us, not the contractors from out of town that want this.

I

live at 3056 Mesa Trail in Kachina.
do not see how the rezoning of this area will be without major consequence of the Wetlands, the safety ofthe current
residents in regards to traffic and fire safety with only one major entrance to the area, and the current water treatment
issue that was recently updated to support the population that is currently in place. How would this affect our current
water treatment, rates, and infrastructure when rezoning would add hundreds of people to a system that would
probably not handle the influx? Have any studies been done to show the possible outcomes to the vegetation and
wildlife by adding hundreds of new residents and rezoning the area to accommodate for new housing? What actions
would be in place to account for fire safety, emergency services, or police?
I

I

Hopefully there is a response from my representativesthat the residents messages in this issue have been heard and
hope that this rezoning becomes dead in the water
Nick Perez
9282576581

nicolasnerez808@£mai|.com
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From:

I-'11-!

To:
‘H.

-II—
Subject:
in

Date:
Attachments:

.5

Kachina Highlands
Tuesday, October 13, 2020 12:15:46 PM
2020-19-12 Letter to Coconino County Board Mag Rygmggg

'1'|.1.u—.|-$.m-ll

a

Attached is a copy of my opposition to Kachina Highlands. Please take this into consideration
when deliberating about this plan.
Thank you,
Paul Wutt
3686 Ancient Trail

Flagstaff, Arizona 86005
928-699-3601

Virus—free.
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My family moved here over 25 years ago. What drew us here was the nature of our community and
the forest, wetlands and trails that surround us. My children are all grown and now am retired
pursuing my passion for photographing the landscape, forests and the wildlife that surround our
strongly oppose Kachina Highlands because it will adversely impact the our our
village.
environment, safety and quality of life. This is a presentation highlights photographs to show
Coconino Board Members the beauty of Kachina Village and the fragility of our environment.
Construction, increased population, automobiles, off road vehicles will will severely impact the
wildlife and quality of life. Development
always beneficial to a community of society.
Members of the board were elected by the citizens who live here and should represent our views and
not the views and the power of
r.H~T
I

I

1

.

w

gw“

TL»

Pumphouse Wash March 2, 2006
Let me start off by a famous quote from Michael Douglas playing Gordon Gecko famous line in Wall
Street ”Greed is Good”. That is exactly what Casey Christensen is doing. This project accomplishes
nothing to improve our community. I will lay out how their plan will be unsafe to Kachina Village
will show how this doesn't meet the three mail
residents, our wildlife, fragile springs and wetlands.
criteria set forth in the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan.
I

An Osprey catching

a

fish in the Kachina Village Wetlands Preserve, June 6, 2018
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Kachina Highlands was an ill-conceived project when it was 130 parcels. Now greed is the driving
force behind Mr. Christensen to increase to 173 parcels. 173 parcels isn't 173 homes but 227 homes,
680 people and 454 cars. This is almost a 17% increase in Kachina Village's population in a single
development.
Mr. Christensen and his project manager, Ian Braun doesn't care for or show any regard for our
community. Their only goal is to extract as much profit and leave us to deal with the problems.
will show that Kachina Highlands project is in stark contrast to the Coconino County Comprehensive
Plan, Kachina Village Area Plan, and the Pumphouse County Natural Resource Management Plan &

I

Natural Area Operations.

Pumphouse Natural Area, July 18,2007

Kachina Highlands project has to meet three criteria.
The change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the Comprehensive
Plan and Ordinance.
The change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety, comfort,
convenience and welfare.
The change will not adversely affect the established characterof the surrounding
neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties.

The change is consistent with the goals, objectives and
policies of the Comprehensive Plan and Ordinance.
First Criteria:

Comprehensive Plan Main Objectives:
1. Conserve and promote stable, safe, attractive, rural communities
where residents share a sense of pride.
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Kachina Village was conceptualized in the late 1960's as a vacation getaway with cabins and mobile
homes. This developer planned for a golf course, swimming pool, recreation center, rental cabins
only to go bankrupt that led to what we see today.
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1969 Promotional ad
This left our community in turmoil and allowed a hap-hazard approach to development. Recent
history will tell us that several developers in the Flagstaff area has either stopped their development
or went bankrupt and left their victims holding the bag.
Our lots are small but most are over twice as large as some proposed in the high density Kachina
Highlands development. Currently there are no lots in KV that is as small as the proposed 3000
square foot lots in Kachina Highlands. They proposes to cram 227 homes into a small area. Don't
be fooled by their deception in comparing number of homes with total acreage. Kachina highlands
is clustering homes on tiny lots crammed into a small portion of their land.
They claim open space,
Deceotive is a kind word....|t is an outright lie!
amenities, and a wildlife corridor which is deceptive.

Kachina Village Wetlands Preserve, July 4, 2020
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Mr. Christensen’s project doesn't at all reflect the community of Kachina Village.
Kachina Highlands
nothing but an expensive, upscale, and exclusive gated community without gates. There is
absolutely no other areas in KV that even remotely resembles this development. Kachina Highlands
isn't a rural community but a sculptured housing development that is in stark contrast.
is

The phrase "shared sense of pride” Kachina Highlands will be the only ones with a sense of pride.
The will be physically separated from our community. Do you actually think we will be able to walk
their streets freely? How about strolling down their trail from the wetlands to sit in their park.
really don't know the answer but am willing to bet that we will not be aloud nor welcomed.
I

I

Fire Safety:
Kachina Highlands isn't a safe development. Highlands Fire Department has rubber stamped their
proposals for fire protection but hasn't fully taken in account the increased volume of traffic,
Most forest fires travel with the wind and terrain so therefor in our
especially in a fire evacuation.
area, west to east. Pumphouse Canyon along with the numerous smaller canyons within Kachina
Village also are aligned west to east. Many ofthese smaller canyons are on private land and have
never been thinned. This is a recipe for a forest fire disaster.
Forest Highlands are in a similar
situation. Since they are west of KV, the potential of fire evacuation through Kachina Village is great.
There are two gates that allow evacuation with one that severely impacts Tovar Trail.

Fire on the mesa above Pumphouse Wash, 07-O2-2017

Emergency exit from from Kachina Highlands is by the gravel road through the Forest Highlands
wastewater plant. This exits directly onto Tovar Trail right at the gate where Forest Highlands will
evacuate. This traffic will have to go down Tovar or cut through by using Tolani/Kachina Trails.
The current fie evacuation plan calls for 500 cars per hour (under ideal conditions) and it would take 3
hours to evacuate.
Now ask yourself how many cars, trucks, motorcycles, RV’s, campers, quads
and trailers are there? How many of your neighbors has 4, 5, even 6 cars in their yard? Do you
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actually think that they will take only one car? How many neighbors will rent moving trucks to fill
with their belongings? I've seen that with the last time we were getting ready for the Slide Fire
evacuation. How many of us will wait until the last minute to escape or refuse evacuation? We
must look at a realistic scenario not the best.
Kachina Village has 1400 homes and close to 4200 vehicles. Forest Highlands has 723 homes and
about 1446 vehicles. The Estates, a new development that exits into Forest Highlands has 15 home
sites with an estimated 30 vehicles. Kachina Highlands will have 227 homes with 554 vehicles.
feel that my estimated number of vehicles is pretty accurate.
Now, lest do the math: 6145 vehicles
that in the worst case scenario will have to be travel through Kachina Village out the only exit we have.
Some may argue that this wouldn't happen. It is human nature to try to take everything you can.
recall that back
Cars, RV’s, quads, trailers, campers, travel trailers, motorcycles, and furnishings.
in May of 2014 during the Slide Fire, observed several of my neighbors loading up moving trucks
with their possessions. Highlands Fire Department grossly understimated the number of vehicles
and the time it would take for an evacuation.
I

I

I

Traffic Safety:
Tovar Trail is a dangerous roadway to begin with. There currently isn't any pedestrian walkway
which is extremely important as the Countyjust completed a school bus stop at Kachina Blvd/Tovar
Trail intersection. Envision adding another 500+ cars to the rush hour. Nobody goes the posted
speed limit. Coming off the hill to the straight away is an invitation to speed. The kids will have to
The intersection at Kachina Blvd, Kachina Trail, Tovar
dodge the cars as they walk on the shoulder.
and the Shell parking lot is a mess. Stop sign doesn't work. A stoplight will make things worse and
the only answer is a modified roundabout that could cost $2 million dollars (stated at the P&Z
meeting). Now the county built a school bus stop at that very intersection. The Developers should
be responsible to pay for a sidewalk the entire length of Tovar as well as the roundabout. Why
should we as tax payers be responsible? The current on ramp to I17 north isn't adequate either

Pumphouse Natural Area from the CCPR Pumphouse Report 2014

2. Safeguard and enhance the choices residents expect for

living, working, recreation, and circulation.
Kachina Highlands hasn't laid out any plans for affordable housing. They are not even pretending!
Their houses will be priced far beyond the means of any of the non—professiona| wage earners.
Kachina Highlands will drive up the housing prices fueling the gentrification process that is out of
control in the Flagstaff area. This will be one of the driving forces that push moderate wage earners
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to live

in

Winslow, Williams, Ashfork and Camp Verde.

It will speed up the ”Aspenizing” of the

Flagstaff area.

Don't make the same mistakes that Flagstaff has. Recreation opportunities will diminish because of
higher pressures on Kachina Wetlands, Pumphouse Wash and all the other trails that surround our
community.

3. Coordinate strategies for economic development,
transportation, and affordable housing so that we can

better

link the places where the people work and live.
Economic Development is very limited. Only a few commercial (CG 10,000) parcels are available and
the community support for commercial businesses is almost non-existent. There is little economic
befit to Kachina Village. Casey Christensen will greatly benefit at our expense. There isn't any
public transportation and funding for disabled transportation is terribly underfunded. The roads,
water and sewer infrastructure isn't adequateto handle the issues that will develop.

4. Protect our unique natura and cultura resources,
ecosystems, and habitats.
The Land Ethic:
In pursuing the long—term vision for Coconino County's future, everyone—government, businesses,
organizations, landowners, residents, and visitors—has an ethical obligation to the land. This land
ethic is fundamental to the NativeAmerican traditions of northern Arizona and to the North American
conservationmovement.
From "The Plan for Managing Pumphouse Natural Area”
”To protect, preserve, and enhance the wetland and wildlife habitat of Pumphouse Wash and provide
compatible recreation and educational use”.
”The wet/ands of the Pumphouse Wash shall be permanently protected for their natural
values and functions.” Pumphouse Wash is a rare landform in Arizona and the Southwest, a highelevation wet/and. Historically, only 1% ofArizona was wetland habitat and one—third of that area was
lost to land and water development between 1780 and 1980. Pumphouse Wash contributesto local,
regional, and global biodiversity because wetlands provide necessary habitat at some point in
the life cycle of 80% of Arizona's wildlife species.

”The value of the ecosystem function provided by wetlands belie their small area. They can
profoundly affect the natural vitality of a region”
How can you permanently protect Pumphouse Natural Area when you are allowing 173 homes to be
directly at the headwaters of two springs that directly impact Pumphouse wetlands. The First 1/4 inch
of rain flushes all the waste from fertilizer, salt, pet, auto waste into the surrounding springs and into
the wetlands. This intern kills native grasses and promotes invasive species to flourish. To solve
this issue the developers need to construct a diversion drainage system to funnel the water away
from the springs and wetlands in the Pumphouse Natural Area. There are two retention ponds that
are in the plat map. There homes in the southwest portion that appear lower than the retention
ponds therefor will drain directly into the springs/wetlands. Our treasured wetlands borders
Kachina Highlands. What impact will that have with the thousands of birds. What impact will it
have on the nesting Bald Eagles, Ospreys, Hawks, Ducks and Blue Herons? The added pressures on
the trail system that surround or village will take a toll on our environment and diminish our quality of
life.
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Our Amazing Kachina Village Wetlands Preserve
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Wildlife Corridor
Lets look at the wildlife corridor. The plan calls for 100 foot wide corridor which clearly isn't
As mentioned before, the ’’wildlife Corridor" is just a lie. There is a parking lot and
adequate.
mailbox complex that sits at the edge. There is a park, a Ramada, and BBQ right in the center. The
wildlife will have to cross three roads, two roundabouts. The two retention ponds that are in the
center will force big game animals to squeeze between the ponds and homes. This is nothing but a
complicated maze to hinder of even stop the movement of wildlife.
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September 30, 2020 there was a wildlife expert who spoke at the P&Z meeting. She stated that she
didn't know about the Elk in Kachina village. The very next day, I took a this photograph 17 elk in
the Kachina Wetlandsthat is right next to the proposed project.
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Kachina Village Wetlands Preserve, September 30, 2020
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The exact spot where the project is slated is the only way Elk can get from Pumphouse Wetlands to
the Kachina Village Wetlands unmolested. photographed Elk, Mule Deer, Coyote, Racoons, Eagles,
Osprey, 4 different species of Hawks, Geese, Herons, Ducks, Pelicans, Sea Gulls and dozens of other
birds.
have seen Mountain Lion and Bobcats at the edge of Kachina Village. Mr. Christensen
hasn't completed a comprehensiveimpact assessment that the development will have on our
wetlands What will be the effect of constructing 227 homes inhabited by 680 people that practically
abuts this wildlife sanctuary?
I
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Pumpho use Natural Area Meadnws, 2007

Kachina Village Wetlands Preserve, 2018

Kachina Village Wetlands Preserve, 2020

The developers said that there is no adverse impact on the springs that are on the property. A
bridge will spans one spring. Homes will be built at the head of the other. Never should their be
homes built so close to the headwaters of our springs!
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The change is in the interest of or will
further the public health, safety, comfort, convenience and
Second Criteria:

welfare.
High density housing such as Kachina Highlands that has nothing in common with Kachina Village,
doesn't promote safety, convenience or community welfare. Safety has already been addressed.
Kachina Village residents will be suffer inconvenience with the noise and dust from the construction,
increase traffic, pressure on our natural areas, and the danger to our children who walk down Tovar
Trail to the bus stops. Community welfare is not furthered because it will cost us dearly for road
improvements,sidewalks, and roundabouts. Even though the development is responsiblefor
another well, water mains and sewer, all has to be connect to an old system that will need
improvements. We haven't even address the added pressure on our aquifer.

Third Criteria: The change will not adversely affect the
established character of the surrounding neighborhood nor be
detrimental to adjacent properties.
Kachina Highlands doesn't look anything like Kachina Village. Homes that surround this
development are mainly trailers and manufactured homes. This is a high end development that will
change the character, increase home, trailer and rental prices forcing established residentsto move.
This is the only affordable housing left in the Flagstaff area. If this is passed, drastic changes to the
diversity of our community will occur. The lot sizes are far smallerthan almost all the lots in Kachina
Village.
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The smallest lot that borders the development is 5485 square feet. This is bigger than every single
home lot in Kachina Highlands. Kachina Village will not have free access to Kachina Highlands. It is
separate community, built exclusive not inclusive and has nothing in common with Kachina Village.
In conclusion, Kachina Highlands does not fit the three criteria for approval. It does not come close
to adheringto the philosophy, ideals, or intent, of Coconino County Comprehensive Plan, Kachina
Village Area Plan, and the Pumphouse County Natural Resource Management Plan & Natural Area
I urge the Coconino County Board Members to vote this revised plan down and
Operations.
seriously considerstricter safety and environmental guidelines for the implementation of the original
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proposal. Please don't destroy our community. I'll end with this and I quote Coconino County ’'In
pursuing the long—term vision for Coconino County's future, everyone—government,businesses,
organizations, landowners, residents, and visitors—has an ethical obligation to the land. This land
ethic is fundamental to the Native American traditions of northern Arizona and to the North American
conservation movement.”
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Majestic American Bald Eagle. This is on of a pair that raise their young
only 1/4 mile from Kachina Village Wetlands Preserve
January 8, 2021
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Traditional Navajo Chant

The Mountains-I ' become part of it

- The\ morning moisture, the clouds,uthe bodies nf wuter—I became
T,part of it
.v

The wilderness, the water drops, the poIIen—I become part of it
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Respectfully submitted,

IlIIF1I:III—
Mr. Paul J. Wutt
3686
Ancient Trail
Ill-I-—-II.‘I1-d

3.
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mg... 86005
Flagstaff 1p.I.|:.I
(Kachina Village),
uI|I.I|_ Arizona
‘III-E'lIl
928-699-3601
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From:

a
To:

W:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

In-II-1-I,I:I.
I--— III-II Iululnll

Kachina Highlands Rezoning
Wednesday, January 20, 2021 1:31:03 PM
2021-01-19
n
oard Presentation.docx

Dear Mr. Ryan,

Attached is a written presentation voicing my opposition to the Kachina Highlands rezoning
plan. I requested last November to present this at the hearing as a Power Point but was
denied. Please read this over and give it your consideration. Thank you for your time.
Paul

Wutt

3686 Ancient Trail

Flagstaff (Kachina Village), Az
86005 (928)699-3601
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Important letter about Kachina Vi||age"s Future & Kachina Highlands

Subject:
Date:

Monday, February 8, 2021 12:07:59 PM

District 1 - Patrice Horstman
District 2 - Replacementfor Liz Archuleta
District 3 - Matt Ryan (Chair)
District 4 - Judy Begay
District 5 - Lena Fowler (Vice Chair)
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This letter

is

directed to all the Coconino County
-I Supervisors, especially to Matt

Ryan.

Recently Kachina Highlands project was taken off the board's agenda for the second time. The reason assume
is an open vacancy and the developers are not prepared. We have received two fliers at tax—payers
expense because of Mr. Christensen’s inability to prepare or the makeup of the board isn't to his liking.
I

is

that there

1.
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wrote

t

presentation and sent it to every board member on January 20 Patrice Horstman was the only
member who acknowledged receiving it. Please read my presentation because the time constraints that supervisor
Ryan has laid out doesn't permit me to present my case while allowing ample time for Mr. Christensen.
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Mr. Ryan did forward several concerns to Gregory Nelson who in turn forwarded them to the Community
DevelopmentStaff. have concerns that this will get lost in the bureaucraticshuffle sol will lay them again out
here:

”Are there enough residents who oppose it within the 300 foot offset to force a change in supervisor's voting
requirement? Please keep in mind that their traffic analysis is being completed in the COVID environment where

there is less school/work traffic than
the actual traffic patterns."

in normal times. Statistics

that arise from this will

be abnormal and

not reflect

hI I’Xi-

if Kachina Highlands project is allowed to proceed with either zoning proposals, we, as residents will be left with all
the financial, environmental, social and emotional costs. i recently spoke with a Real Estate agent who states that
the housing market in KV is on fire due to the absence of a HOA, and Californians with ”suitcases” of money. They
are snatching up almost everything before they go on the market or within hours after listing. "Many ofthe homes
are going to be investment B&B’s” This is something that is beyond our control and in dire need of legislative
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What we can control is what developments we allow. Kachina Pines was crammed through zoning and blessed by
our board. New we are stuck with manufactured homes on tiny lots and mini-homes on micro—lots at the
headwaters of a major spring that some are now B&B’s. The residents were blind-sided and believe that there
were questionable practices done by our zoning board. We, as Kachina Residents, do not want to proceed in this
direction!
I
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the zoning commission again crammed through the rezoning of Kachina Highlands using
questionable and biased practices. had brought this up to the board's attention, asked for an investigation and
was simply referred to the county's lawyer. This is a bureaucraticrunaroundthat makes it impossible to be a
Last September,

l
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whistleblower. The Coconino County Board was elected to represent the people. From what see is you lost your
perspective and are too influenced by the powers of money. Please get back to representingthe people.
Respectfully,
Paul

Wutt
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kachina Highlands Development
Friday, March 26, 2021 1:12:44 PM
O21-O1-19 Count Board Present

in
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Paul Wutt
3686 Ancient Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
928-699-3601
Matt Ryan (Chair)
Coconino County Supervisor, District 3
219 E. Cherry Ave
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
928-679-7163
March 26, 2021
Paul Wutt
k
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3686 Ancient Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
928-699-3601
Matt Ryan (Chair)
nin

Coconino County Supervisor, District 3
219 E. Cherry Ave
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
928-679-7163
March 26, 2021
Dear Mr. Ryan
am writing to you concerning the Kachina Highlands Project that will be on the
Board's agenda for Wednesday, April 14 at 5:00 pm, I am strongly against this
rezoning.
I

The zoning commission and the county board made very poor decisions in approving
the initial rezoning many years ago. Now the developers came up with a worse
proposal because they realize that they cannot make a profit with the original one.
I have outlined my objections in the attached presentation.
Please take the time to
read it over closely. This is the only way to lay out my position since you will not me
nor anyone else who opposes speak for longer than 3 minutes.
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have voted for you since the 90’s when thought you were looking after Kachina
Village. The Key program was one
your major accomplishments. Now see a
that
doesn’t
the
“politician”
represent
people but the financial interest that seems to
have taken over.
l
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am begging you to vote llll
no!
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Sincerely,
Paul J. Wutt
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

,
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Kachina Highlands Wildlife Corridor
Monday, March 29, 2021 11:19:38 AM

This development doesn't fit any of the criteria that is laid out in the Kaghinagulage
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There is one other major area that was overlooked: The proposed 100 foot wide
Wildlife Corridor. Envision Elk trying to navigate this area that contains the postal
boxes, parking lot, playground, several ponds, Cabanas and their main trail that
transverse the development. Look closely at the plat map and everything will be
crystal clear.
This is a well known elk route that connects Pumphouse Meadows to Kachina
Wetlands. Below is a picture of a herd of elk in the wetlands. I took that picture the
following day after P&Z approved the project. Please look over the presentation that
sent each of you a few days ago. Vote No!
.~".~ =4‘
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Coconino County Supervisors
219

E

Cherry Ave

Flagstaff, AZ 86001

Supervisor Matt Ryan, District 3

Cc:

Supervisor Art Babbott
Liz

Supervisor

Archuleta, Chair

Supervisor Jim Parks

District

1

District
District 4

Supervisor Lena Fowler, Vice Chair District

5

Dear Honorable Supervisors,

am opposed

1.

to the Kachina Highlands proposal.

Kachina Village Area Plan:

Quality of life: There will be more noise, more traffic, larger impact on parks, Pumphouse
Wash Trail system, wetlands, and will divide our community economically and socially.
A.

Natural Environment:
B.
"Environmentally-sensitive lands include floodplains, riparian areas,
wetlands, seeps and springs, and steep slopes, all of which occur to a significant degree in Kachina
Village. Situated at the gateway of the community immediatelyoff I-17, the wetlands of Pumphouse
Meadow”. The developers proposal is to construct a road just above one spring then build a bridge
have seen no impact statement about all the runoff from the streets, driveways and
lawns that will flow down into the springs into the floodplains, down Pumphouse Creek, Oak Creek,
Verde River and finally into the drinking water of the Phoenix metropolitan area. What about the
migratory and raptor birds that are attracted to our wetlands. Increase in population that
essentially right next door will have a negative impact. There is nothing being said about the drawover another.

I

down of our aquifer.

The proposed wildlife corridor is not adequate. Their plat map shows that there is a playground,
mail storage facility, Ramada and BBQ areas right in the middle ofthis so called wildlife corridor.
This is nothing but a scam which sounds good but in reality a farce. This past week, i took pictures of
Do you actually think that the elk would walk through a densely packed
17 elk in the KV wetlands.
community on a narrow pathway to get to the wetlands? We need to support our wildlife and not
create such obstacles that will cause them to finally disappear from our area.
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There isn't any public transportation. Tovar Trail is insufficient to deal with
Transportation:
the increase in traffic. Tovar Trail intersection is a nightmare in its present condition. Add 173
homes, 2-3 cars each and now it becomes a nightmare. Stop signs are a joke, stop lights also
wouldn't cut it and now the only answer is a roundabout especially that the Shell gas station is
C.

tax payer am adamantly opposed to using public funds to pay for changing that
The developer should be the one paying for that since it would not be required if it
the development didn’t happen. The emergency "escape” route will divert traffic along the
wetlands via Forest Highlands utility road and funnel traffic right back onto Tovar. What sense does
that make. Add it back on Tovar while the Forest Highlands evacuates via Tovar too.
expanding.
intersection.

I, as a

Growth and development - "New residential development is consistent with the scale and
D.
character of existing neighborhoods and is compatible with the established development pattern”.
Scale - Totally inconsistent in increasing the size of
Nothing in this proposal meets this requirement.
Character-such a large increase takes away the character of the village.
KV by almost a 30%.
Building a subdivision that is cut off from and inaccessible to KV residents changes the character
greatly. Building homes on tiny lots that are much smaller than the average lots in the villages
changes the character. Lastly, it is not compatible with the establishment pattern. All the

?

neighborhoods are interconnected and this one is totally isolated and not even remotely close.
like having a gated community within KV but without gates and inaccessible to KV residents.

“

It is
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for Managing Pumphouse Natural Area ”To protect, preserve, and enhance the wetland
and wildlife habitat of Pumphouse Wash and provide compatible recreation and educational use”.
2. The Plan

”The wetlands of the Pumphouse Wash shall be permanentlyprotected for their natural

values and functions.” Pumphouse Wash is a rare landform in Arizona and the Southwest, a highelevation wetland. Historically, only 1% of Arizona was wetland habitat and one-third of that area was
lost to land and water developmentbetween 1780 and 1980. Pumphouse Wash contributes to local,
regional, and global biodiversity because wetlands provide necessary habitat at some point in
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the life cycle of 80% of Arizona's wildlife species. "The value of the ecosystem function provided
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by wetlands belie their small area. They can profoundly affect the natural vitality of a region”
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Resources
Station 2007
(Integrated Natural
Management
Plan

draft report)"

How can you permanentlyprotect the wetlands when you are allowing 173 homes to be directly at
the headwaters of two springs that directly impact the wetlands? There is nowhere in the proposal
that addresses runoff from the streets, driveways and yards. The springs are lower than the
developmentwhich flow directly into the Pumphouse Wetlands.
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and Sewer - Both systems, especially the sewer is old and deteriorating.
I3. Water
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Our wells won't
last forever and with the added usage...guess who will be paying to dig them deeper. Our
water/sewer bills increased by 40% after many years of county mismanagement. Sam Morrison of
KVID is incorrect in his evaluation that our system can handle the extra pressures that Kachina
Highlands will have on our antique system. Two of our wells are in working order with one pumping
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sand/water mixture. That is totally insufficient in case of an fire emergency. It has been said that
the developer will pay for another well being drilled and piped to Kachina Highlands. Our sewer
Even if they are required to install a lift station their piping will
system is old and poorly constructed.
connect to the old system and put a strain on a already broken system. We will get stuck with all the
headaches. Coconino County dumped the system back onto the community lap and stuck us with a
40% increase in usage fees because of their incompetence.
Take note of the multimillion dollar
Dollar General road that we didn't need but had to paid for. After completion, the sewer
underneath the
-. road was in such bad shape (after KVID said it was fine) was dug up and fixed. Now
another 60k is going into Dollar Genera|’s sewer connection and again we get stuck with the bill.
This will occur over and over as a result of Kachina Highlands development. The developers will
leave with their pockets full and we get stuck with the problems and the bills.
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Fire Threat -

Most forest fires travel with the wind and terrain so therefor in our area, west to
Pumphouse Canyon along with the numerous smaller canyons within Kachina Village also are
aligned west to east. Many of these smaller canyons are on private land and have never been
thinned. This is a recipe for a forest fire disaster. Forest Highlands are in a similar situation. Since
they are west of KV, the potential of fire evacuation through Kachina Village is substantial. There are
4.

east.

two gates that allow evacuation with one that severely impacts Tovar Trail. Chief Foreman stated
that Kachina Highlands has met all the criteria for re suppression. He stated that Highlands
Department assisted with their fire planning. The fire hydrants and mains are adequate but the
evacuation plan isn't. Chief Foreman stated that there is an evacuation plan calls for 500 cars per
hour (under ideal conditions) and it would take 3 hours to evacuate.
Now ask yourself how many
cars, trucks, motorcycles, RV’s, campers, quads and trailers are there? How many of your neighbors
has 4, 5, even 6 cars in their yard? Do you actually think that they will take only one car? How
many neighbors will rent moving trucks to fill with their belongings? I've seen that with the last time
we were getting ready for the Slide Fire evacuation. How many people will wait until the last minute
to escape or refuse evacuation? We must look at the worst scenario not the best. Here are the
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numbers:

I“

A. 1300 homes in KV.
B.

Forest Highlands has 773 homes and 820 home sites.
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C.

Kachina Highlands proposal is for 173 homes.

D.

There is

-J II new developmentthat

Kachina Village:

a

is

tied into Forest Highlands that

1300 homes with estimated 3 vehicles each
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Forest Highlands: 723 Homes with estimated

2

=

3900.

vehicles each = —Iu
1446.

Kachina Highlands: 173 Homes with estimated

2

vehicles each

346.

Development next to FH: 15 Homes estimated

2

vehicles each

30.

Worst case scenario:
evacuation.

Total 5722 vehicles with 500/hour ideal conditions
will be far from ideal conditions.

Fire evacuation

has 15 parcels.

11.5 hours for
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to 450 more people. They are constructing a
trail with direct access to the KV wetlands. Watch the birds disappear with the increase people and
dog traffic. There is a good chance that the trail that connectives at the east end will be blocked
5. Trails and Wetlands - Lets see, 173 homes....close

H-I
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with no access to public (HOA).
pay for that?

A new

trail will need to

be constructed

to tie into others.

Who will
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project has to meet three criteria. The zoning board initially said that it didn't changing their
minds after giving the developers a second chance and denying the public theirs. This was totally
unfair and showed the P&Z committee's bias in favor of the developers. The developers failed to
meet three criteria:
6. This

1.

j
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That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the Comprehensive
Plan and Ordinance.
have addressed this issue and proved that it doesn't meet the
Kachina Village Ara Plan.
I

I2.

That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety, comfort,
convenience and welfare.
It doesn't meet any of these criteria. This was addressed

extensively in the P&Z meeting by Shari Peralta and others who has presented the KV
citizens view.

I
I

a)

b)

Public Health There is absolutely no impact on public health except for mental
health ofthe community by destroying a wild and beautiful area.
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Safety - Putting in 173 homes with almost 400 cars that will make Tovar Trail a
pedestrian nightmare, the Kachina Blvd intersection a dodge-car intersection and
the on-ramp to northbound a parking lot at rush hour.
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c)

Comfort - How comfortable would it be to live on a 3000 square foot lot with the
aroma of Forest Highlands sewer plant on one side and the raging noise of I17 on
the other. That is their potential comfort. The rest of KV comfort...dodging

traffic while walking on Tovar,

just like
d)

long waiting associated with traffic, more
pressure on Raymond Park, more lights, more
noise, more craziness
what we see in the unfettered development of Flagstaff.

:.__j_.._-_._........
Convenience - It

is totally inconvenientto the people who already live in our
community from the construction and by the the increased overall traffic.
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e)

Welfare

-

Only the financial welfare of the developers.
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3. That the change will not adversely affect the established character

of the surrounding
neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties. This is a community that is totally
separate from the surrounding areas. They provide no opportunities for the neighbors to enjoy their
neighborhood since it is a gated community but without gates. The lots are substantially smaller and
they have manage to cram as many houses and people in a tiny area. The area that is next to this
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high-end development are old trailers. What does a community of people living in 40-50 year old
ul
trailers have in common to a high end developmentthat does absolutely nothing with their culture.
They could not even afford a home that is directly next door to them.
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In summary, the initial proposal was ill conceived and adding 43 more densely packed homes is much
worse. This totally contradicts the Kachina Village Area Plan. It will damage our environment, add
to the traffic nightmare, make it more difficult in case of fire evacuation, add to the noise and greatly
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impact our overall safety.

The developers don't care about Kachina Village.

Their sole purpose is
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to make as much money
problems.

as possible then walking away and leaving us

II

Make A Stand for the people who elected you.

Clint-Il—Iz

with the financial and social

nluia

Vote N_0!
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Dear Supervisor Ryan,

j

Peter
3274 Shonto
Flagstaff, Arizona 86005

Fj.-.11.

October 26, 2020

'-'-'.-I
Matt Ryan

Supervisor District 3
Board of Supervisors
219 Cherry Avenue
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

'--I--I-Z
Dobrowski
u|I—-_|
Trail

:.

I have been a home owner in Kachina Village

I

é.q

since 1990. When bought my home,
Kachina Village was a rural community. I am concerned because the Zoning Commission has
taken steps that will change the nature of this community by bringing in a high density
—. I believe
development which will severely impact the traffic and the character of where I live.
the Kachina Highlands Development, with its small lots and dense housing, is being forced on
this community with little forethought and without consideration for those of us who have been
living here. Moreover, as I understand its pricing structure it will not do anything to alleviate the
need for affordable housing within the Flagstaff area.
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Kachina Village is within your District and you have a responsibility to be concerned
about its welfare and the standard of life it provides. You also have a responsibility to the rest of
the county. The added traffic will impact not just the members of your District but will adversely
affect the county by the addition of many more vehicles on I-17 possibly tying up traffic as more
vehicles access and leave at Exit 333. The Fire Chief has assured us that at present, the entire
Village can be evacuated in 5 hours in case of a fire emergency (assuming all vehicles and
residents follow the pattern he has established). However, to my knowledge no one has
addressed what will happen in case of a seismic event like an earthquake or a volcano. The
safety of I-17 should be a concern for the entire county.

I am very concerned that sutcient forethought has not been given to traffic within

*:..
At

the
the
Commission’s
talked
about
a
Village.
Zoning
meeting, they
misshapen round-about but it
sounded like an improvisation rather than a seriously considered solution. Has there been a
serious traic study? Also, you view what happened at the Zoning Cornmission’s meeting
you will see that there is neither knowledge nor a study of the impact Kachina Highlands and its
expansion will have on wildlife within Kachina Village.

if

Kachina Highlands will be detrimental to Kachina Village and to 1-17. I am asking that
you oppose its expansion by 40 more units.
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Sincerely,

Peter P. Dobrowski
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Re: Kachina Highlands
Tuesday, November 10, 2020 8:07:46 AM

Supervisor Ryan,
Thank you for your very courteous email. I think you should recommend those documents to the
Planning and Zoning Commission so they understand that there's something for them to uphold other
than the needs of the developer. The documents seem clear that Kachina Village is not meant to be a
high density development and there is no Home Owners Association here.
Though I understand a continuance has been requested, after seeing the Planning and Zoning meeting
and how it aimed at accommodating the developer, I'm not sure but that there might be some other
strategy at play to change the character of where live. Please keep the meeting honest.
Peter Dobrowski
3274 Shonto Trail
Flagstaff 86005
I

-----Original Message----From: Ryan, Matt <mryan@coconino.az.gov>
To: fdobrowski@netscape.net <fdobrowski@netscape.net>
Cc: Ryan, Matt <mryan@coconino.az.gov>
Sent: Mon, Nov 9, 2020 1:47 pm
Subject: RE: Kachina Highlands
Hi Peter,

Thank you for your comments and your letter. i will be passing these over to our Clerk of
the Board of Supervisors, Lindsay Daley, and to our Director of Community Development,
Jay Christelman so that they can be included in the record for the hearing. Initially the
hearing was scheduled to take place November 10th at the 6pm Board of Supervisors
Meeting. However, the applicant for the Kachina Highlands zoning case has requested a
continuance of the public hearing to most likely February. So the item will be on the Board's
Nov. 10 agenda; however, it will be there for the Board to continue it to a later date as
requested by the applicant. As part of the record each member of the Board will have an
opportunity to consider your comments along with everything else submitted as they
evaluate the case.
These are hearings and as Constitutional Officers the Board members must provide a fair
hearing during this process. We may listen to positions associated with this whether pro or
con, but must wait for the hearing to hear everything before making a determination.
The documents that the Board will look to as they evaluate this case are:
The Kachina Village Area Plan:

The Flagstaff Regional Plan as it applies to unincorporated areas. Note the County’s
adopted version of the Regional Plan differs from the City’s:

The County Comprehensive Plan:
The County Zoning Ordinance:
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The County Subdivision Ordinance: hugs;[[www,coconino,az,gov[22Q9[§gbgivisign-

Qrdinance

'liIIII!_ provide comments
It is helpful to
I
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as they relate to these documents.

1II-I-2
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will read everything submitted. Thank
Peter for your comments.
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Sincerely,

‘bk.
Matt Ryan

From: fdobrowski@netscape.net <fdobrowski@netscape.net>
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 11:23 AM
To: Ryan, Matt <mryan@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Kachina Highlands
I wrote you a letter and now I'm contacting you by email before the November 10 meeting of the Board of
Supervisors. Reflecting on the meeting and the decision reached by the Planning and Zoning
Commission, I want to express dismay at how the Commission went out of its way to accommodate the
developer of Kachina Highlands rather than to uphold the integrity of the community which it seems to me
zoning is meant to do. Please don't change the character of Kachina Village. Please reject any attempts
whether from the developer or from the Planning and Zoning Commission to create a high density
community in what has always been a rural community and please remind the Planning and Zoning
Commission that they exist to serve the public interest and not the interests of developers.
Peter Dobrowski
3274 Shonto Trail
Flagstaff AZ 86005
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands
Tuesday, March 23, 2021 11:07:12 AM

Dear Supervisor Ryan,
I
Where are you, Sir? I've owned my home in Kachina Village since 1990. When bought the
was
a rural area. My understanding was that its character was protected by the zoning
property it
regulations and by the plans which the county had already put in place, and that the function the the
Planning and Zoning Commission was the protect what had been established. For this reason i was
shocked to watch the Planning and Zoning Commission's meeting on the additional expansion of Kachina
Highlands. it was clear to me they were bending over backwards to accommodate the changes the
developer was asking for to bring high density housing and an HMO into Kachina Village.
Since Planning and Zoning obviously is a tool of the developers, am hoping that the Board of
Supervisors and in particular you as our elected representative will stand by the people of your district
and the promises made to us. The intersection of Kachina Boulevard and Tovar will become a trafc
congestion hazard, exit 333 on I-17 South will have a dangerous back up onto I-17, the turn to go north
on I-17 will have dangerous demands made on it and emergency evacuations from Kachina Village and
Mountain Air will be much more difcult.
Please uphold the interest of the people who elected you and the rural character of Kachina Village by
voting against the changes in zoning being proposed for Kachina Highlands.
Peter P. Dobrowski
3274 Shonto Trail
I
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands Subdivision Rezoning
Thursday, February 4, 2021 10:15:28 AM

Dear Supervisor Ryan,
I've owned my home at 3274 Shonto Trail in Kachina Village since 1990 and have lived permanently in it
since 2016. I have just come home from Northern Arizona Rehabilitation Hospital after a serious fall and
so have not been able to be involved in the ght against rezoning the Kachina Highlands Subdivision as I
would like. I do, however, want to express my strong opposition to what is being proposed, not only
because of the trafc and evacuation problems it will create but also because it will change the rural
character of Kachina Village. The high density the rezoning will create will make Kachina Village into
something different than what it was when bought my home and different than what the zoning and
general plans call for this area to be. would ask you to uphold the vision the County has for this area
and please oppose this proposed rezoning.
Sincerely,
Peter P. Dobrowski
I

I
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Nelson, Gregory
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Sent
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1.1

priya drews <priyadrews@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 7, 2020 7:23 AM
Munoz, Theresa
Kachina Village development
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I seriously disapprove with the proposed development of 140
--..|.._...
H
tiny homes on tiny
-I-.I-I--I-|—I-—II'|.zI-I|-1.|lots on the north end of Kachina Village. I believe it is not
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-.I
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alignment
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Please use
-II not
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the law
—I-'-1'-r ofr-I-I
your hearts
'1 letter
I-‘II the
to this
please vote NO
21I.FI'I iteration ofI-I-I.-.|.|.I-.|.-I
-I.
current
this development plan.
—. over current home density and
traffic, be way
I-'-'-I-I‘-I
destroy our quiet quality of
|._
_. life.

I-..r._
an-1-1|-u
I--.r"'.II'I-I-H
lulu--I.

|.r.-_|. Priya Drews
Sincerely,
2586 Moenkopi Trail,
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
928 637 5094
Appreciation Accelerates Manifestation
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

mmMmEm&mmm4m

;
;
;
RE: Proposed Rezone of Kachina Highland’s Subdivision
Saturday, March 20, 2021 2:32:07 PM

Dear Board Members,
Please accept this letter as my family's opposition to the proposed rezone of the
Kachina Highlands Subdivision. An increase of units would be detrimental to our

community for the following reasons:
The additional residents guarantees a significant influx of traffic
The severe blind spot at the main intersection of Tovar Trail is at risk for
increased motor vehicle and pedestrian related accidents.

Numerous trafc related accidents have occurred on Tovar Trail to date.

The Trafc Impact Analysis predicts the traffic to double upon
completion.

Additional residents and cars would soon be travelling through the
residential neighborhood along Tolani Trail to Kachina and Kona already
plagued by speeding motorists who have killed several pets in the last
year... what about children playing and walking from the bus when
school starts again? There are no sidewalks in the neighborhood.
Double traffic in the area would lead to signicant backups to and from
the I-17, Kachina Blvd and Tovar Tail. Arguably, the current
infrastructure is not t for an increase in trafc.

Additional residents pose an extreme evacuate risk in the event of a re.

The amplied
year.

travel will require a surplus of road maintenance each

Increased travel and development is expected to disrupt the sensitive ecosystem of
the springs that flow into the Pumphouse Wash —
The proposed roadways from Tovar Tail into the subdivision greatly
undermine the sensitivity of the rich Headwater network, as they will be
installed directly above the springs and allow ample opportunity for
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pollution

development may destruct the fragile bionetwork of the area.

Consequently, Pumphouse Wash flows into Oak Creek Canyon, which
streams into the Verde River and provides fresh water to millions of
residents in Phoenix.
The subdivision was approved to lodge 130 lots with the understanding that
construction would be complete within two years —
Completion of 173 lots in two years is irrational and will require an
extension.

Extending construction increases the likeliness of environmental pollution

from construction.

This new subdivision is not consistent with the current scale and character of our
rural neighborhoodThe majority of the current residents in Kachina Village strongly oppose
this development as they are concerned with trafc, safety,
environmental impact.

Thank you,

Priya Drews
2586 Moenkopi Trail
Kachina Village resident since 2007

Appreciation Accelerates Manifestation
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Kachina Highlands rezoning
Thursday, February 4, 2021 8:12:34 AM

From:
To:

T
—
Cc:
‘I-I-I
Subject:

I1-1.

Date:
.—-

lju.-1-:1.--IL--m
H

5

Please add my response to your file of negative opinions regarding this
rezoning proposal. As a homeowner in the Manufactured Housing section
Kachina Village, I a extremely concerned about the increase in traffic,
which will. not only use the frontage road, but will also impact the route
down Tolani Trail and Kachina Trail, the scene of several hit-and-run pet

deaths.
.

5
I do not
believe this new development fits in with the Coconino County
..
Master plan, either.

Please vote NO. Do not increase the size of this already unwieldy
and preserve the present quality of our village lives.
u
development

Thanks
for all you do!
.
“
Namaste
I

I

Priya. Drews
2586 MoenkopiA Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
E‘

Appreciation Accelerates Manifestation
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

;

;

;

Kachina Highlands Subdivision Development Rezoning Hearing
Saturday, March 20, 2021 1:49:51 PM

Coconino County Board of Supervisors
219 E Cherry Ave
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Dear Supervisors:
My wife and l have been residents of Kachina Village for over ten years. The current development of
Kachina Highlands is of great concern to the both of us. The infrastructure of our community was not
designed to accommodate the large number of new units (173) proposed in this development. As OUR
Board of Supervisors it is my understanding each of you will act in the BEST interests of each of the
residents of Kachina Village. You cannot allow the developers of this project to move fonrvard without
giving every consideration to the taxpaying residents who have resided in Kachina Village all these
years.
Specifically, you must hold the developer accountable to ensure that our roads are adequately expanded
and maintained to allow for a reasonable number of units to be built. A second concern if the underground
water supply. The original number of units approved (130) will stretch our water resources to the
maximum limit, if not, deplete the supply in just a few short years. It is obvious to my wife and as well as
many of our neighbors that the |ong—term environmental impact of this development to Kachina Village
could be devastating. Many of our friends and neighbors in the village moved here specically because of
the well thought out long term plan to support the current number of housing units already built within the
community.
I

Kachina Village's ability to not only sustain but flourish for many years to come is of great concern under
the current proposal. Please give every consideration to the current residents when voting on the critical
rezoning proposal in a few weeks. We are counting on each and every one of you to hold the developer
accountable when your final vote is recorded.
Very Sincerely,
Rick and Peggy Krueger
2982 Wakas Trail
Flagstaff, AZ
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kachina subdivision
II-II—I-I-I.|-lg-Q2.

expansion
1IjvIII|'I.I:|J:u|u-u
2021 1:45:58
Thursday, April
1,

1

v

PM

s

.;.

Matt,

I am writing to you to express my concern for the kachina subdivision expansion. I am a resident of kachina and one
of the most remarkable parts of living in this area is being out of town and part of nature. This is also a major
highlight, and bonus, to living in the Flagstaff area. I understanding their is a housing crisis right now in our area but
allowing the destruction of more forest land and populating our area beyond capacity will only lead to further
climate impact, forest reduction, beauty, and overall decline in quality of life for residents in the area.
I am asking

you to please stand up and help us prevent this project from passing. I do not know your ability to help

but you are our best resource for saving the community
Thanks for your time,
Robert Hoadley
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
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;
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Kachina Highlands rezoning hearing
Ind|—uy1I'u—n.—-1

;

;

I; III!
In 1:30:53
'|'—-M-:Inl'
PM
Tuesday, February 2, 2021

Patrice Horstman

Archuleta
Matt Ryan
Liz

Judy Begay
Lena Fowler
Please note
m my opposition to the Kachina Highlands request for a zoning change to
’Planned Community with 173 units’. This housing proposal is far too dense to pair with
the current rura! lifestyle in Kachina Village. This rezoning request for 33% increase in
units is within the original 36 acres.
The burden of proof for any zoning change is on the owner/developer to prove that
such a change is beneficial and necessary. in order to change the current RS6000 zoning
of Kachina Highlands, Supervisors must consider these 3 points from the 2012 Kachina
Village Area Plan:

consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and this Ordinance.
*l?ebuttal 7) The developer has not met natural environmental goals. Squeezing a road in
between 2 boulders and allowing 33% denser concentration of homes & vehicles in the
same 36 acres is opposite of preserving the environment.
1.

That the change

is

2. That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety, comfort,
convenience and welfare.
*Rebuttal 2) The 33% increase in home density severely crimps potential fire evacuation
mitigation. Trazfic increase of 300+ additional vehicles daily on Tovar Trail and the
intersection with Kachina Blvd presents an unaddressed safety issue for drivers and

pedestrians.

the change will‘i: not adversely affect the established character of the surrounding
neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties.
*Rebuttal 3) Kachina l/illage is designated as a rural area which by definition encompasses
property lots larger than urban property sizes. Many /<l/ property owners moved here
specifically because of the uncrowded lifestyle.
3. That

The sheer density of Kachina Highlands is detrimental to the current 1,500+ properties in
Kachina Village. We currently have 1,505 dwelling properties in Kachina Village. Over 93%
of these total parcels (1,401 lots) are larger than 6000 ft? Additionally Kachina Village has
69 parcels (less than 5% of KV) that are sized between 5,251
6,000 ft? There are a
mere 35 parcels (2.3% of KV) sized 5,250 ft? or smaller,

Contrasting the current KV neighborhoods, the proposed Kachina Highlands 173 lot
rezoning is offering 49 units @ 5250ft.2 as their largest lot option, plus 54 paired housing
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the current RS6000 zoning is
lots @ 4200ft.2 and 70 tiny lots @ 3200ft.2 Definition
built
ft?
minimum
lot size. (Paired housing,
residential site
single—family zone @ 6000
modular and townhouses not permitted in RS zoning) Allowing a zone change from l30
homes in RS6000 to l73 units in PC zoning is not even the slightest oit consistent with
the surrounding neighborhoods nor the 2012 Kachina Village Area Plan.
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Background: In 20ll hundreds of l<V residents opposed the zoning change from zoning
‘General’ 4 lots @ l0 acre minimum to the current ’RS/6000’ with l30 units. At the time
. Liz nArchuleta
.
. to ’call the. developers bluff’(Arizona Daily
Ms.
stated part of her wanted
Sun, July l3, 20ll)
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Current: 9 years later the developer wants to change zoning & increase by 33% those
l30 units to l73 units. Reason is that 80 site—built units wasn't financially viable. Should
Coconino County loosen zoning rules to increase a developer's profit margin?

Future: Assuming you comprehend the PC zoning ”Planned Community” but here is a
refresher. The PC zoning allows you to come up with your own zoning. Similar to a
blank canvas, almost anything goes. Duplexes, modular housing and townhomes are
. a.
permitted in a PC zone. This property is currently for sale. lt likely would command
higher sale price if the zoning allowed l73 units with PC zoning. Nothing in the umbrella
. PC zoning would hold a different future developer to the current concept drawings
of
you are seeing showing site—built homes and 2 car garages. The idyllic drawings of vast
open spaces and peaceful surroundings do make a great impression that will not carry
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Where will the water 'n
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Innl additional
homes come from? The state of Arizona
-.-.is under a drought and has placed various
restrictions on water use. These additional homes will place undue hardship on the water
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availability in Flagstaff. All this in exchange
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Please

vote to oppose this sham at the rezoning hearing.
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Kindest Regards,
Robyn Werhan
Kachina Village Property Owner
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Sent

Ruth Foster <rfoster@npgcable.com>
Saturday, October 3, 2020 9:04 AM

To:
Subject:

Ryan,
NE
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Kachina Village Subdivision

-jDear Mr. Ryan,
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Since was out of town and unable to participate in the virtual meeting about the proposed N.E. Kachina
Village
expansion, I would like to express my concern. You have done an excellentjob of representing our community in the
past, and am hopeful you will continue to do 50.
I
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Traffic congestion through Kachina Village's one exit is already a serious problem. During the winter, the
delays going
toward the northeast of the village can extend all the way to the interstate and block access to the entire
.

H

to Kachina Village is woefully inadequate and a serious danger in case of an emergency!
The little gate that, have been told, can be opened to allow access through Forest Highlands does NOT solve

The one entrance and exit
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the problem.
A fire would most likely come from the west making it useless as an exit.
Even ifa fire or other emergency did not affect that exit, it is completely inadequate for thousands of residents
to quickly leave, many people do not know it exists, and the traffic would be so
. backed up going the opposite
direction that most people would be blocked from accessing it.
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This serious traffic safety issue must be addressed by the Board ofsupervisors regardless of whether the new
housing is
approved for the Northeast side of Kachina Village. But let me be completely clear. We are seeing wildfires burning
down communities throughout the Western United States. Homes are gone and people are dead. If the Coconino
County Supervisors approve even more residentswho will further clog Kachina Boulevard as they futilely try to escape
with their lives during an emergency, homes will burn, people will die — and the Coconino
County Board of Supervisors
could lose many millions of dollars in lawsuits for increasing Kachina Village's population
by approximately 25% while
flagrantly intensifying a known hazard.
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recommend that the board use the proposed housing increase as an opportunity. Since the
Village streets cannot
handle the additional traffic, require the developers to add a new entrance on the northeast side of the
village that can
be used by the new residents as their routine entrance and exit and provide emergency
for
that entire end of
egress
I
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Kachina Village.
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Thank you for your attention to this critical issue.
Ruth foster
3465 Yapa Ovi

(928)525-2906
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands project
Tuesday, October 20, 2020 4:25:31 PM

To anyone who is listening

I live in Kachina Village, and I cherish this little spot....with all its
idiosyncrasies. Life has taught me to expect (and accept) small, gradual
changes with little more than an eye roll.
But this proposed development is not a small or gradual change.

I don't have the expertise to declare, and back up, the multiple damages
that historically go along with projects like this, (water, fire, traffic, wildlife
impact), but I know that these damages will be strongly felt by those of us
who live here. And, that they will be irreversible.
You represent US, not the "Arcadia Capitol Group of Scottsdale". Please
let us know that you know that. Say "NO" to them..."YES" to us. They'll
be fine. They'll retain the wealth they so value without this project.
You have the power to let us keep our "wealth". Please exercise it. We

expect this of you.
Very sincerely,
-Ryan Oberlander
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands proposal
Tuesday, October 20, 2020 4:30:00 PM

Dear Honorable Supervisor,
am opposed to the Kachina Highlands proposal.
1.

Kachina Vi lage Area Plan

Quality of life: There will be more noise, more traffic, larger impact on
parks, Pumphouse Wash Trail system, wetlands, and will divide ou
community economically and socially.
A.

Natural Environment: "Environmentally—sensitive lands include
floodplains, riparian areas, wetlands, seeps and springs, and steep slopes,
all of which occur to a significant degree in Kachinavillage. Situated at the
gateway of the community immediately off I-17, the wetlands of
Pumphouse Meadow”. The developers proposal is to construct a road just
above one spring then build a bridge over another. have seen no impact
statement about all the runoff from the streets, driveways and lawns that
will flow down into the springs into the floodplains, down Pumphouse
Creek, Oak Creek, Verde River and finally into the drinking water of the
Phoenix metropolitan area. What about the migratory and raptor birds
that are attracted to our wetlands. Increase in population that essentially
right next door will have a negative impact. There is nothing being said
about the draw-down of our aquifer.
B.

I

The proposed wildlife corridor is not adequate. Their plat map shows that
there is a playground, mail storage facility, Ramada and BBQ areas right in
the middle of this so called wildlife corridor. This is nothing but a scam
which sounds good but in reality a farce. This past week, took pictures of
17 elk in the KV wetlands. Do you actually think that the elk would walk
through a densely packed community on a narrow pathway to get to the
wetlands? We need to support our wildlife and not create such obstacles
that will cause them to finally disappear from our area.
I

C.

Transportation: There isn't any public transportation Tovar Tra
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(Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan for Nava Observatory——Flagstaff
Station 2007

draft report)”
How can you permanently protect the wetlands when you are allowing 173 homes
to be directly at the headwaters of two springs that directly impact the wetlands?
There is nowhere in the proposal that addresses runoff from the streets, driveways
and yards. The springs are lower than the development which flow directly into the
Pumphouse Wetlands.

Water and Sewer Both systems, especially the sewer is old and deteriorating.
Our wells won't last forever and with the added usage...guess who will be paying to
dig them deeper. Our water/sewer bills increased by 40% after many years of
county mismanagement. Sam Morrison of KVlD is incorrect in his evaluation that
our system can handle the extra pressures that Kachina Highlands will have on ou
antique system. Two of our wells are in working order with one pumping
sand/water mixture. That is totally insufficient in case of an fire emergency. It has
been said that the developer will pay for another well being drilled and piped to
Kachina Highlands. Our sewer system is old and poorly constructed. Even if they
are required to install a lift station their piping will connect to the old system and
put a strain on a already broken system. We will get stuck with all the headaches.
Coconino County dumped the system back onto the community lap and stuck us
with a 40% increase in usage fees because of their incompetence. Take note of the
multimillion dollar Dollar General road that we didn't need but had to paid for.
After completion, the sewer underneath the road was in such bad shape (after KVlD
said it was fine) was dug up and fixed. Now another 60k is going into Dollar
General’s sewer connection and again we get stuck with the bill. This will occur
over and over as a result of Kachina Highlands development. The developers wi..
leave with their pockets full and we get stuck with the problems and the bills.
3.

—

Threat Most forest fires travel with the wind and terrain so therefor in our
area, west to east. Pumphouse Canyon along with the numerous smaller canyons
within Kachina Village also are aligned west to east. Many of these smaller canyons
are on private land and have never been thinned. This is a recipe for a forest fire
disaster. Forest Highlands are in a similar situation. Since they are west of KV, the
potential of fire evacuation through Kachina Village is substantial. There are two
gates that allow evacuation with one that severely impacts Tovar Trail. Chief
Foreman stated that Kachina Highlands has met all the criteria for fire suppression
He stated that Highlands Department assisted with their fire planning. The fire
hydrants and mains are adequate but the evacuation plan isn't. Chief Foreman
stated that there is an evacuation plan calls for 500 cars per hour (under ideal
conditions) and it would take 3 hours to evacuate. Now ask yourself how many
cars, trucks, motorcycles, RV’s, campers, quads and trailers are there? How many
4. Fire
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of your neighbors has 4, 5, even 6 cars in their yard? Do you actually think that they
will take only one car? How many neighbors will rent moving trucks to fill with their
belongings? I've seen that with the last time we were getting ready for the Slide
Fire evacuation. How many people will wait until the last minute to escape or
refuse evacuation? We must look at the worst scenario not the best. Here are the
numbers:
A. 1300 homes in KV.

Forest Highlands has 773 homes and 820 home sites.
C. Kachina Highlands proposal is for 173 homes.
D. There is a new development that is tied into Forest Highlands that has 15
parcels.
Kachina Village: 1300 homes with estimated 3 vehicles each 3900.
Forest Highlands: 723 Homes with estimated 2 vehicles each 1446.
Kachina Highlands: 173 Homes with estimated 2 vehicles each = 346.
Development next to FH: 15 Homes estimated 2 vehicles each = 30.
Worst case scenario: Total 5722 vehicles with 500/hour ideal conditions 11.5
hours for evacuation. Fire evacuation will be far from ideal conditions.
B.

Trails and Wetlands Lets see, 173 homes....close to 450 more people. They are
constructing a trail with direct access to the KV wetlands. Watch the birds
disappear with the increase people and dog traffic. There is a good chance that the
trail that connectives at the east end will be blocked with no access to public
(HOA). A new trail will need to be constructed to tie into others. Who will pay for
5.

that?
6. This

project has to meet three criteria. The zon ng board initially said that it

didn't changing their minds after giving the developers a second chance and
denying the public theirs. This was totally unfair and showed the P&Z committee's
bias in favor of the developers. The developers failed to meet three criteria:
1. That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the
have addressed this issue and proved
Plan and Ordinance.
Comprehensive
that it doesn't meet the
Kachina Village Ara Plan.
2. That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety,
convenience and welfare. It doesn't meet any of these criteria.
comfort,
This was addressed
extensively in the P&Z meeting by Shari Peralta and
others who has presented the KV
citizens view.
l

absolutely no impact on public health except for
health of the community by destroying a wild and beautiful

a) Public Health —There is

mental
area.
b) Safety

Putting in 173 homes with

a

most 400 cars that will make Tovar
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pedestrian nightmare, the Kach na Blvd intersection a dodge—car
intersection and
the on—ramp to northbound a parking lot at rush hour.
c) Comfort How comfortable would it be to live on a 3000 square foot lot
with the
aroma of Forest Highlands sewer plant on one side and the
the other. That is their potential comfort. The
raging noise of I17 on
rest of KV comfort...dodging
traffic while walking on Tovar,
long
waiting associated with traffic, more
pressure on Raymond Park,
more lights, more
what we see in
noise, more crazinessjust like
the unfettered development of Flagstaff.
d) Convenience It is totally inconvenient to the people who already ive in
our
community from the construction and by the the increased
overall traffic.
e) Welfare Only the financial welfare of the developers.
Tra

a

—

—

—

the change will not adversely affect the established character of the
surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties. This is a
community that is totally separate from the surrounding areas. They provide no
opportunities for the neighbors to enjoy their neighborhood since it is a gated
community but without gates. The lots are substantially smaller and they have
manage to cram as many houses and people in a tiny area. The area that is next to
this high-end development are old trailers. What does a community of people living
in 40-50 year old trailers have in common to a high end development that does
absolutely nothing with their culture. They could not even afford a home that is
directly next door to them.
3. That

summary, the initial proposal was conceived and add ng 43 more densely
packed homes is much worse. This totally contradicts the Kachina Village Area
Plan. It will damage our environment, add to the traffic nightmare, make it more
difficult in case of fire evacuation, add to the noise and greatly impact our overall
safety. The developers don't care about Kachina Village. Their sole purpose is to
make as much money as possible then walking away and leaving us with the
financial and social problems.
for the people who elected you
In

Vote
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1
1

Nelson, Grego

.|.|.|:|I:-|._
—...j
'-I-I-lulDaley, Lindsay

tr:
'-.-In--I-Irj.-I II 3'

Friday, October 2, 2020 11:07 AM
shari729@|ive.com
Webber, Valerie; Nelson, Gregory
FW: Online Form Submittalz Clerk of the Board Contact Us

-.r
I.-I.r I-Ij'-1'III—': -I—I—u-I-

E

Hi
I..I..._
Shari,

- Ipim

You can send an email to boardcomments(Ez>coconino.az.goV to provide your support or

-up-I—|--I-F

opposition to an item.
Thank you, Lindsay

'E-II-I.'d--

From: norep|y@civicplus.com<noreply@civicplus.com>
Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Daley, Lindsay <|da|ey@coconino.az.gov>; Webmaster <webmaster@coconino.az.gov>;Webber, Valerie

<vwebber@coconino.az.gov>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Clerk of the Board Contact Us

T l -I-h
Clerk of the Board Contact Us

Last Name

Ij

Addressl

2727 tishepi trl

Address2

Field not completed.

Chy

Flagstaff

First Name

Shari

XIII

Peralta

FP1-II

_

State
ZiP

Your E-Mail Address

Shari729@live.com

Phone Number

9232553520

Please '59”

Comer”

US

about YOUF‘

How do

locate the form regarding new developments kachina
highlands to dispute the zoning change? If live within 300', i
I

can object to it to the Board
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

--.-.-.

Kachina Highlands
Monday, October 26, 2020 9:32:12 AM

Oct. 26, 2020

I-I-I-I I-I—I-I-I-II-'1-—-r

Coconino County Board of Supervisors

jj
I-h
Ii
jb
-Ii-1
--j- lH.D

r -.|.I. |..|.|.I.l.-.-1.-|_..

RE: Kachina

Highlands Zoning Change

L

Dear Supervisor:

'h'HI'I'I*I'

The final draft plan of the Kachina Village Area Plan was approved by the Kachina
Village Planning Committee on February 21, 2008 and the Coconino County
received final approval and
Planning and Zoning Commission on March 25,2008.
—
was adopted as an amendment to the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan by the
Board of Supervisors on May20, 2008.

1

j-jli.

F

It

H--

m——1;I'|hhaI'IZI'I*
Id-'I
HT‘Z_.#Z_h
Fl-H-‘I-I-Id-I--'
the current
In order to

change

zoning of Kachina Highlands to one of a higher

density, you must consider the following:
1.

That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the

Comprehensive Plan and this Ordinance.

That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety,
'1'-'ZIu'JI.'IuIf-'IuI'II.£I-‘I-lull.-—-—I'I._—I-II
1-I-HI-.l-urn:-I

2.

comfort, convenience and welfare.

u.-|.|..._|_|..|:-..I-| -|.".|..u.|...|_..... , H

1.: the change will not adversely affect the established character of the
That
surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties.
I
3.

|.r-.1.|.|.p_-|.|.I|.ruJ.-|I.|.rI-.|.-..|,=_r||.—-I.

1—.jl -pH1£
.*Il'-'‘Z
hja';
-lj-£1-I
-—-1|
We
NOT agree that the following requirements have been addressed to the
do

"vi & 1j.
—H‘I_ZHlj j

satisfaction of the citizens of Kachina Village and therefore must be discussed
and addressed by the Board:

I1.-.31
the
of
the
restoration of
l-&-$lI."r|ih'.-.-—'&distinctive
other
features,
-and

L-—.I-II'l.:.|.l
1

Preserve and enhance

The County encourages

f.-p-I.q.I

natural qualities
environmentally-sensitive lands.
natural wetlands,
preservation and

H-I-III1.
flood-plains, riparian areas,

landscape

and

environmentally—sensitive lands.
Squeezing a road in between two boulders (“development projects shall be
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:;

:

designed to minimize the alteration of natural land-forms and avoid disturbance
of distinctive natural features") and a denser population of homes and people and

::

cars is directly counter to preserving the environment.

2.

3

Protect wildlife populations and their habitat. All new
development projects, utility infrastructure, and roads and trails shall be
appropriately located to minimize impacts to wildlife habitat. This new
development is directly in the path of various forest animals such as elk.
Contrary to what the ‘wildlife expert‘ said during the Zoning Commission
meeting, there are dozens of elk who will impacted. Appropriate migration
studies and impact have not been done - where is the Environmental Impact
Study on the elk migration to and from the Kachina Wetlands?
Preserve and improve the community's air quality.
More houses equal more air pollution and must be “evaluated with respect
to impacts on air quality."

4

Reduce the

threat of

catastrophic wildfire in Kachina Village.
5.

6.

7

Promote a high level of fire protection and
safety in Kachina Village. More houses equal more fire protection required
by the few fire stations we are sharing with Forest Highlands already.
The County shall work collaboratively with other
public safety agencies to promote greater coordination and advanced
planning for emergency response. Citizens have been told that the fire
department believes it can evacuate 500 car per hour. That is completely
unrealistic. People have multiple cars and do not behave in perfect order to
facilitate 500 cars an hour out of two roads, one of which is into Forest
Highlands, who would be evacuating along with Kachina. That leaves one road
out - Tovar. Insufficient. How do you evacuate the disabled?

5

:

New developments shall include public sidewalks and/or

pedestrian pathways...that are directly related to mitigating the impacts of
the proposed development and would promote public health, safety, and
welfare. It's already dangerous walking along Tovar Rd without a sidewalk.
Now we are to add even more cars and danger without a plan on how to
maintain Tovar Rd?
8.

“traffic control mechanisms
traffic safety in the community." It

There is no plan for

throughout Kachina Village to enhance
is already dangerous to turn left from Tovar to Kachina road. Adding even
more cars without a plan on how to control the traffic is incredulous! ADOT
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I

m
=

very concerned about that intersection and the I17northbound entrance.
There is NO approved plan!
is

.

efficient, and environmentallycompatible roadway system that meets the needs of the community. See
above comments regarding Tovar Rd. And don't forget to protect the duck
pond on Tovar! “Developers shall be responsible for improvements necessary
to mitigate impacts on existing roads." The developer should
pay for the
Provide a safe,

:

Tovar improvements and a rotary needed at Tovar/Kachina intersection.
They are creating more traffic,‘ they should pay for it!
10

costs of water system
improvements necessary to serve new development shall be borne by the
developer. Prior to approval of any new development, the developer shall
provide documentation that adequate water supply is a viable for domestic

use and

fire protection

Protect, preserve, and restore the
rare high elevation wetlands and springs of the Pumphouse watershed.
There are springs and ponds that need to be protected. Where's the EIS
on
.

this?

Preserve and enhance the mixed—use design
of Kachina Village; maintain compatibility between the built and natural
environments; and emphasize sensitive design features at gateway
locations. Future development projects shall be considered in relation to
the scale and character of existing neighborhoods and should
help maintain
a balanced mix of land uses to accommodate a diverse
community.
Kachina Village is designated as a rural area which by definition
encompasses property lots larger than urban property sizes.
b. There are 1,505 properties in Kachina
Village. (per GIS) Of these total
parcels,‘ 1,401 parcels (over 93% of KV) are larger than 6000 ft.”
c. In KV, a mere 35 parcels (2.3% of KV) are sized 5,250
or smaller
the
Contrasting this,
proposed Kachina Highlands 173 lot rezoning is
a.

ft.’

offering 49 units

@

paired housing lots
d.

In

5250ft.’

@

their largest lot option, plus 54
4200ft. and 70 tiny lots @ 3200ft.‘
as

2

additional 69 parcels (less than 5% of KV) are sized between
5,251 6,000 ft. 2 (researched each lot on GIS parcel maps)
This property is currently zoned RS6000 for 130 lots. Definition of this
RS zoning is residential single—family zone @ 6000 ft.2 minimum lot size.
(Paired housing, modular and townhouses not permitted in RS zoning)
KV an
—

e.

Changing the zoning from 130 homes to 173 is not consistent with the
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:I

Kachina Plan.

13.

Preserve the dark star—filled night skies of Kachina
Village. Adding more houses only adds more light.

14.

Preserve natural quiet and reduce the
noise pollution. More house equals more noise.

15.

Ensure a range of housing alternatives for a diverse
population. New residential subdivisions shall include building lots that are
comparable in size to the established development pattern of Kachina and..
shall be compatible with the scale of surrounding neighborhoods. Cramming
more houses into the same amount of land is not consistent with Kachina’s
is over-populationli
housing goal.

effects of

It

- Now there is
going to be additional traffic at the
Tovar/Kachina intersection because of a new massive bus stop. How are you
planning to deal with all that traffic??? Strange how this was NEVER
mentioned by anyone concerned with this project - not the Board, Zoning
Commission or the Developer. What else are you not telling us, we who vote

6. J'_OJ£AB_BlJ_5_SJ'_QE

for you and

pay your salaries???

In addition, the Coconino County

Comprehensive Plan of 2015 states that in

regards to growth and development, you must “accomplish responsible growth by
integrating new development in a way that respects the environment, supports
community values, and considers the long—term viability of ecosystems and water
sources." Adding more houses is counter to that mandate.
Residents and property owners have expressed considerable interest in
conserving the diverse landscape, maintaining community character, and
improving the aesthetics of their homes. These are important for supporting the
quality of life and for promoting economic development, attracting visitors, and
protecting the environment and cultural resources. In addition, maintaining the
rural character is a core value of many residents in unincorporated communities.
As a home owner in Kachina, we will be adversely affected by the changing of the
zoning laws to allow an increase in the housing density in the Kachina Highlands
development. We ask that you do NOT pass the proposed zoning change.
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Sincerely,

Shari Peralta, JD

Jose Per'a|’ra
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From:

Bxmla
Subject:
Date:

board meeting
Friday, January 15, 2021 9:00:25 AM

Please be advised that per the Rules, one person will be representing over a dozen people to
speak
about the Kachina Highlands vote on Feb 9”‘. will supply the names and addresses as required

before speak.
I

Shari Peralta
Kachina
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands
Wednesday, January 27, 2021 3:46:33 PM

Jan. 27, 2021
Coconino County Board of Supervisors
RE: Kachina Highlands Zoning Change

Dear Supervisor:
The final

draft

plan of the Kachina Village Area Plan was approved by the Kachina
Village Planning Committee on February 21, 2008 and the Coconino County
received final approval and
Planning and Zoning Commission on March 25,2008.
was adopted as an amendment to the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan by the
Board of Supervisors on May20, 2008.

It

In order to

change the current zoning of Kachina Highlands to one of a higher

density, you must consider the following:

That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and this Ordinance.
1.

That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety,
comfort, convenience and welfare.
2.

That the change will not adversely affect the established character of the
surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties.
3.

But most of all Yes, why approve the zoning increase? WHY? The only
it
does
is
more
good
put
money into the developer's pocket. More people, more
money for them. So again, WHY?

I do NOT agree that the following requirements have been addressed to the

satisfaction of the citizens of Kachina Village and therefore must be discussed
and addressed by the Board:
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Preserve and enhance the natural qualities of environmentally—sensitive lands.
The County encourages the preservation and restoration of natural wetlands,
flood—plains, riparian areas, distinctive landscape features, and other
environmentally-sensitive lands.
Squeezing a road in between two boulders (“development projects shall be
designed to minimize the alteration of natural land—forms and avoid disturbance
of distinctive natural features”) and a denser population of homes and people and
cars is directly counter to preserving the environment.
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Protect wildlife
their habitat. All
2.

development projects,

!—uI'-‘I.
utility
-

new
populations and
infrastructure, and roads and trails shall be

new
appropriately located to minimize impacts to wildlife habitat. This —
development is directly in the path of various forest animals such as elk.
Contrary to what the ‘wildlife expert’ said during the Zoning Commission
meeting, there are dozens of elk who will impacted. Appropriate migration
studies and impact have not been done - where is the Environmental Impact
Study on the elk migration to and from the Kachina Wetlands?
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A13 QLJALIIX QQAL: Preserve and improve the community's air quality.
More houses equal more air pollution and must be “evaluated with respect
'l impacts on air quality."
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4.

Reduce the threat of

catastrophic wildfire in Kachina Village.
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Promote a high level of fire protection and
More
houses equal more fire protection required
safety in Kachina Village.
the
fire
stations
few
are
we
by
sharing with Forest Highlands already.

6.

The County shall work collaboratively with other
public safety agencies to promote greater coordination and advanced
planning for emergency response. Citizens have been told that the fire
I. completely
.|...|.|.|.
department believes it can evacuate 500 car per hour. That is
unrealistic. People have multiple cars and do not behave in perfect order to
facilitate 500 cars an hour out of two roads, one of which is into Forest
Highlands, who would be evacuating along with Kachina. That leaves one road
out — Tovar. Insufficient. How do you evacuate the disabled?
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New developments shall include public sidewalks and/or
pedestrian pathways...that are directly related to mitigating the impacts of
the proposed development and would promote public health, safety, and
welfare. It's
rI|. already dangerous walking along Tovar Rd without a sidewalk.
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Now we are to add even more cars and danger without a plan on how to

maintain Tovar Rd?

::

=

TBAEEIC CQNTBQL: There is no plan for “traffic control mechanisms
throughout Kachina Village to enhance Traffic safety in the community."
is already dangerous to turn left from Tovar to Kachina road. Adding even
more cars without a plan on how to control the traffic is incredulous! ADOT
is very concerned about that intersection and the I17northbound entrance.
There is NO approved plan! What has the developer comes up with since
this vote was postponed? No one has advised the citizens!
Provide a safe,

It

efficient, and environmentally-

compatible roadway system that meets the needs of the community. See
above comments regarding Tovar Rd. And don't forget to protect the duck
pond on Tovar! “Developers shall be responsible for improvements necessary
to mitigate impacts on existing roads." The developer should pay for the
Tovar improvements and a rotary needed at Tovar/Kachina intersection.
They are creating more traffic: they should pay for it!
.

DQME§ lg TMATEE §L1EE|_)[ QQAL, The costs of water system
improvements necessary to serve new development shall be borne by the
developer. Prior to approval of any new development, the developer shall
provide documentation that adequate water supply is a viable for domestic
1

use and

fire protection

Protect, preserve, and restore the
rare high elevation wetlands and springs of the Pumphouse watershed.
There are springs and ponds that need to be protected. Where's the EIS
on

.

this?

Preserve and enhance the mixed—use design
of Kachina Village: maintain compatibility between the built and natural
environments: and emphasize sensitive design features at gateway
locations. Future development projects shall be considered in relation to
the scale and character of existing neighborhoods and should help maintain
a balanced mix of land uses to accommodate a diverse community.
Kachina Village is designated as a rural area which by definition
encompasses property lots larger than urban property sizes.
b. There are 1,505 properties in Kachina Village. (per GI5) Of these total
parcels: 1,401 parcels (over 93% of KV) are larger than 6000
c. In KV, a mere 35 parcels (2.3% of KV) are sized 5,250 ft.2 or smaller
Contrasting this, the proposed Kachina Highlands 173 lot rezoning is
offering 49 units @ 525Oft.2 as their largest lot option, plus 54
2
paired housing lots @ 42OOft.2 and 70 tiny lots @ 3200ft
a.

ft.’
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additional 69 parcels (less than 5% of KV) are sized between
5,251 6,000 ft.2 (researched each lot on GIS parcel maps)
This property is currently zoned RS6000 for 130 lots. Definition of this
RS zoning is residential single—family zone C? 6000 ft. 2 minimum lot size.
(Paired housing, modular and townhouses not permitted in RS zoning)
KV an

1
Hm
=
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Changing the zoning from 130 homes to 173 is not consistent with the
Kachina Plan.

13.

14.
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dark star—filled
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more
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only
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noise pollution. More house equals more noise.
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Ensure a range of housing alternatives
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population. New residential subdivisions shall include building lots that
to
size
the
established
in
comparable
development pattern of Kachina and..
shall be compatible with the scale of surrounding neighborhoods. Cramming
more houses into the same amount of land isI not consistent with Kachina's
is over-populationll
housing goal.
1.6.
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1.:
TQMAB Bus §TQE - Now there is going to be additional traffic at the
Tovar/Kachina intersection because of a new massive bus stop. How are you
I—I-I- how this was NEVER
planning to deal with all that traffic??? Strange
mentioned by anyone concerned with this project - not the Board, Zoning
Commission or the Developer. What else are you not telling us, we who vote
for you and pay your salaries???
—
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In addition,
I-|'-I- the
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Coconino County Comprehensive
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of 2015 states that
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sources." Adding more houses
counter to that
mandate.
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aesthetics of their homes. These are important for supporting the
life
and for promoting economic development, attracting visitors, and
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quality
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and
environment
cultural
resources.
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rural character is a core value of many residents in unincorporated communities.
As a home owner in Kachina, we will be adversely affected
by the changing of the
zoning laws to allow an increase in the housing density in the Kachina Highlands
development. We ask that you do NOT pass the proposed zoning change.

WHY

.>.>???:>

Sincerely,

Shari Peralfa, JD
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Subject:
Date:

1

2

}

RE: Kachina Highlands Zone Case No. ZC-20-011 and SUB-20-O11

Monday, February 8, 2021 8:58:28 AM

Mr Ryan and Supervisors:
We thank you for your Board meeting regulations and information but
be a high volume of people speaking when the vote does occur.

as

you know, there will

We will fight the zoning change no matter how many times it is postponed due to the
developer not having their legal requirementstogether on any issue, let alone traffic. There
are 16 more issues that must be addressed under the guideline below that you too, must

follow, such as maintaining the character of Kachina

hope the Board is ensuring that this traffic pattern and volume answer IS NOT
DONE DURING COVID TIMES as that does NOT reflect the true, normal traffic
I

problems. It would be false data and thus false results and nconclusive ifa
traffic study is done during these times.
Any traffic study should have taken place long ago, and we will be watching the
developers due diligence in attaining and using the pre—covid, normal traffic
patterns that will be adversely affected by adding so much development and
hundreds of vehicles to an
Thank you,
Shari Peralta + 70 citizens
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From:
To:

S1i.l:i.E&LaJQ

Subject:

Ryan Mag; Horggmgn Pggricg; Horstman
Kachina Highlands vote

Date:

Monday, April 5, 2021 12:01:51 PM

Pagrigg jh_eg§y_@goggnin9,§z,ggv" Fgw gr, Lgna

April 5, 2021
Coconino Counfy Board
RE: Kachina

of Supervisors

Highlands Zoning Change

Dear Supervisors:
The final draft plan of the Kachina Village Area Plan was approved by the Kachina
Village Planning Committee on February 21, 2008 and the Coconino County Planning and
received final approval and was adopted as an
Zoning Commission on March 25,2008.
amendment to the Coconino County Comprehensive Plan by the Board of Supervisors on
MayZO, 2008.

It

In order to

the current zoning of Kachina Highlands to one of a higher density,
you must consider the following:
change

That the change is consistent with the goals, objectives and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and this Ordinance.
1.

2. That the change is in the interest of or will further the public health, safety
comfort, convenience and welfare.

That the change will not adversely affect the established character of the
surrounding neighborhood nor be detrimental to adjacent properties.
3.

But most of all
Yes, why approve the zoning increase? WHY? The
only benefit is to put more money into the developer's pocket. More
people, more money for them. So again, WHY?

I do NOT agree that the following requirements have been addressed to the

satisfaction of the citizens of Kachina Village and therefore must be discussed and
addressed by the Board:
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Preserve and enhance the natural qualities of environmentally-sensitive lands. The
County encourages the preservation and restoration of natural wetlands, flood—plains,
riparian areas, distinctive landscape features, and other environmentally-sensitive
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Squeezing a road in between two boulders (“development projects shall be designed to
minimize the alteration of natural land—forms and avoid disturbance of Gistinctive
natural features”) and a denser population of homes and people and cars is directly

-'-‘ii-lair
-—-I-I--|r—-q-I uricounter to preserving the environment.
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Protect wildlife populations and their habitat. All new
development projects, utility infrastructure, and roads and trails shall be
appropriately located to minimize impacts to wildlife habitat. This new
development is directly in the path of various forest animals such as elk. Contrary
to what the ‘wildlife expert’ said during the Zoning Commission meeting, there are
dozens of elk who will impacted. Appropriate migration studies and impact |.|.|.
have
not been done - where is the Environmental Impact Study on the elk migration to
and from the Kachina Wetlands?

—'-“I-H--'1'-‘I
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3.
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in Kachina
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5.
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Preserve and improve the community's air quality. More
houses equal more air pollution and must be "evaluated with respect to impacts on
air quality."

-'-':I-_I-H-I

-4.

rl

Reduce

catastrophic

Village.

Promote a high level
and
in
Kachina Village. More houses equal more
protection required by the few fire
stations we are sharing with Forest Highlands already.
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6.
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with other
The County shall work collaboratively

public

safety agencies to promote greater coordination and advanced planning for
emergency response. Citizens have been told that the fire department believes it
can evacuate 500 car per hour. That is completely unrealistic. People have multiple
cars and do not behave in perfect order to facilitate 500 cars an hour out of two
roads, one of which is into Forest Highlands, who would be evacuating along with
Kachina. That leaves one road out Tovar. Insufficient. How do you evacuate the
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New developments shall include public sidewalks and/or pedestrian
pathways...that are directly related to mitigating the impacts of the proposed
development and would promote public health, safety, and welfare. It's already
dangerous walking along Tovar Rd without a sidewalk. Now we are to add even
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2

:

more cars and danger without a plan on how to maintain Tovar Rd?
.

:

There is no plan for

“traffic control

mechanisms throughout
Kachina Village to enhance traffic safety in the community."
is already
to
to
turn
left
Tovar
road.
even
from
Kachina
more cars without
dangerous
Adding
a plan on how to control the traffic is incredulous! ADOT is very concerned about
that intersection and the I17northbound entrance. There is NO approved plan!
What has the developer comes up with since this vote was postponed? No one has

It

advised the citizens!

roadway

Provide a safe, efficient, and environmentally-compatible
that
the needs of the community. See above comments
meets
system

regarding Tovar Rd. And don't forget to protect the duck pond on Tovar!
"Developers shall be responsible for improvements necessary to mitigate impacts
on existing roads." The developer should pay for the Tovar improvements and a
rotary needed at Tovar/Kachina intersection. They are creating more traffic:
they should pay for it!
.

costs of water system improvements
to
serve
shall
be borne by the developer. Prior to
new
necessary
development
the
developer shall provide documentation that
approval of any new development,
adequate water supply is a viable for domestic use and fire protection

Protect, preserve, and restore the rare
the
elevation
wetlands
of
and
high
springs
Pumphouse watershed. There are
that
to
be
and
need
springs
protected. Where's the EIS on this?
ponds
Preserve and enhance the mixed-use design of
Kachina Village: maintain compatibility between the built and natural environments,‘
and emphasize sensitive design features at gateway locations. Future development
projects shall be considered in relation to the scale and character of existing
neighborhoods and should help maintain a balanced mix of land uses to
accommodate a diverse community.
a.

Kachina Village is designated as a rural area which by

definition encompasses

property lots larger than urban property sizes.
b. There are 1,505 properties in Kachina Village. (per GIS) 01‘ these total
parcels,‘ 1,401 parcels (over 93% of KV) are larger than 6000 ft.2
2
c. In KV, a mere 35 parcels (2.3% of KV) are sized 5,250 ft. or smaller.
Contrasting this, the proposed Kachina Highlands 173 lot rezoning is offering
49 units @ 525Oft.2 as their largest lot option, plus 54 paired housing lots @
4200ft.2 and 70 tiny lots @ 3200ft.2
d.

e.

In

additional 69 parcels (less than 5% of KV) are sized between 5,251
6,000 ft. 2 (researched each lot on GIS parcel maps)
This property is currently zoned RS6000 for 130 lots. Definition of this RS
zoning is residential single—family zone @ 6000 ft.2 minimum lot size. (Paired
housing, modular and townhouses not permitted in RS zoning)
KV an
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Changing

::

the zoning from 130 homes to 173

is

not consistent with the Kachina
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the dark star—filled night skies of Kachina Village.
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Adding more houses only adds more light.
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14.
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15.
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16.

Preserve natural quiet and reduce

noise

rl-I—
—I'I'I'house equals more noise.
pollution. More

alternatives for a diverse
population. New residential subdivisions shall include building lots that are
comparable in size to the established development pattern of Kachina and.. shall
be compatible with the scale of surrounding neighborhoods. Cramming more
houses into the same amount of land is not consistent with Kachina's housing goal

E

Ensure a range of housing

It is over-populationll

1:
jxjn
-

Now there is going to be additional traffic at the
Tovar/Kachina intersection because of a new massive bus stop. How are you
planning to deal with all that traffic??? Strange how this was NEVER mentioned
by anyone concerned with this project not the Board, Zoning Commission or the
Developer. What else are you not telling us, we who vote for you and pay your
salaries???
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In addition, the Coconino

County Comprehensive Plan of 2015 states that in regards to
growth and development, you must “accomplish responsible growth by integrating new
development in a way that respects the environment, supports community values, and
considers the long-term viability of ecosystems and water sources." Adding more
houses is counter to that mandate.
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Residents and property owners have expressed considerable interest in conserving the
diverse landscape, maintaining community character, and improving the aesthetics of
— supporting the quality of life and for promoting
their homes. These are important for
economic development, attracting visitors, and protecting the environment and cultural
resources. In addition, maintaining the rural character is a core value of many residents
in unincorporated communities.
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As a home owner in Kachina, we will be adversely affected by the changing of the
zoning laws to allow an increase in the housing density in the Kachina Highlands
development. We ask
you do NOT pass the proposed zoning change.

WHY ??????
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Sincerely,

Shari Peralfa, J D

PROTECT THE

WILDLIFE IN KACHINA! THE WILDLIFE YOUR EXPERT SAYS

DOESN'TY EXIST!!!
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From:
To:
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Kachina Highlands
Saturday, October 31, 2020 1:34:03 PM

Subject:
Date:
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Dear Coconino Board of Supervisors,

lam a concerned Kachina Village resident writing to request that you deny the building of the 173
development in our community called the Kachina Highlands. live just a stones throw from Tovar
Trail and use it to get in and out ofour community am sure you have heard all the concerns many
times over from people with all the right statistics, etc. am just a plain citizen requesting that you
I

I

I

do not allow this as know it will impede our safety, not only on the roads in and out on a daily basis
but if there were to be a fire or other emergency, we would be hard pressed to evacuate safely. Also
impeding our enjoyment of our wildlife, our trees and use of the wetlands for a peaceful and quiet
I

habitat. Our sense of community as a whole, which is very important to all of us, depends on this
major decision. have lived in Flagstaff since 1989 and have seen our town suffer from a lot of these
changes and this one feels like another bad idea for our community.
I

Thank you for taking time to read this and please vote NO on November 10”‘.
Sharon Kay Jones

Sent from
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To:

Subject:
Date:

Northeast Kachina Village Subdivision
Saturday, October 3, 2020 3:54:47 PM

Hi Matt,
Hope all is well with you.

I have some questions regarding the new proposed development off the northeast corner of

Kachina Village. I attended the virtual P&Z meeting and heard many other Kachina Village
residents voice their concerns over this new development.

My biggest concern is the increased traffic that will be on Tovar Trail. As you know, there is

only one (unlocked) way in and out of Kachina. Even the trafc engineers at the P&Z
meeting pointed out how the Tovar/Kachina trail intersection and the on ramp to I-17 already
are not the safest arrangements. Adding another 173 more vehicles, at a minimum, onto
Tovar, especially during an emergency, could be disastrous.
The plan says that the roads within the new development would be private. Who would be
responsible for keeping the roads clear of snow in the winter? How will emergency vehicles
access the area
there is deep snow blocking their roads?

if

Also, there was no mention how sewage from the new development would reach the Kachina
Waste Facility. Would the 173 new homes be hooked into our already overtaxed system
somewhere along Tovar Trail? Who will pay for the construction of the sewage lines. And
for that matter, how will they connect into the Kachina water system?
And speaking of water, I believe there is a bizarre regulation that forbids new developments
from being denied a permit based on the availability of water. At the P&Z meeting someone
mentioned that the Kachina Village Improvement District claimed that there was adequate
water for 17 3 new homes. This surprised me because when I attended meetings in 2008 for
the original1-:proposed development of 130 homes, the KVID said our water supply was
probably maxed out during the summer months when all the Kachina Village full time and
part time residents were at home.
It’s bafing to me how new developments can be approved without accessing the water
supply. Last time I checked, we are living in an arid area experiencing a long-time drought.
Another water issue concerns the two natural springs that will be impacted by this
development. Springs are truly a rare and special resource here in Arizona. The springs
provide water for many animals, ranging from elk to various birds to garter snakes, The
developer has a retaining wall to supposedly protect one and a culvert and pipeline to mitigate
impacts on the the other. However, I believe a hydrologist and
In a spring ecologist (such as Dr.
with
of
Stevens
the
Museum
Northern
Larry
Arizona) should be consulted. There may even
be endangered or threatened species of plants or invertebrates that live at these springs. (note:
a rare Potentilla was recently discovered during construction near Fort Tuthill, so it is not an
unreasonable possibility.)
One nal comment concerns the size

of the lots.

The plan calls

for EVERY lot to have a
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two-car garage. But many of the lots are only 3200 square feet. A typical doublewide trailer is 1920 square feet and a two-car garage is 576 square feet. That leaves 1344
square feet but don’t forget that there has to be setbacks, which I believe are 5 feet, that leaves
only 144 square feet. What kind of housing is planned that will leave room for a decent yard?
house and

a
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I know from your campaign literature that “wise use planning” such as wetland acquisition
protection and listening to community plans (and Kachina Village has one) are an
important issues for you. This new development seems out of character compared to Kachina
Village’s rural feel and goes against some of the items in the Kachina Village Plan.
and
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Thanks very much for your attention to this matter.
Best,
Stewart Aitchison
2732 Tolani Trail

Kachina Village
Flagstaf AZ 86005
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From:
Subject:
Date:

Kachina Highlands
Tuesday, April 6, 2021 5:34:37 PM

Dear Supervisor Ryan,

I am writing to register my opposition to changing the zoning for the parcel of

land now designated Kachina Highlands. I realize the land is zoned now for 130
houses (which is already too much) and the new developer is
requesting zoning
for 173 residences (or something close to that). I know that this new
proposal is
alluring as it includes green space and the potential for so-called affordable
housing with some tiny lots and houses, and community space. BUT I feel the
impact on the Kachina community as it exists now will definitely be adversely
affected. I cannot imagine how the developer plans to mitigate the trafc issue of
another 173 or more cars a day coming down Tovar Trail and
feeding into that
intersection at the entrance which is already unsafe. The disruption to our lives
here the developer were to offer to build a roundabout would be HUGE
during
the construction phase as we have only one way in and out of here.
the
developer were to offer a plan that would give us another way in and out, that
would be a significant plus but I have heard no talk of that. Kachina has been a
step-child for so long that it would be really unfair to force this even more sizable
development on the residents there is no return for the community.
I also feel that in spite of the potential for affordable housing, small spaces and
even many of the other spaces will eventually end up as short term rentals for
tourists which brings a whole new set of issues. This parcel borders the interstate
and the noise level from the interstate has increased dramatically over the
years as
the trafc has increased substantially. People may soon tire of this irritant that
has inserted itself into our more rural landscape, and decide to turn their
homes,
and second homes over to vacation rentals. The area of Kachina where I have
lived for 38 years has a real feeling of community which is lost when properties
turn over to short term vacation rentals. I am appalled that the County
recently
allowed 9 lots to be carved out of a parcel on Tolani Trail recently, 5 of which are
vacation rentals which includes 4 tiny houses all of which are
practically on top of
each other.

if

If

if

And then there is the whole other issue of water which I know you are not
really
allowed to address in AZ but if somebody doesn’t, then one of these days when
we turn the tap on, there will be no water. Given that AZ is facing the
possibilty
of giving up some of its Colorado River water due to our longtenn drought
conditions, it seems that water is a very real issue that no one is really addressing.
Water is expensive in Kachina so residents here are used to considering their
water use, but what will the pressure of another 173 households really do to our
aquifer? Who can say? Who will say?
I am not particularly hopeful that the Board of Supervisors will deny this
request from the developer

but I do want the Board to realize how

a development of this size will adversely affect the
existing
As
the
character
of
community.
Flagstaff races to change in ways that make it harder to live there, it would
be nice to maintain the quieter, more rural aspects
outlying communities that offer

of
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from all the pressure that is being put on Flagstaff and its surounding natural areas
to grow, grow, grow.
Thank you.
Stewart Aitchison

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Rezone in Kachina Village
Friday, March 26, 2021 12:59:54 PM

Dear Supervisor Ryan:

I am writing to ask you to vote against the rezoning plan for Kachina Village. The increased traffic and
safety issues
are clearly a concern, but for me the danger of pollution to the Kachina Wetlands and Bow and Arrow Wash is of
utmost importance. To endanger the many species who regularly appear there, from bald
eagles to road runners to
Monarch butteries, is unconscionable. We have enjoyed hiking and observing the wildlife there for
many years.
Thank you for considering the many objections to this rezoning that have been raised by me and
many others.
Sincerely,
Sue

Rummel

-I‘II—

I1

Sent from my
11 iPhone
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- Hello, am a concerned citizen of Kachina Village. sat in for much of the public
I

I

hearing on Sept 30 regarding the proposed Kachina Highland rezoning to add more
homes to this ill-conceived housing development.
I logged off because I got frustrated.
I discovered later that the neighbors that wanted to
voice their concerns were not allowed time to do so. That is appalling.
Then the Developer got to make concessions so in the end, they were approved to
continue with the rezoning plan. That is NOT how democracy works.

The impacts of this proposed inux of additional people and vehicles have me
concerned in the following ways:
1) increased trafc and greater danger at an already bad intersection of Kachina Blvd
and Tovar - also greater danger to pedestrians in the residential areas around Tovar

where there are no sidewalks, and often we see families walking
2) poor egress in the event of a re, to the North and West of Kachina Village, which
could actually include the residents of Kachina Highlands community
3) increased stress on the Kachina Village Well (only 1 of 4 is working) and the sewage
treatment plant
4) equally as important, the impact on the ecological system of the watershed and creek
in the area, which in turn will adversely affect wildlife
This whole development is a lose lose for the residents of Kachina Village, be they
human or animal.

Sincerely,
Susan Luthye
2466 Chef Trail
Flagstaff 86005
c
0
c
o
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Tami Eaton <tammertiger@gmai|.com>
Tuesday, October 6, 2020 3:20 PM
Ryan,

E
Subject:
Follow
.|J__I..

Matt

Babbott, Art; Munoz, Theresa; Parks, Jim; Fowler, Lena; casitazu|2727@hotmail.com
Project

|.—.
Kachina Highlands Development
Follow up
Flagged

Up Flag:

J-II—I
Flag Status:

Dear Supervisor Ryan,
I

am

a

to the

current resident of Kachina Village, near Flagstaff. have been notified ofa proposed
rezoning (from the
PC Zone) of a 40—acre parcel adjacent to Kachina Village, from
single family housing, to a higher density
I

RS

Zone

housing.

There are several reasons why I am opposed to the rezoning, some

of which have a greater impact than others.
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One of the more important reasons include the greater usage of water and sewer services
(especially in regards to
heavier drought conditions in the near future). Although we are "not supposed to talk about water"
(as stated in the
Zoom meeting of the Zoning Commission), feel strongly that it is of consequence with not
only the 130 projected
homes, but especially with the requested increase to 173 homes in the subdivision. In 2007, thirteen years ago, KVID
served approximately 1,400
An engineeringstudy in 2001 determined the system has a capacity of 1,690
1- connections. I.
connections. Taking into account any additional homes added since 2007, we would be at TOP
.
capacity for supply water
with the added subdivision.
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Also of great concern is the increased traffic in residential neighborhoods and at the Tovar/Kachina Blvd.
intersection. This is currently a fairly busy intersection, which is complicated by the I-17S
offramp. With an added
average of 2+ cars per household, the safety concerns multiply dramatically. The entrance off Tovar into the subdivision
is located right at a curve in the road, with limited visibility. Tovar is a
tricky road; it is straight and sloped and practically
encourages speeding, while in winter it becomes icy and very slick.
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And now, very near the top of the list, emergency egress from the neighborhood in the unfortunate event of a wildfire
is
woefully inadequate. There is one main entrance/exit to the subdivision. Forest Highlands, in its (in my opinion) elitist
power, has denied exit through to 89A. There may be an emergency exit at the back of the subdivision, through the
KVID maintenance yard, and straight back out onto Tovar. Panicky and overstressed residents would then have to
merge back into the other people exiting through the front exit.
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Also among my concerns are the effect on Tovar Springs, which is an important watershed in our
ecosystem, and the
wildlife corridor. Elk HAVE been seen recently in this area. The "green space" has been increased to
.
31%, which meets
the generally accepted 30% in other county developments, and should be kept at 31% while
keeping the number of
homes at the currently approved 130.
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believe

goals,

and policies

Plan

..--_

Kachina Village are

being

met, especially with the increase to the number of houses that this requested rezoning will allow, as well as the general
aesthetics to the area that this high density housing tract would adversely affect. join _I_.Kachina
. Village
.. residents
.
in
many
—
opposing the rezoning of these parcels, which are identified as Assessor's Parcel Numbers 116-12-001A
and 116-30—u'
I

I-—-

I—-—

048F, 048G, 048H. and 048].
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Please give my concerns, as well as the other residents of Kachina Village and Mountainaire, the consideration and
weight they deserve. This development is "in our backyard" and with these serious concerns (such as traffic
safety,water well capacity and evacuation procedures), this rezoning for additional homes should be denied.

jlu

:j'1

Sincerely,

Tami Eaton
2590 Polacca Trail
909-917-8649
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From:

Sent

Tami Eaton <tammertiger@gmai|.com>
Tuesday, November 3, 2020 3:40 PM

To:

Ryan,

. Matt
-.--.I|_-._|.|.|..-_|._
I.-.|
_
Babbott, Art;
Munoz, Theresa;
Fowler,
casitazul2727@hotmai|.com

Cc:

Parks, Jim;

..
Subject:

Lena;

11/10/2020 meeting re: Kachina Highlands development zoning change

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Mr. Ryan (as well as the other County Supervisors listed),

=1**"'*
Z‘
I

am writing, as

a

Kachina Village resident, to voice my opposition to the request for

a

zoning change from

PC.

—
—l

RS

status to

ahrjj.

The current plan for 130 homes (which am resigned to accepting) is far preferable than the plan to increase the
homesitesto 173. The sheer density of the proposed increase is contrary to the Kachina Village Area Plan.
I
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Many of the home lot sizes are significantly smaller than our average homesites in Kachina. The tiny setbacks between
the homes will require a complete razing of all the trees, and create a honeycomb effect ofthe living quarters. The
"Wildlife Corridor" will be filled with human—related obstacles, such as playgrounds, ramadas, and a mailbox station,
which will be extremely difficult for our local wildlife (such as elk) to navigate. It seems that an obvious result would be
that the wildlife (one of Kachina's greatest charms) will now avoid this area.
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Since the Planning & Zoning meeting on 9/30/2020, have noticed traffic counting cables, which I assume are for a
traffic study, meaning to address the safety concerns of the increased traffic at the Tovar/Kachinaintersection. did
not,
however, notice any counters at the I-17 on/off ramps, which means that the number of Mountainaire residents will not
be taken into account. The entire area near the I-17 on/off ramps will be affected, as Tovar Trail intersects Kachina
very
near the South on/off ramps, the busy Shell Station, and the North on/off ramps.
I
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It appears that this property is still for sale. Can it be, that the current owners are seeking a zoning
. it.
change to make
more attractive in order to sell to another developer? If that is the case, how is another developer held to the
concessions and requirements if the zoning change is granted?

|j_||_|.—|I.—.J.....:|
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l have contacted all of you previously with other concerns, such as fire evacuation and
capacity of our water wells. It
clear that the initial plan, and especially the proposed increase, are contrary to the tenets of Kachina stated in our
Master Plan.
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voted for you, Matt; please don't let me down.

Sincerely,

l-|-—-

IJ|_.-.|
-.:—:
'—'I';

Tami Eaton
2590 Polacca Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005

909-917-8649
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To:
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Horgtman, Patrice, Mgnoz, Theresa, Begay, lgggy; Eowjgr, Lena ; §h§ri Pera ta
Kachina Highlands - Proposed increase to higher density February 9, 2021
Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:19:04 PM

Subject:
Date:

"

'I

_A
_
F.
ull
Re: Assessor's
Parcel
Numbers
u-u
116-12-001A and ll6—30-048F, 048G, O48H. and 048]
n

'
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Dear Supervisors,

I am a current resident of Kachina Village, near Flagstaff. I have been notied
ii of a proposed
7i" of a 40-acre parcel adjacent to Kachina Village, from single family housing, to a
rezoning

.'

n

.
higher
density housing (from the RS Zone to the PC Zone). This issue will be on your docket
for review on i!February 9, 2021. It is currently approved for 130 homes, and the developer is
ya

'
v
requesting
approval to increase that to 173 homes.
u

u

'
There
are several reasons why I am opposed to the rezoning, some
of which
have a greater
.
II
than
others.
I
=
other
in
u
Kachina
residents
well
as Mountainaire,
impact
Many
Village, as
join me
in these issues and concerns about the development, which include
.
increased trafc, water and
sewer services, affects on local wildlife, and emergency egress from the neighborhood.
.
.~.

I
. increase
The
in traffic on Tovar Trail will be excessive, and we have yet to see aA complete
from
the developer on how to handle the additional
..z
amount of cars. The intersection
proposal
ofI Tovar and Kachina Blvd. is already congested, along with the trafc from
I
.I the Shell Station
and the I-l7S offramp. I observed trafc study cables
n
across the roads, but did not
I:
see any on
.
.m'..
the east side of I-17, which includes the northbound
.
for
both
Kachina
and
3,
onrarnp
m

-fr‘

.
Mountainaire.
Q

- my concerns are the effect on Tovar
Also among
u
watershed in
Springs, which is an important
:3
our
"1 ecosystem, as well as the inadequacy of the "wildlife corridor". Elk HAVE
been seen
!
I in this area. The "green space" has been increased to 31%,
.
which meets
.
the generally
recently
accepted 30% in other county developments, and should be kept at 31% while
I
keeping the
of homes at the currently approved 130. It also has numerous human-related
number
..
.
"obstacles", such as BBQ stands, mailbox centers and play areas.

I believe that the fundamental goals, objectives and policies of the
.
Comprehensive Plan for
. the number of
.
Kachina
not
are
with
the
increase
to
houses that
Village
being met, especially
this requested
n
.
rezoning will allow. The effect on the general. aesthetics of Kachina
Village (to
—-:.
5
build
this high-density housing will require complete razing of the
trees in the area), the
increased trafc on Tovar, the questionable abundance of our fresh water supply and sewer
X
of inadequate evacuation plans all combine to overwhelmingly
IN the possibility
services, and
advise
the
increase.
The property appears to still be up
III for sale, which indicates that
against
the current owner
is attempting to increase the density
. in
. order to make it more attractive to
.
.
otheru potential developers. We do NOT want another Bellemont!
.

14

M.

'
. of Kachina Village and Mountainaire,
Please give my concerns, as well as the
.
other residents
"
the
and weight they deserve. This development
. our backyard" and with
II
is "in
2 consideration
.
I
serious concerns (such as trafc safety, water
these
II well capacity and evacuation
II
procedures),
this rezoning for additional homes should be denied.

‘II
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Sincerely,
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Tami Eaton
2590 Polacca Trail
Flagstaff, AZ 86005
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LAW OFFICE OF

Turn: 5. C|n.um, PLI.
TONY 5. CULLUM*
CERTIFIEDBY ARIZONA STATE BAR
SPECIALISTIN REA‘. ESTATE LAW

AS

‘ADMITTEDTO PRACTICE
IN STATE OF COLOFIADO

ATTORNEY AT LAW

TELEPH ON E

14 EAST DALE AVENUE

(928) 774-2565

FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA 86001

(923) 774-2009

FAX

March 8, 2021

VIA EMAIL ONLY
Mr. Bob Short
Coconino County Planner
2500 Fort Valley Road
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
bshort(a,}»coconino.az.go\

Ms. Lindsay Daley
Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
219 E. Cherry Street
F lagstaif, Arizona 86001
ldaley Fa)coconino.az.go\
Re:

WI I|v—.-Ir....ZC-20-O11
and Sub 20-011
|'
.| — —JTI|_|'|
(Kachina
Highlands)
I

Dear Bob and Lindsay:

My office represents Southwest Park Properties, owner of the Kachina Village
Mobile Home Park, which shares a common boundary with the parcels subject to the above

referenced Rezoning and Subdivision on both the north and east boundaries of the Kachina Village
Mobile Home Park. By this letter, Southwest Park Properties hereby formally protests the above
referenced proposed Rezoning and Subdivision for Kachina Highlands and further respectfully
requests that the 12.98 acre Kachina Village Mobile Home Park parcel (APN 116-30—048D) be
included in the 20 percent calculations for both “area of and number”, pursuant to Section
5.12B(7B) of the Coconino County Zoning Ordinance and ARS §l 1-814.

Thank you and please contact myself or Guy Ecklund of my office
anything else to be included in the calculations reference_ci,aho.\te,_

/
/
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Sincerely,
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L/S, Cullum
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if you need
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TC:ge:te
cc: Southwest Park Properties
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Hello Neighbor!
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We have an upcoming meeting to rezone the Kachina Highland's Subdivision from 130 lots to 173 lots.
To oppose this rezone and potentially halt construction, we must appeal to our County Board members
by mail and attend the upcoming zoom meeting. The meeting will be virtual on zoom, and is on April
14*“ @ 5pm, Please join! Also on the Kachina village face book page we have a petition please join and
-.
sign!
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Enclosed with this letter is a sample letter to send by mail or email to the County Board of Supervisors.
Please see the points listed below and fill out the letter as you see t.
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The additional residents guarantees
o

o
o
0

signicant influx of trafc —
The severe blind spot at the main intersection of Tovar Trail is at risk for increased motor
vehicle and pedestrian related accidents.
Numerous traffic related accidents have occurred on Tovar Trail to date.
The Trafc Impact Analysis predicts the traffic to double upon completion.
Double traffic in the area would lead to signicant backups to and from the I-17, Kachina
Blvd and Tovar Tail. Arguably, the current infrastructure is not t for an increase in traffic.
Additional residents pose an extreme evacuate risk in the event of a re.
The amplied travel will require a surplus of road maintenance each year.
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Increased travel and development is expected to disrupt the sensitive ecosystem of the springs that
flow into the Pumphouse Wash —
o. The proposed roadways from Tovar Tail into the subdivision greatly undermine the
sensitivity of the rich Headwater network, as they will be installed directly above the
springs andallow ample opportunity for pollution - development may destruct the fragile
bionetwork of the area.
0 Consequently, Pumphouse Wash flows into Oak Creek Canyon, which streams into the
Verde River and provides fresh water to millions of residents in Phoenix.
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The subdivision was approved to lodge 130 lots with the understanding that construction would be
complete within two years —
o Completion of 173 lots in two years is irrational and will require an extension.
0 Extending construction increases the likeliness of environmental pollution from
construction.

This new subdivision is not consistent with the current scale and character of our rural neighborhoodo The majority of the current residents in Kachina Village stongly oppose this development
as they are concerned with trafc, safety, environmental impact.
County Board of Supervisor's E-Mails.
0 District 1 Patrice Horstman: 928-679-7161, phorstman@coconino.az.gov
0 District 2 - Jeronimo Vasquez: 928-679-7162, jvasque2@coconino.az.gov
0 District 3 Matt Ryan (Chair): 928-679-7163, mryan@coconino.az.gov
0 District 4 Judy Begay: 928-679-7164, jbegay@coconino.az.gov
0 District 5 Lena Fowler: (Vice) 928.679.7751, lfow|er@coconino.az.gov
—
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Coconino County Board of Supervisors
219 E Cherry Ave
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
Date
Proposed Rezone of Kachina Highland’s Subdivision
Dear Board Members,
Please accept this letter as my family's opposition to the proposed rezone of the Kachina
Highlands
Subdivision. An increase of units would be detrimental to our community for the
following reasons

.

A/VJ
Thank you,

(s

Kwwmx

bx

Signed-
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